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Summary

This thesis presents a novel technique to derive an accurate Tlansient Stability Bound-

ary which can be readily used in muìtiple applications related to ensuring dynamic

security of a power system. The intended applications of the proposed boundary

are: (a) using it as a constraint in a dynamic security constrained optimal power flow

program, (b) fast transient security assessment and control, and (c) redispatch of gen-

eration for preventive control. The proposed method approximates the ideal transient

stabiìity boundary with an accurâcy specified by the user. As the transient stability

boundary is not perfect, some stable operating points may be classified as unstable

and some unstable operating points may be classified as stable. For the applications

stated above, the misclassification of operating points must be minimized and any

misclassified cases must be confined to marginal cases. Further, the estimated Tþan-

sient Stability Boundary must be expressed in terms of the pre-contingency operating

point' For optimal power flow and preventive control applications, the function must

be differentiable. For all these applications, both the speed of determination of the

function and its accuracy are very important

An investigation of currently available transient security assessment and control

technics revealed that the transient stability boundary with the required features

can only be determined combining powerful features of time domain simulations and

machine learning techniques.

The hybrid algorithm proposed in this thesis combine time domain simulation

and the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm, a nonlinear extension of the well known

Ridge Regression algorithm. Time domain simulations are used to generate transient

stability data which are used in the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm. The heavy

computational burden in data generation is paid off-line.
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The modified Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm proposed in this thesis can effi-

ciently handle the high dimensionality of the problem. It can also approximate the

transient stability boundary with an accurate nonlinear boundary while confining the

misclassifications close to the boundary.

The proposed hybrid algorithm is used to estimate transient stability boundaries

for small system (New England 39 bus system) and a medium scale real power system

with 470 buses. It is shown that transient stability boundaries with over g|%âccuracy

can be efficiently derived from the transient stability databases generated off-line.

Applications of the derived boundary for (a) fast transient security assessment and

control, and (b) dynamic security constrained optimal power flow based generation

redispatch are demonstrated using the New England 39 bus system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Tladitional vertically integrated power systems rvere owned and operated by monop-

olies. The system planning in those po\Mer systems was done considering not only

the economic concerns but also the system security. Specially, the generation and

transmission facilities \Mere well maintained and upgraded according to the growth of

load. Timely upgrading of system facilities reduced the overloading of transmission

system while routine maintenance ensured less equipment failure that could lead to

system disturbances. When these single-owned power systems were connected with

each other to make an interconnected system, the operation was carried out in a care-

fully planned and cooperative manner. Consequently, the system operating conditions

were more predictable and number of possible system disturbances were small. Also,

proper system design ensured that the impact of disturbances under those known

operating conditions was absorbed without serious consequences.

The restructuring of power system industry leading to electricity market based

operation has introduced a number of new issues with regards to secure operation of

power systems. In the present restructured power systems, generation and distribu-

tion are owned by a number of market participants who compete with each other to
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maximize their own objectives in a situation where the transmission facilities are not

expanding to meet the growing power demand. Building new transmission facilities

has become a time consuming political task as it raises not only environmental but

also financial concerns since the payback for investments on transmission facilities

is not very attractive. This situation increases the stress on existing transmission

facilities while reduced maintenance and aging transmission facilities lead to a higher

rate of equipment failure increasing the number of possible disturbances.

Competition between market participants increasesl the number of possible differ-

ent load and generation patterns. Highly diverse operating conditions make it difficult

to maintain system security against all possible contingencies while operating close

to the security limits due to limited transmission facilities aggravates the security

risk. Therefore, it is important to know to what extent the power system is secure so

that market driven transactions can be arranged allowing sufficient safety (security)

margins.

The concept of power system security emerged following the Northeast blackout

of 1965. Security is a time varying property of the power system and it indicates the

robustness of the power systems in the presence of disturbance. The following char-

acterization of security is extracted from a recent report [1] from the ,IEEE/CIGRE

Joint Task Force on Stability Terms and Definitions'.

'isecurity of a power. system refers to the degree of risk in its ability

to survive imminent disturbances (contingencies) without interruption of

customer service"
lGeneration dispatch for traditional power ma¡ket was estimated by minimizing the total cost of

operation and hence for a given load pattern there was only one generation pattern. Load demand
was independent of the price of eìectricity. In contrast, load demand and leneration dispatch in
a restructured market depend on many factors due to different objectives of load and generator
owners.
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Therefore, the security of a power system is a measure of the risk of interruption in an

event of imminent disturbances. A po\Mer system that operates without interrupting

customer service when sr-rbjected to imminent disturbances (small or large) must

survive during the transitions and settles to a new operating condition in which

none of tìre system physical constraints are violated. The security information of

power systems is obtained lry analyzing the severity of a known set of contingencies

for a given state of the power system. The whole process is referred to as security

assessment and can be classified in to two categories: (1) Static security assessment,

and (2) Dynamic security assessment.

1.1 Security Assessment

Static security assessment determines whether the steady state post disturbance

conditions violate any device limits or voltage limits. A power system is said to have

static security, if neither device ratings nor voltage limits are exceeded for all credible

contingencies- In order to asses whether the system has static security for a given

contingency, post contingency system variables are calculated using an AC power flow

analysis. The underlying assumption here is that every pre contingency system state

will result in a steady state post contingency system state.

Dynamic security assessment determines whether the pov/er system reaches an

acceptable operating condition after the transition. This involves examining whether

the system is stable in different categories of system stability for the given distur-

bance and pre-disturbance operating condition. Therefore, stability analysis is an

integral component of system security and reliability assessment. Figure 1.1 given in

reference [1] shows the different categories of power system stability.
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Power System Stabiliry

Rotor Anglc
Stability

Voìtagc
Stability

Small Disturbance
Angle Stability

Large Disturbance
Voltage Stability

Small Disturbance
Voltage Srabiliry

Figure 1.1: Classification of power system stability.

7.2 Security Control

Security assessment investigates not only whether the system is secure for any im-

minent disturbance, but also the degree of security. When an operating condition is

detected having degree of security below a certain threshold for any irnminent dis-

turbance, remedial actions need to be taken to prevent partial or complete service

interruption- These remedial actions are câlled security control actions and fall in

to two categories, namely, preventive control (actions taken before the disturbance

occur), and corrective control (actions taken after the disturbance occur)[2]. In prag-

tice, the best compromise between preventive and corrective control actions is taken.

Preventive Control is to take actions before an actual disturbance happens by

moving the system operating point to a secure operating condition with an accept-

able security mar-gin. The niajor challenge in taking preventive control actions is that
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it is not certain whether the disturbance will occur at the time preventive actions are

taken. Therefore, a critical set of contingencies are selected using contingency screen-

ing methods and preventive control actions are taken for those critical contingencies

based on probability of occurrence and economic factors. Generation rescheduling,

load curtailment, network switching, and reactive compensation are some examples

for preventive control actions. The main advantage of preventive control is that the

preventive control actions can be taken any time before the occurrence of the contin-

gency' Thus, the system operator has enough time to implement appropriate control

action. On the other hand the major drawback of preventive control is that the re-

quired actions need to be taken in advance of the contingency affecting the system

operating cost.

Corrective Control actions are talcen as soon as the disturbance occurs to mit-

igate harmful effects on the system. Fault clearing, excitation control, generator

tripping, fast-valving, and load curtailment are some examples for the corrective con-

trol actions. The main advantage of corrective control over preventive control is that

corrective control actions are necessary only in an occurrence of a disturbance and

hence reduces the operating cost. On the other hand, corrective control actions must

be taken fast enouþh to be effective.

1.3 Power System States

Conceptual classification of po\Mer system states lays down the foundation required

for the security assessment and control schemes developed later in this thesis. Basic

framework for different states of operation was proposed in 1g67 by Dyliacco [3]

using three states. In 1978 Fink and Carlsen [4] improved the classification of states
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using five states, namely: normal, alert, ernergencA, in ertremis, and restoratiue.

Figure 1.2, adopted from reference [2], shows these operating states and how the

transition from one state to other can take place. There are three different sets of

equations, one differential and two algebraic, which describe the operation of the

power system- Algebraic equations comprise of a set of equality constraints (E) and

a set of inequality constraintt' (/). In the normal operat'ing state, allsystem variables

Figure 1.2: Cìassification of power system states: E - equality constraints, I - inequal-
ity constraints, and - * negation sign.

are within the normal range and all constraints are satisfied. The system operates

with an adequate security margin and is able to withstand the impact of a contingency

without violating system constraints.

The system enters the alert stafu if the security level falls below certain threshold

of adequacy. In tliis state all the constraints are still satisfied. However, system

security has weakened, so that, a disturbance may cause an overloading of devices

tio' to the power system governing equations
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violating inequality constraints. The in ertrem'is state may result directly from the

alert state if the impact of the disturbance is severe. When the system is in the alert

state, successful preventive control actions may result in restoring the system to the

normal state.

If a sufficiently severe disturbance occurs when the system in the alert state, then

the system enters to the emergencA state. In this state, the inequality constraints are

violated and the system security does not exist. However, the system is'still intact

and emergency (corrective) control actions may restore the system into alert state.

If the emergency control actions are delayed or ineffective then the system enters

to'in ertremi,s state where the system starts to disintegrate. In this state, both system

equality and inequality constraints are violated, and the system is no longer intact.

The result of this is a cascading outage and many parts of system may need to be shut

down. Emergency control actions such as controlled system separation are directed

to save the system from a total collapse.

Once the collapse is stopped, system enters to restorat'iue state where control

actions are taken to reconnect all the facilities and restore the system load. Depending

on the conditions, the system could enter to normal or alert state.

L.4 Motivation Behind the Research

Restructured power systems tend to operate in a less conservative manner due to

competition among the participants of the market. Therefore, it is important to have

the operating limits accurately. Further, the abiiity to control the power flow in the

most'economic manner without reaching the operating limits is equally important.

The availability of fast and efficient software tools to accomplish above task is essential

in operating power system in an efficient and secure manner.
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In restructured electricity markets, generation dispatch is performed by solving

an optimal power flow program. The static security of the optimality conditions is

assured by including the static security constraints into the optimization problem

using sensitivity factors [5,6]. However, the dynamic security constraints are not

readily availabie for inclusion into optimal porver flow programs. Current industry

practice is to modify the optimality conditions if they violate the dynamic security

requirements' This is done by system operator's experience based on off-line studies

and trial and error heuristics. This trial and error procedure is time consuming and

it is not guaranteed that the solution is the same had the transient sec¡rity been

considered in the OPF calculations.

Figure 1'1 shows the different stability categories considered in dynamic security

analysis. This thesis investigates the dynamic security problem due to transient

instability and proposes a novel technique to derive an accurate tansient Stability

Boundary in functional form that can be readily used as a transient stability constraint

in a Dynamic Security Constrained Optimal Power FIow Program. The function

used to define the transient stability boundary provides an explicit mapping between

the power system operating conditions existing before a d,isturbance occurs and the

transient stability margin for that given disturbance. Therefore, this function can

aiso be used to assess the time variation of the transient security margin as the po\Mer

system operating conditions vary with time. This feature is explained in chapter b.

Since this function is differentiable, the sensitivity of the stability margin relative to

power flow variables is also available to assist the system operator to take preventive

control actions.
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1.5 Main Objectives of the Research

The main objective of this research work was to develop a fast and efficient software

tool that can estimate an accurate Transient Stability Boundary (TSB) in functional

form which can readily be used as a constraint in a dynarnic security constrained

optimal power flow program. In addition, this TSB is proposed to be used in deriving

the transient stability margin and its sensitivities relative to power flow variables to

be used in on-line security assessment and preventive control. These applications re-

quire expressing the TSB as a continuously differentiable explicit function of variables

characterizing pre-contingency conditions. In order to achieve these main objectives,

a hybrid aìgorithm has been implemented in software combining Time Domain Sim-

ulations and a novel regression technique (Kernel Ridge Regression). During the

development stages of this hybrid algorithm, the following were achieved in order to

reach the main objectives of this research.

1. Investigation of existing transient stability analysis methods reported in liter-

ature to evaluate their suitability to use in estimation of a TSB in functional

form. This investigation study revealed that only a hybrid algorithm combining

positive features of time domain simulations and machine learning methods will
provide the means for the sofbware tool with desired features.

2. Development of a theoretical ba-sis for combining tirne domain simulations with

machine learning methods. The unique relationship between the system oper-

ating point and transient stability index under specified conditions is used to

define the TSB in the multidimensional space created by variables describing

the initial system operating point.

3' Development and implementation of efficient data generation software tools re-

I
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quired to generate accurate transient stability databases using time domain sim-

ulations. This software tool can generate pre-disturbance and post-disturbance

power system information to formulate the TSB estimation problem as a regres-

sion problem, which is subsequently solved using a selected regression technique.

Development and implementation of a regression algorithm that can efficiently

handle the high dimensionality of the TSB estimation while maintaining ac-

ceptable accuracy, speed and efficiency. The Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm

proposed in this thesis belongs to the Soft Margin Algorithms developed based

on Statistical Learning Tìreory. These soft margin algorithms use an implicit

calculation.of nonlinear mapping functions using a linear technique to achieve

high computational efficiency while high degree of generalization is achieved

by optimizing a regularized objective function that has a global and unique

solution.

Implementation of a training scheme for the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm

that is fast and easy to implement in software. The speed of training algorithm

is important because a recalculation of the TSB may be'required during the

operation of power system to accommodate (1) changes in the pre-contingency

power system topology, and (2) change in other system parameters such as

operating range of power flow variables.

Validation of the d,eveloped TSB estimation software tool by estimating the

TSB for a practical power system and evaluating performance. Aìso, applica-

tions of an estimated TSB are validated by applying TSB in a dynamic security

constrained optimal power flow program and a transient security control appli-

cation.

4.

5.

6.

10
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1.6 Thesis Overview

Tìre thesis progressively discusses the approach employed to achieve the above objec-

tives.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the existing transient stability analysis tech-

niques and discusses why the TSB with required features can only be estimated from

a hybrid algorithm that combines time domain simulations with a suitable machine

learning method. Then, the widely proposed machine learning methods for fast tran-

sient security assessment and their limitations are presented. Finally, optimal power

flow based preventive control techniques are presented and their limitations are dis-

cussed.

In chapter 3, a framewor-k for the functional relationship between the transient

stability index and the operating point existed before the occurrence of transient

disturbance is presented. The relationship between this mapping function and the

transient stability boundary is also presented. Then, the algorithm used to generate

the transient stability database is discussed. This database contains a transient stabil-

ity index and corresponding operating point data for different steady state operating

points in a specified range of power system variables. The transient energy margin,

estimated from Integrated Extended Equal Area Criteria, and Critical Clearing Time,

estimated using a binary search based simulations, are used to represent the transient

stability index. A detailed review of time domain simulations is presented and the

impact of modeling details of generators on the stability index is discussed.

Chapter 4 starts with a brief introduction to the machine learning problem. Es-

timation of an unknown function from a small sample of data has the challenge of

controlling the complexity of approximating functions. In order to show this challenge,

a simple learning example is studied and the requirement for the com,plerity control is

11
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theoretically analyzed using well known bias-variance decomposition of generali zation

error- Next, Statistical Learning Theory (SLT), a currently available cornprehensive

theory that explains how to control the complexity of an approximation function to

obtain the good generalization performance is presented. Then the soft margin algo-

rithms (support vector machine classification, support vector machine regression and

kernel ridge regression) based on SLT are presented and the kernel rìdge regression

algorithm, using polynomial approximation function, is proposed for the estimation

of the TSB. Finally, two algorithms are proposed to estimate the parameters for

the kernel ridge regression algorithm so that the learning process can be efficiently

implemented in software.

Chapter 5 presents the results of case studies carried out to validate to TSB

estimation tool using several test systems. Then the e.stimated TSB is applied in

dynamic security constrained optimal pov/er flow program and security control scheme

to demonstrate the applications of TSB. At the end of chapter b, limitations of the

proposed schemes are discussed.

Finally, in chapter 6 conclusions are drawn. Few suggestions are given for fu-

ture work covering the areas which need further research in order to increase the

efficiency, effectiveness and applicability of proposed combine algorithm. The appen-

dices introduce the mathematical derivations and details about different theories used

in the main chapters of the thesis. References are made to the appendices wherever

required.
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Chapter 2

Tbansient Stability Assessment and

Control

2.L Introduction

The transient stability assessment of power systems began as early as the 1920s with

manual calculations [8]. Since then, it has developed into an important aspect of

power system planning and operation. The transient stability assessment algorithms

used today are mainly based on the concepts instigated during the first stages of

the development. In early algorithms [20], these concepts were applied using hand

calculations and graphical techniques; hence, reduced and simplified power system

models were used. The introduction of the analog and digital computers \Mere an

important milestones [2] in the development of the transient stability assessment

software industry. Since then, powerful software tools capable of representing large

power systems and detailed equipment models were developed.

When power systems became larger and more complex, the controlling action

required to limit the harmful effects of imminent disturbances became critical and

13
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complex' In most po\¡/er utilities around the world, transient stability control actions

are determined by the power system operator's experience about the power system

dynamic behavior through past events and off-line studies. The ongoing restructuring

process of power systems has imposed a number of new market rules leading to a new

situation where the system operator needs the help of on-line security assessment

and control tools. Since the start of restructuring of power systems, research has

been conducted by the research community around the world to cater to the need for

transient security (stability) control tools with desired feature.

This chapter presents the ìiterature related to transient stability studies in four

sections' Section 2.2 presets an introduction to the problem of transient stability

and related assumptions. Then, in section 2.3, an overview of transient stability

assessment methods are presented to show that only hybrid methods incorporating

machine learning methods can be used to derive the transient stability boundary in

a functional form. This overview begins with a brief discussion of the time domain

simulation methods and transient energy based methods. Then the discussion will

continue on hybrid methods that combine different methods such as (a) time domain

simulations, (b) energy based methods, and (c) machine learning methods. Section

2.4 categorizes transient security control actions and reviews the different optimal

preventive control algorithms. Onty noteworthy algorithms are considered in this

chapter. Finally, concluding remarks will summarize the important details presented

in this chapter.
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2.2 Stability of a Power System

General Representation of Power System

The dynamic behavior of a nonlinear system such as a po'ù/er system may be described

by a set of coupled first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The mathe-

matical model of such system with a set of n differential equations and r inputs can

be presented in the following form.

f¿ : f¿(rt, ..., In, u1, ..., u",t) 'i: L,2,..,fr (2.1)

Where r¿ ã,re the state variables and u¿ are the input to the system. The time is

denoted by ú and the time derivative of state variable r is denoted by r. The system

described by (2.1) is said to be autonomous if the system is time invariant and input

u is zero. Since a pov/er system is a time invariantl nonlinear system, dropping ú irom

variable set, allows equation (2.1) to be further simplified and written in vector-matrix

notation as follows.

¡: f (x,u) (2 2)

Steady State Operation

The steady state or equilibrium state of a power system is defined as a state where

the time derivatives of tìre state variables are simultaneously zero. Therefore, at the

steady state the set of differential equations given by (2.2) must satisfy the equation

ù: f (ro,u):o (2 3)

lPower system parameters may change with a disturbance such as switching of transmission line
or load change. In between swilching events, however, power system can be considered as time
invariant.
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where, ø¡ is the state variable vector or the operating point vector at the steady state.

Unlike linear systems, which have only one steady state operating point, a nonlinear

system, such as a porver system may have more than one steady state operating point.

Categories of Power Systems Disturbances

Different disturbances in power systems are generally described under two broad

categories [1].

o Euent-tEpe disturbance occurs due to a fault in the pol¡/er system. For example,

most common type of fault is a short circuit in the transmission network followed

by the tr-ipping of.the faulted transmission line after a certain time period (This

deiay tirne is called the fault clearing ti,me of. a fault).

c Norm-type distttbances are characterized by their size. Variation of a load is

an example for the norm-type disturbance.

Severe pov/er system disturbances that cause transient instability are due to event-

type disturbances. Norm-type disturbances hardly cause transient instability and

therefore in the context of transient stability analysis, usually then the disturbance

refers to a severe event-type disturbance.

An event-type disturbance that is severe enough to cause a concern about transient

instability is referred to as a cont'ingencrT. In the design stage of a power system, a

set of contingencies, for which the power systern must be transiently stable under

most of normal operating conditions, are identified. These contingencies are usually

referred to as normal-design cont'ingenci,es [2]. These normal-design contingencies

usually include.the loss of any single element in a power system. This is referred to

as ly' - 1 cri,teri,on because it involves the analysis of an ly'-component power system
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that loses any one of its major components. Usually a power system is operated in

a certain region of the state space, so that, the system is transiently stable in an

event of a normal design contingency. In addition to the normal design contingencies,

extreme situations caused by multiple-related outages are also considered in the design

and operating stages. Emergency control actions are armed to prevent widespread

blackouts in the rare event of these one of multiple-related extreme outages.

Different Stages During a Disturbance

A power system undergoing a severe transient disturbance or contingency that starts

at time f : 0 due to a fault (event-type disturbance) followed by clearing of the fault

at time t: t.can be described by three sets of differential equations [7].

¿<0

0<ú

t. 1t

t:

L

T:

f'(*),

rF @),

ro @),

{t"

(2 4)

(2 5)

(2 6)

In stability analysis, the pre-disturbance polver system is assumed to be in steady

state and hence the pre-disturbance state differential equations given by (2.4) must

satisfy the following.

ù: fr(t) : o (2 7)

During the fault period (i.e. 0 < ¿ 1t"), the system is described by the fault-on

differential equations given by (2.5). At time, t : t" the fault is cleared ancl the

system dynamics are governed by (2.6). In practise, one fault can trigger a number

of switching actions during the post fault period'leading to different sets of post-fauit

differential equations. For simplicity, it is assumed that the only switching action is
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to remove the faulted device at the beginning of the post-disturbance period. Since

the post-disturbance system structure and the pre-disturbance system structure are

not the same due to switching of the faulted component, the governing differential

equations (2.6) corresponding to the post disturbance period (i.e ú. < ú) are different

from the governing differential equations (2.$ corresponding to the pre-disturbance

period.

Simplifying Assumptions in the Representation of Power Sys-

tem in Stability Studies

Although pov/er system behavior can be accurately represented only using differential

equations, the complexity associated with such representation is very high even for

a power system with few hundreds of buses. It has been shown [2] that certain

simplifying assumptions can be made to reduce the complexity without affecting

the assessment of stability. Out of many assumptions used in stability studies, an

important assumption that will be discussed shortly is to ignore the fast dynamics

that hardly influence the stability behavior

In this case) some of the nonlinear coupled differential equations are replaced

with nonlinear coupled algebraic equations. Loads, generators, and other auxiliary

devices in a power system are connected to each other by the transmission network.

The transients associated with transmission network and generator stators decay in

a much faster rate compared to the decay of rotor mechanical oscillations that affects

the transient stability. Therefore, the governing differential equations given by (2.2)

is replaced [2] witli a set of differential equations,

¡: f (r,V) (2 8)
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representing dynamic behavior of the dynamic devices. and a set of algebraic equa-

tions,

I(r,V):YV (2.9)

representing the combined algebraic equations for the devices and transmission net-

work.

Where,

r -vector of system state variables;

V -vector of bus voltage phasors;

I -vector of bus current injection phasors;

Y -bus admittance matrix.

The time variation of the state variables u and the algebraic variables V can be

calculated by solving the set of differential and algebraic equations (DAE), given by

(2.8) and (2.9), using a known set of initial conditions, r,¡,Vo.

2.3 Thansient Security Assessment

Tlansient security assessment involves determining whether a power system operat-

ing point is transiently stable when subjected to a transient disturbance. tansient

security â,ssessment plays a vital role in both the design and the operating stages of

a pov/er system. Vast numbers of transient security assessment methods are reported

in the literature that can be categorized into three main categories as presented in

detail in following subsections.
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2.3.L Time Domain Simulations

Time domain simulation solves the DAE given by (2.8) and (2.9) using step-by-step

numerical integrations. The application of time domain simulation in security assess-

ment was first reported in 1929 when Park and Bancker [8] Lrsed manual calculations

of swing equations to compute the time evolution of rotor angles following a transient

disturbance. However, this manual solution of differential equations was limited to

reduced systems with few generators.

Since the evolution of the digital computer, time domain simulations have become

an essential software tool for transient security assessment. The first digital computer

program for stability analysis was developed using the FORTRAN programming lan-

gauge) in 1956 [2]. The modern commercial standard transient stability simulation

software programs available today not only handle power systems with a large num-

ber of generators, but also use sophisticated models to represent the power system

elements, enabling accurate transient stability assessment. Today, time domain sim-

ulation is considered as the most accurate and reliable transient stability assessment

method.

Commercial standard time domain transient stability simulation software pro-

grams use a wide range of different algorithms to solve the DAE to assess the dynamic

response of power system. These differences in algorithms used in time domain simu-

lations are present as a result of the selection of different numerical solution methods

and the differences in modeling details of the power system components. In general,

the solution schem.e used to solve DAE is decided in the following three steps.

1. Whether the differential equations( 2.8)and algebraic equations (2.9) are solved

simultaneously or separately.
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2. What numericai integration method is used to solve differential equations.

3. What solution method is used for the nonlinear algebraic equations.

The parti,al soluti.on scheme, which solves differential and algebraic equations sepa-

rately, first solves the algebraic equations (2.9) following a disturbance to calculate

the bus voltages (V), bus current injections (.t), and other non-state variables. Then

the time derivatives of state variables (å), given by (2.8), are calculated using the

known values of state variables (z) and calculated values of (V). Finally, an explicit

integration method is used to calculate the values of state variables for the next time

step.

The si,multaneous soluti,on scheme uses an implicit integration method that trans-

forms the differential equations (2.8) into a set of difference equations of state variables

(ø) and bus voltages (I/) for the present and next time step. These difference equa-

tions2 are solved with the algebraic equations representing the network to get the

values of the state variables and other non-state variable values at the next time step.

The selection of the numerical integration method depends on whether the partial

dolution scheme or the simultaneous solution scheme is used to interface between dif-

ferential and algebraic equations. In some commercial standard simulation programs

[9, 10], several kind of numerical integration methods are available for user selection.

The Runge-Kutta methods [11, i2] and Predictor-corrector methods [11] are some of

explicit integration methods used, while the Tbapezoidal integration method [13] is

the most widely used implicit integration method. A significant limitation of explicit

integration methods is their numerical instability [14]. In order to stabilize the in-

tegration, the time step used in integration has to be decided based on the smallest

time constant of the system to be simulated.

2These are also nonlinear algebraic equations.
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In order to solve the algebraic equations, iterative methods such as the Newton-

Raphson and Gauss-Seidal methods [15], or the triangular factorization method [2]

can be used. This selection of an algebraic equation solver depends on whether the

simultaneous solution scheme or the partial solution scheme is used to interface be-

tween algebraic and differential equations. Time domain simulation programs use a

single line representation corresponding to a balanced three phase network. Unbal-

anced networks caused by unbalanced faults are simulated by combining balanced

sequence networks derived by symmetrical components analysis [16].

Although, time domain simulation programs provide accurate and reliable âssess-

ment of system information following a disturbance, it can only be used to numerically

calculate the time evaluation of power system variables following a disturbance for

a gi,uen pre-d'isturbance operati,ng cond'it'ion. Time domain simulations can not be

directly used in estimating the transient stability boundary as ân explicit function.

Further, the huge computational resources required to solve the DAE makes it difficult

to use for the applications intended by the transient stability boundary in functional

form.

2.3.2 Tbansient Energy Based Methods

Transient energy based methods provide useful insights and interpretations, although

they are difficult to implement in practice. The transient energy based approach can

be simply explained by using the concept of the rolling batt anatogg l2).

Consider a ball rolling on the inner surface of a bowl as shown in figure 2.1. The

area inside the bowl represents the region of stability [2]. This region of stability is

sometimes referred to as the region of attraction. The area outside the bowl represents

the region of instability. The rim of the bowl is not in a horizontal plane so that
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SEP

Figure 2.1: Rolling ball analogy of operating point vector adopted from[2].

different points on the rim have different heights. Before any disturbance occurs, the

ball is at the bottom of the bowl which is refereed to as the stable equil,ibrium point

(sEP).

When the ball is subjected to a disturbance, by injecting a certain amount of

kinetic energy, the ball will roll up inside the inner surface of the'bowl. The initial

motion determines the path of the ball while the amount of kinetic energy determines

where the ball will stop. If the kinetic energy injected into the ball is converted to

potential energy before the balt reaches the rim of the bowl, then the ball will roll

back and eventually settle down at the SEP. In a situation, where the ball is injected

enough kinetic energy so that it goes over the rim, the ball will enter the region of

instability and will not return back to the SEP. The inner surface of the bowl is

called the potential energy surface and the rim of the bowl is called the potenti,al

energA boundary surface (PEBS).

.)Ð
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Energy based approaches for transient stability assessment involves a similar con-

cept to the rolling ball example explained above. When a fault occurs, the balance

between the generator mechanical power input and electrical power output is affected.

The mechanical power injected into the generators can not be delivered to the loads

and consequently the generators accelerate as a whole 3. During the fault-on period,

the power system gains both kinetic (energy stored in the generator rotors) and po-

tential (potential energy due to the position of rotor, magnetic energy stored in the

transmission lines, etc.) energy while the state vector is moving away from its SEP.

Once the fault is cleared, the kinetic energ.y is converted into the potential energy

similar to the ball rolling up inside the potential energy surface. In order to pre-

vent instability, the post-fault system configuration must be capable of absor-bing the

kinetic energy gained during the fault-on period.

In the case of multi-machine power systems, only part of the kinetic energy gained

during the fault-on period is responsible for transient instability. Therefore, in order

to prevent instability, the post-fault system configuration needs to absorb only the

component of kinetic energy responsible for transient instability.

Equal Area Criteria Method and its Extensions

The equal area criteria (EAC) method is a transient energy based method that pro-

vides a way to assess the transient stability of a classicai one machine to infinite bus

system (OMIB) without solving the DAE. In the literature, it is not clear when the

equal area criteria was first introduced; however, references are often made to books

by Dahl, Skilling and Yamakawa, and Kimbark [17, 18, 19].

3In fact some generators may actually decelerate while the others are accelerating during the
fault-on period, however, as a group generators accèlerate due to the absorption of excess power as
kinetic energy.
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Fignre 2.2: Power Angle Curve showing the variation of mechanical power input P-
and electrical power output P".

Figure 2.2 shows the graphical representation of the EAC. Where ô is the rotor

angle of the generator in OMIB system, and accelerating area (,41) shows the net

kinetic energy gain during the fault-on period and decelerating area (A2) shows the

maximum potential energy the OMIB system can absorb. The EAC states that the

difference A2 - ,,4.1, between the decelerating area (á2) and the accelerating area

(,41) of the power-angle plot of OMIB system provides the stability margin which is

positive if the system is stable and negative otherwise [20]. The EAC energy concept

is a special case of Lyapunov's energy function method applied to the OMIB system.

Lyapunov's energy function method will be discussed in section 2.3.2.

The EAC became popular in 1930's because of its simple graphical interpretation,

which allowed to calculate stability margin using only hand calculation. The knowl-

edge of the stability margin is not only useful in assessing whether or not the system

is stable, but also provides an indication of how close the present operating condi-

tions are to instability. Even today the EAC is considered as an important classical
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method because of its interpretation as a stability check using the transient energy

concept. However, the EAC is limited to one machine connected to an infinite bus

with generator modeled with a classical model that represents only the mechanical

dynamics of the generator.

The idea behind EAC was further extended to multi machine power systems in the

late eighties by two separate research groups led by Rahimi [21], and Xue 122] t]rrough

the introduction of the Extended Equal Area Criterion (EEAC). The EEAC is based

on the conjecture that transient instability is a result of irrecoverable separation of

generator rotor angles into two clusters after being subjected to a sever-e transient

disturbance. These two groups of generators are called the critical cluster and the

remaining cluster of machines. These two sets of generators are transformed into an

equivalent two machine system, one machine representing the dynamics of the critical

cluster and the other representing the dynamics of the remaining cluster of machines.

Finally, the equivalent two-machine system is reduced to a one machine to infinite

bus system (OMIB) for which the EAC can be applied to estimate the transient

stability margin [23]. The main assumption in the above formulation of EEAC is

that during the study period, the rotor angles of each cluster are represented by

the center of anglesa calculated just before the fault occurs. Similar to the EAC,

the EEAC formulation also uses the classical model of generator representing the

mechanical dynamics of the generators.

The EEAC method transforms the system into an equivalent OMIB system based

on the pre-contingent power flow data. This introduces many errors [20] to the

final assessment of the stability for a given contingency. One main source of error
aThe center ofangles (CA) for each cluster is calculated by dividing the sum ofproducts between

the generator inertia H¿ and, the initial generator rotor angle ôu0 by the sum of generator inertias.
i.e. CA: Ð+";,09
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is associated with the identification of the critical and remaining clusters [23]. Tlie

other main contributions to the error come from (1) the assumption that the rotor

angles of each cluster during the study period can be represented from the center of

angles ofeach cluster calculated from pre-contingency data, and (2) the use ofclassical

generator model ignoring the electrical dynamics of the rotor circuit of generators and

controllers. After its first introduction, various improvements to the EEAC have been

made to improve its accuracy by combining EEAC with time domain simulations.

These improvements are discussed later in this chapter under hybrid methods.

The EEAC can be used to derive the transient stability boundary in functional

form [23], however; the lack of reliability and the accuracy of such transient stability

boundary makes it inappropriate for the applications discussed in this thesis.

Direct Method

In power system stability analysis, the application of Lyapunov's second method

l2a] ø assess transient stability without solving algebraic and differential equations

is widely called the direct method of transient stability analysis. In summary, the

Lyapunov direct method states 12, 7 , 24 that the equilibrium point frs of a nonlinear

dynamic system defined by a set of differential equations (2.3) is stables if there

exist a positive definite function V"@) such that the total derivative with respect

to time V"@) is not positive. According to Lyapunov's direct method, any function

that satisfies these requirements can be used in stability calculations. The transient

energy functions used in power system stability assessment are a special case of the

general Lyapunov's direct method.

The application of transient energy based methods for stabiìity assessment was

5 Lyapunov conditions provide a test for sufficient but not necessary conditions for stability.
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first reported in the late 1940s by Magnusson [25]. Magnusson proposed a potential

energy function with respect to the post-fault SEP for a three machine bus system.

The functional value at a selected critical point was used to provide a threshold for

the transient energy. If the transient energy, which is the sum of kinetic energy and

potential energy, is less than the potential energ"y threshold then the system is stable.

A decade later, Aylett [26] proposed an energy integral based method. Because of

these early contributions, both Magnusson and Aylett are considered as the pioneers of

the energy based approach in power system stability analysis. The actual application

of Lyapunov's direct method was reported in 1960s. Since then, tremendous efforts

by various researchers around the world improved the understanding of Lyapunov's

direct method based transient stability assessment. These efforts are explained in

detail in the books by Pavella [32], Pai [7, 31], and Vittal [27].

2.3.3 Hybrid Methods

Combining time domain simulations with transient energy based methods or machine

learning methods has produced many hybrid transient stability assessment methods

with different advantages. In general these methods are less accurate than the orig-

inal time domain simulations. However, some energy based methods that use time

domain simulations gain a significant reduction of the computational requirement,

and also extract imþortant information such as stability margins from time domain

simulations. Hybrid methods that use machine learning methods were primarily pro-

posed for fast transient stability assessment required for online security assessment.

These methods use transient stability data bases generated off line using time domain

simulations to predict the transient stability status for future operating conditions.
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Integrated Extended Equal Area Criteria Method

The concept of EEAC presented in section2.3.2 was originally proposed, based on a

conjecture and several assumptions. These assumptions used in the original EEAC

were relieved in different stages of further development of EEAC. In the first stage of

this development, EEAC was combined with time domain simulations and the centers

of angle for the critical and remaining clusters, and power injections from generators

were calculated in each time step. The resultant equivalent OMIB system was cailed

a time varying OMIB system and the power angle relationship for this OMIB system

was sinusoidal between time steps. However, the classical model of generator was

used ignoring, the electromagnetic transients of generators. This time varying OMIB

system was refereed to as GEAC (Generalize Equal Area Criterion) by Rahimi [28],

and DEEAC (Dynamic Extended Equal Area Criteria Method) by Xue and Pavella

[29], and Pavella and Murthy [30].

Detailed power system models are considered in later stages. In this case, the

equivalent OMIB system is called generalized OMIB where the power angle curve

is time varying. The Integrated Extended Equal Area Criteria Method (IEEAC)

that has been integrated with the transient stability assessment tool (TSAT") [10]

developed by the Powertech Labs Inc, uses the generaiized OMIB concept. In section

3.7, later in this thesis, a comparison between the transient stability index estimated

using the IEEAC method and the critical clearing time is presented. This comparison

reveals that the IEEAC stability index can be used for accurate transient stability

assessment

Similar to the time domain simulations, IEEAC provides the numerical value of

a tr.ansient stability index for the given initial operating condition and given contin-

gency. Therefore, the IEEAC cannot be directly used in deriving the transient sta-
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bility boundary in functional form or applied in the applications intended in Chapter

1.

Direct Method Using Time Domain Simulations

Decades of research have shown that it is difficult to apply the direct method to power

system without many simplifying assumptions which ultimately affect the accurate

representation of power system elements [2]. Transient stability analysis using the di-

rect method is limited to generators represented by classical, models ignoring the slow

electrical transients that affect the transient stability assessment 12, 7, 271. There-

fore, the effects of the excitation systern, excitation system controllers, and governors

are ignored. Following is a brief overview of the application of the direct method in

transient stability'assessment.

Due to research efforts since 1960s, a widely accepted transient energy function

[27], given by (2.11),',Ã/as proposed to represent the total system transient energy for

the post-disturbance system. An irnportant feature of tliis analysis is that all the

formulations are done relative to the center of inert'ia (COI),

õcot:W (2.10)
ux:I

of the po\ /er system. Where, ð¿ and H¿ are genelator- rotor angle and inertia constant

of the iúä generator used, n is the number of generators in the system. In this analysis,

generators and loads are modeled with classical models and constant admittance load,

models respectively. The network admittance matrix Y : G + j B is calculated by
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including the generator transient reactance and load admittances.

v:f nn'7
i=1.

TL

- \{e*o - E? Gno)(oo - r:'n)

i=7
n-r " (2.7I)

- f \ noø,ao¡[cos(O¿ - 0) -cos(do" - lill
i:l j:i.+7
n-I n 10;1¡0;

*f t I E¿Ejcijcos(d¿-0¡)d(0¿+0¡)
i:7 j:i*1 J 0:+0;

Where,

i,, j - Index for generators;

Ø -Angular speed of generator rotor with respect to the (COI);

P^ -Mechanical power input to generator;

E -Internal voltage of generator;

á -Rotor angle of generator relative to the COI;

0s -Rotor angle of generator at post-disturbance SEP relative to the COI.

Four terms in the transient energ.y function have the following physical interpr+

tations.

o 1"¿ term represents the change in kinetic energy of all generator rotors relative

to the COI.

o 2nd term shows the change in rotor potential energy of all generators relative to

the COI.

o .3'd term represents the change in stored magnetic energy in all transmission

lines.
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. 4¿à term represents the change in dissipated energy in all transmission lines.

Note that the 1"¿ term is a function of only the generator speeds relative to the COI.

This term is called the lci,net'ic energy (Vr"). The sum of other three terms is called

the potential energy (Vr") and is a function of only6 the generator rotor angles relative

to COI.

The transient stability index is calculated by subtracting the total system energy

at tlre fault clearinS (Vù from the critical value of energy (V.,).The system is stable if
the transient stability index is positive. A time domain simulation is used to estimate

the speeds and angles of the generator rotors at the instant of fault clearing.

There are a number of methods proposed in literature [2] to calculate the critical

value of energy (V.,). All these methods select an unstable equi,l,ibrium point (UEp)

out of large number of possible UEPs. UEPs of the post-disturbance pov/er systeni

ar-e calculated by solving the post-disturbance system steady state equations

2¡7^Ø'dt : P,n¿ - P"¿- #"Ðrr*,- P"¿): o (2.12)

where, P"¿ is the electrical power output of 'd¿å generator and is a function of generator

rotor angle (á) relative to COI. There exist 2'-1 - l number of solutions for (2.I2).

Out of these, one solution corresponds to the post-disturbance SEP. All the other

solutions correspond to post-fault UEPs [2].

During the early stages, the system potential energy for all the UEPs were cal-

culated and the lowest potential energy was selected [33] as the critical energy (V,,).

This approach resulted in too conservative stability assessments and was not useful

in practise.

6In the classical model of generator, only rotor mechanical dynamics are modeled. The terminaì
voltage, E is assumed to be a constant.
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Subsequently, the controlling UEP was proposed 17,27,31,34] to overcome the

conservativeness of the early method. In the controlling UEP [2] approach, the poten-

tial energy corresponding to the controlling UEP was selected as the critical energy.

Controlling UEP approach provided more accurate results although the computa-

tional effort required has limited its application in practice. AIso under some severe

conditions, the methods used to estimate controlling UEP failed to converge [2] or

converged to the wrong UEP. The main rea,son for this was the initial guess for the

controlling UEP was not sufficiently close to the exact controlling UEP. The potential

energy boundary surface metìrod (BCU) [2, 35] improved this convergence problems

to certain extent by producing a sufficiently close initial guess to exact controlling

UEP. An important advantage of the BCU method is that, it can easily be extended to

include detail models. However, more research is required to assess the BCU method

for the power systems medelled in detail.

In order to avoid the computational burden associated with the controlling UEP

approach, the sustain-fault approach was proposed in [36]. In the sustain-fault ap-

proach, a time domain simulation with a sustained fault is performed until the system

state crosses the potential energy boundary surface (PEBS). The crossing of PEBS

is identifi.ed by the potential energ-y reaching its maximum.

Later, there has been several attempts to include the detailed models in analysis

of direct method of transient stability [27]. These developments to include detailed

models.need [2] further research work to improve accuracy, reliability and efiÊciency

so that it can be applied in practical transient stability assessment.

Although, the direct method incorporating time domain simulations provide the

numerical value of a transient stability index for given pre-disturbance operating

condition and given contingency, it does not provide the transient stability boundary

.).)
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in functional form.

Machine Learning Methods

The application of machine learning methods for transient stability analysis is inspired

by their higher speed of calculation. These methods use a transient stability database

generated by using time domain simulations.

The database [a9] for a given contingency consist of two types of data entries: (1)

po\lüer flow variables such as generator and load active and reactive power injections,

critical line flows characterizing the steady state pre-contingency operating point

prevailed before the contingency occured, and (2) the transient stability status (stable

or unstable) or a transient stability index for each pre-contingency operating point

characterizing the degree of stability when the power system ís subjected to the given

contingency. Time domain simulations are used to estimate the transient stability

status or index for each pre-contingency operating point.

The database is used in a machine learning algorithm to approximately learn

the mapping function between the power flow variables and the transient stability

index. The heavy computational requirement for the database generation and learning

processes are paid off-line. Once the mapping function is adequately learned, it can

be used to approximately predict the transient stability index for future operating

conditions. The piediction speed of the machine learning methods is much faster as

compared to all the other transient stability assessment methods discussed earlier in

this chapter.

The earliest effort of applying machine learning in transient stability analysis

reported in literature was the study carried out in 1970 by Rockwell Information

Company [37]. They used different kinds of simple classifiers for online stability
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analysis. A few years later, is was shown that the use of transient measurements [38,

39] such as individual kinetic energy of all generators can further improve transient

stability classification. Yamamoto et d. [40] proposed an algorithm that used static

variables and transient variables. The transient stability classification in terms of

static and transient variable was much easier at the expense of increased on-line

computation for the calcuiation of transient variables.

Sobajic and Pao [41] reported the first application of Artificial Neural Networks

(ANN) regressionT in transient stability assessment in 1989 by approximating the

critical clearing time for different load patterns and contingencies of a four generator

system. In the same yeâr, El-Sharkawi et al. [42] reported a similar study using an

ANN classifiers.

Later, Kumar et al. [43] proposed a'set of important requirements that need to

be fulfilled for successful application of ANN based tools for on-line dynamic secu-

rity assessment. These requirements include incorporation of the system operator,s

knowledge and experience to limit the number of contingencies to those which are

credible and harmful, and limit the pre-disturbance operating conditions, so that, the

problem of dynamic security assessment is not ,rnn"...rurily complex. Since then,

a number of transient security assessment studies using ANN have been reported.

lVlcCalley et al. presented how ANN regression can be used in rapid transmission re-

Iiability margin calculations fLal. The same group showed that ANN regression could

be rised to visualize the transient stability boundary [a5] and the potential advantages

of suclr impiementation over the Nomograrns [46], a two dimensional stability bound-

ary visualization technique. Mansour et al. [47] showed the potential of ANN in
7In literature, Multi-Layer Perceptorns and other variants of Artificial Neural Networks are ref-

ereed to as ANN.
8In classification, the input is mapped into different classes such as stable class or unstable class

rvhile in regression, the input is mapped into a continuous output variable such as stability margin.
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dynamic security screening and ranking of the large scale power systems of B. C. Hy-

dro and Hydro Quebec. Further they shorved that dynamic variables along with static

variables can improve the classification accuracy marginally and elimination of these

dynamic variables results in significant reduction in required computational resources.

Details of other case studies can be found in references [48, 49, 50, 57, 52].

Applicability of ANN based real-time security assessment techniques have been

explored deeply since its first application by Sobajic. The main advantage of ANN

based hybrid technique is that, once a reliable ANN classifier is estimated off-line,

the on-line execution time is extremely fast. Another advantage of ANN is that the

mapping function derived from ANN is continuous and continuously differentiable

within the domain of its inputs. Despite the above mentioned advantages, ANN has

the following major drawbacks that made ANN difficult to apply for transient security

assessment:

Tfaining of a ANN using a off-line generated transient stability data base requires

(a) feature selection, (b) training weights of the ANN using back propagation algo-

rithm, (c) performance evaluation tests.

Among the large number of power flow variables that can be used to represent the

pre-disturbance operating conditions, a small number of variables are required to be

selected for the input vector of the ANN. This procedure of selecting a relevant set of

variables is commonly known as feature selection and plays an important role in ANN

training. An adequately selected inpút variable vector not only increases the speed of

training but also leads to less complex and a rnore accurate mapping function. The

feature selection algorithms are problem dependent and trial and error techniques are

required to select the most suitable algorithm.

The error back propagation algorithm used to estimate the weights of ANN has
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many local minima. Thus, the quality of the solution obtained from the back propa-

gation algorithm depends on many factors, specially the initial values of the weights.

Trial and error heuristics are used to select a set of initial values for the weights

that lead to a good solution [55]. Another problem associated with back propagation

algorithm is that it has rather slow rate of convergence [55]. This issue plays a vital

role when applying ANN to large scale power systems [41].

There is no algorithm to'select the optimal number of hidden layers and the

number of hidden neurons in each layer. Usually, several sets of ANNs are trained

and the ANN that provide the best perfor-må,nce indices is selected for transient

security assessment 156]. Because of these drawbacks, the ANN training is a time

consuming and computationally challenging process that is difificult to autoinate.

Decision Trees (DT) were also proposed for on-line transient stability assessment

by Wehenkel et al. [57, 58, 59]. Later, Rovnyak et al [60] showed, using the New

England 39 bus system, that DTs could be efficiently used in real-time security con-

trol by using synchronized phase angle measurements. Later, Karunadasa et al. [61]

proposed a dynamic security control scheme for the same test system using DT tech-

nique. This preventive control scheme moves the operating point to an available

secure operating region in the most cost effective way.

DTs estimate piece-wise linear mapping function by repeatedly splitting training

data. Therefore, DTs are more suitable [62] for classification problems having small

number of output classes such as the stability label stable/unstable, whereas ANN

can map their inputs with any number of outputs in continuous range. When the

output categories (number of classes) are small, DT have several advantages [62] over

ANN: (i) training of DTs can be automated and requires much smaller time and

computational resources cornpared to ANN, and (ii) unlike ANN, DTs do not require

.)-
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a separate variable selection algorithm. During the training process DTs, selects a

subset of input variables to be used in classification. Another advantage of DTs is that

a set of classification rules can be derived from a trained DT. These classification rules

are in a simple format so that it can be seen that which threshold criteria were met

(i.e why a particular case was classified in to a certain output category) and whether

the output category is different if certain variables would have been different.

The main disadvantages of DTs are (i) insufficient accuracye because of the greed,g

type optimizalion methods use for the training of tìre DT classifier, and (ii) the piece-

wise linear transient stability boundary that can be derived from a trained DT is not

differentiable with respect to its input variables. Insufficient accuracy and piec-wise

linear functional form of the transient stability boundary makes the DT an unsuitable

candidate to be used for the applications investigate in this thesis

recent study performed by Moulin et al. proposed [56] the Support Vector

Machines (SVM) Classifier for the security classification of large scale power systems.

Unlike the ANN training process, the solution for the SVM weights are obtained by

solving a quadratic optimization problem that has a global and unique solution. This

study uses a 2484 bus, 200 generator, 'Priba system' that represents a subsystem of

the Brazilian southeast grid and compares the performances of the SVM classifier

with the ANN classifier. This study revealed that, compared to ANN classification,

SVM classification has superior classification accuracyl0 and faster training time11.

Further, the mapping function that can be derived from a trained SVM classifier can

be used to derive the transient stability boundary in functional form.
sCase studies carried out by Wehenkel, however; shows that both DTs and ANN provide almost

the same classification accuracy when applied to transient security classification problem [63]loClassification error rate for ANN classifier is twice as much as SVM cl¿ssifier.
ilTbaining time for the SVM classifier is 18.6 seconds while ANN classification takes 46.2 minutes

fo¡ the training.
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Although, SVM classification provides significant advantages over the other ma-

chine learning methods reported in the literature, the algorithm suggested in [56]

used an inefficient extensive grid search for SVM classifier parameters. This thesis

proposes Kernel Ridge regression algorithm (Kernel ridge regression algorithm and

SVM classification algorithm have similar concepts as explained in chapter 4.) with a

novel training algorithm for efficient parameter estimation for the transient stability

boundary estimation. This proposed algorithm outperforms the SVM classifier in

accuracy and speed while confining the classification errors to the transient stability

boundary region. Chapter 5 presents an extensive comparison of the performance of

these two methods.

2.4 Tbansient Security Control

Tlansient security control actions are mainly categorized into (i) Preventive Control

actions, and (ii) Corrective Control actions. Preventive Control actions are made

before the occurrence of the highly likely contingency, while corrective control actions

are delayed until the actual occurrence of the contingency. In power utilities, both

types of actions are taken based on the experience of the system operator. Unlike

corrective control actions, preventive control actions have significant impact on power

system operating cost since preventive control actions are taken regardless of the

occurrence of any contingency. Therefore, preventive control actions have to consider

not only system security, but also the effects of the security control actions on the

system operating cost.

In many power markets, active power dispatch is calculated by.minimizing the

total operating cost or any other suitable cost function. This is done by using an

optimal power flow program (OPF). At present, commercial standard OPF programs
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consider only static security requirements. Therefore, the OPF solution is checked for

any violation of transient security requirements. If transient security requirements are

violated, then the optimality conditions are changed based on trial and error heuris-

tics based, on operators experience. This trial and error procedure is time consuming

and it is not guaranteed that the solution is the same had the transient security been

considered simultaneously in the OPF calculations. Also, as pointed out in [64], this

trial and error modification of optimality conditions can produce a discrimination

among the market participants in stressed pov/er systems. With the on going pro-

cess of restructuring the electricity markets, the research community paid significant

interest to incorporate transient and voltage security constraints into optimal power

flow programs [65, 66,67,68,70]. The approaches proposed to incorporate transient

security constraints into optimal power flow program are briefly discussed in the next

section.

2.4.L Optimum Power Flow Based Preventive Control

Incorporating transient. security constraint into OPF program is an open question

since transient stability is a dynamic phenomena involving differential equations and

switching of network elements while OPF is an optimization problem involving steady

state power fl.ow variables. In the past few decades, there were number of interesting

approaches reported in literature to incorporate tr-ansient security into the OPF.

The first approach to solve this problem was reported as early as 1983 when Chan-

drashekhar et al. [69] proposed the basic formulation for transient security dispatch

of small test systems (4-bus and 5-bus) using tlie sensitivity of a transient energy

based index called the Cutset Vulnerability Index. Later, Fouad et al [65] proposed

a stability constrained generation rescheduling method using analytical sensitivity of
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transient energy margin. Both these transient energ.y based methods used number of

simplifying assumptions affecting the accuracy of the results.

Nguyen et al. [70j proposed dynamic security-constrained rescheduling using the

trajectory sensitivities of system variables with respect to initial conditions. There,

the active power dispatch was rescheduled by shifting pov/er from the most advanced

generator to the least advanced generator based on trajectory sensitivities calculated

from a time domain simulation. Although this method does not limit the modeling

details of power system devices, the extra computational requirement in time do-

main simulation and trajectory sensitivity calculations limit its application in online

applications.

Yamabhiro [71] proposed a simple on-line secure-economy preventive control scheme

using a pattern recognition technique in the two dimensional space created by two

variables called Asynchronous K'inet'ic Energy and Transm'iss,ion Power Margin. Dur-

ing the OPF iterations, the operating point was moved to the stable region using

the approximated stability constraint derived by pattern recognition technique. DC

power flow was used to expedite the process of calculations. This was the first ap

proaclr proposed using the pattern recognition techniques. Later, Miranda et aI. [72]

proposed incorporating transient security into OPF by using the sensitivity of the

transient energy margin relative to power flow variables derived from a trained ANN.

A case study carried out using 10-bus CIGRE test system [73] showed that accurate

results can be obtained at the expense of a large stability database geneiated off-line.

More recent approaches [67, 68] for transient stability constrained OPF convert

the differential equations to difference equations by using the implicit trapezoidal

rule. These difference equations are a set of algebraic equations with a large num-

ber of algebraic variables representing different time steps of discretized differential
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equations. Theoretically, these methods are promising because detailed models of

power system devices can be incorporated into the optimization problem. However,

the presence of a large number of algebraic variables increases the dimensionality of

the optimization problem ieading to convergence difficulties and high computational

complexity.

This thesis proposes to include the transient stability constraint derived from the

the transient stability boundary estimated in functional form directly into the well

established traditional optimum porver- flow program.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter investigated the existing transient security assessment and control schemes

in order to identify the associated problems and limitations.

Time domain simulation is the most reliable and accurate transient stability as-

sessment method. Although, transient energy based methods provide useful insight

into the transient stability phenomena, they need further development in order to be

used in practical applications.

Neither of above methods can be used directly to derive the transient stability

boundary with desired features) nor they are used in fast transient stability assess-

ment. Only hybrid methods combining time domain simulations and machine learn-

ing methods provide the transient stability boundary in functional form with desired

features.

This chapter also briefly discussed the methods proposed in the literature to in-

clude the transient stability into the optimal power flow program. While, these pro-

posed methods are theoretically promising, they have practical difficulties in applying

to practicai power systems.
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Chapter 3

Transient Stability Data

Generation [Jsing Time Domain

Simulations

3.1 Introduction

The proposed hybrid algorithm for transient stability boundary estimation utilizes

a transient stability database generated off-line to estimate a multivariable mapping

function which takes bus voltage magnitudes and angles as the input and produces

the corresponding transient stability index as the output. Accuracy of the data in the

transient stability database and the speed of data generation are two important fac-

tors that directly affect the applicability of the proposed hybrid algorithm in practicai

applications. Accuracy of the transient stability data is important since the accuracy

of the derived transient stability boundary depends not only on the accuracy of the

functional appr-oximation technique but also on the accuracy of the data in the tran-

sient stability database. The speed of data generation is important because during
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the operation of power systems, the transient stability boundary is required to be

estimated quickly following a major change such as an unplanned shut down of a

generator.

This chapter explains how to utilize commercial standard power flow analysis and

transient stability analysis software tools in transient stability data generation for

real power systems. The chapter starts with identifying the functional relationship

between the transient stability index and the operating point prevailing before the oc-

currence of transient disturbance. This functional relationship is then used to define

the transient stable region and transient stability boundary in power flow variable

space. Then the process of generating feasibie initial system operating points and the

corresponding transient stability indices will be discussed. This includes a detailed

discussion of how to generate random operating points for a power system, and mod-

eling details and simulation process of time domain transient stability simulations.

Next, the discussion is focused on the topic of transient stability indices and the test

systems used to study the performance of the proposed algorithm. Then the proce-

dure followed in the sofbware development of the data generation tools is presented.

This is followed by a discussion of the performances of the data generation tool and

the quality of the of the estimated transient stability indices.

Detailed modeling of generators and excitation systems in time domain simulations

is important for an accurate estimation of stability indices. A case study is performed

to demonstrate the fact that the classicai generator model used in many transient

security assessment algorithms is not suitable for transient stabilit¡, determination.

Finally concluding remarks summarizes the important details discussed throughout

the chapter.
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3.2 Tbansient Stable Region

The transient stability behavior of a power system depends on three factors:

1. The steady state operating point prevailing before disturbance occurs: In this

thesis, this initial steady state operating point is refereed to as the initial oper-

ating point.

2. The severity of the disturbance: The structure of the fault and the duration of

the fault-on period defines the severity of the disturbance.

3. The post-fault system structure: A fault on a transmission facility or generator

is followed by the isolation of the faulty eiement. In order to mitigate the

harmful effects of the fauit, actions such as tripping of some loads and sections

of the transmission facilities are programmed into relay actions. These relay

actions will change the topology of the post-fault power system during the fault

clearing window leading to different system structures.

A transient stability index Q S I) that measures the degree of stability, therefore,

is a function of above three factors. Thus, for a given fault and post-fault relay

actions, the TSI is a function of only the.initial operating point. That is, if the

operating point is defined by n'variables 11, ...,rn,, then the transient stability index

under above stated coalitions is an explicit functionof 11,...,tn,as given by (3.i).

TSI:.ftr,(zt, ...,rn) (3 1)

Since the 7,S1 is a ftrnction of only the initial operating point vector, the transient

stable region can be defined in the space created by the variables that define the initial

operating point as follows. The three dimensional plot shown in figure 3.1 shows two
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horizontal axes and one vertical axis. These two horizontal axes (axis-zi, and axis-r2)

show the space created by the variables of the initial operating point, assuming the

initial operating point vector is two dimensional. The vertical axis represents the

TSL The paraboloid shape surface in three dimension represents the transient stabil-

ity function -ftr,(rr,r.2) for different initial operating points. The transient stability

Figure 3.1: T[ansient stabi]ity Boundary.

region consists of operating points with 7,S1 greater than the threshold value TSIo.

A horizontal plane drawn at TSI : TSIy splits the paraboloid shape surface into

two parts. The projection of the upper part of parabolic surface onto the horizontal

plane represents the stable region in.the initial operating point space. The boundary

of this region is called the Transient Stability Boundary (TSB) and can be defined

by (3.2)

frst(rt,rz) : TSIo (3.2)

frn (',,'r)
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An operating point of a power system is uniquely defined if the values of all the

state and algebraic variables are known. Since the initial operating point represents

the steady state operating point that exists before the occurrence of the disturbance,

the time derivative of all the state variables are zeÍo. If the magnitudes and angles

of the terminal voltages and currents of all the devices connected to the transmission

network are known, then the steady state values of all the state and algebraic variables

can be calculated.

Usually either a generator or a load is connected to a busbar. If only one device is

counected to the transmission network at each busbar, then the terminal current of

that device is equai to the current injected at each busbar, which can be calculated

using only bus voltage magnitudes and angles when the nodal admittances matrix

is known. Therefore, in order to define the initial operating point of an n busl

power system, it is sufficient to know the busbar voltage magnitude and angle vector

of length2 2n - I. If however, more than one device is connected to one busbar,

then in addition to bus voltage magnitude and angle of each busbar, the current

drawn by each additional device needs to be available to define the initial operating

point. Alternatively, the active and reactive power drawn by additional devices can

be included with bus voltage magnitudes and angles. In this case, the number of

variables required to uniquely define the initial operating point is one less than the

double the number of devices connected to the transmission network.

The work presented in this thesis âssumes that only one device is connected to

one busbar, and therefore bus voltage magnitudes [u1, ...,un] and bus voltage angles

10t,...,?n-tl except swing bus angle are used to approximate the initial operating
ln is the sum of generator and load busbars.
2Note that the voltage angle of the reference busbar is a constant and chosen to be zero for

convenience.
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point vector ø. Therefore, the transient stability boundary can be expressed as given

bv (3 3)

frst@) : TSIo (3 3)

Where, the initial operating point vector for n bus power system is given by (3.4).

r : frr, ..., un, 0t, ..., 1n-t] (3.4)

3.3 Generation of Initial Operating Points

The database, used by the combined algorithm, consists of bus voltage magnitudes

and angles representing the initial operating point, and the corresponding stability

indices. These operating points are generated to represent the possible initial oper-

ating points for the pov/er system before a disturbance occur. Althougli bus voltage

magnitudes and angles are used to represent initial operating points, in order to gen-

erate random operating points, one has to consider the actual variation of load power

demands and the response of the generator outputs for those load variations. Section

3.3.1 presents the model used to generate random load ànd generation pattern's.

3.3.1 Generation of Random Load and Generation Patterns

In practise, loads vary independent of the po\/er system. Generators equipped with

Automatic Generation Controllers (AGC) respond to these load changes in real-time.

Since only the generators with AGCs aÌe responding to load changes in real-time,

soon they can reach their operating limits. Therefore, the power dispatch is resched-

uled among all the generators afber certain period of time. This rescheduling period

typically varies between 5 minutes to one hour depending on the electricity market
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structure ( i.e. vertically integrated, restructured and etc) and the contribution from

each generator is determined by considering economic factors, market rules, and the

operating constraints.

Studies of load variations have shown that there are dependencies among load

levels. Knowledge of these dependencies is useful in limiting the different load com-

binations that should be considered in database generation and, hence, reducing the

computational burden. However, when such information is unavailable, it is best to

assume loads are varying randomly and independently in the vicinity of the selected

base case load level for the period of study. Consequently, the following random load

forecasting model la9] is used to forecast the pre-contingent active and reactive power

loads. The forecasted active (P¿) and reactive (Q¿) power consumptions on ith load

bus for k¿h load pattern are respectively given by,

PLo &) : p"ou) {r + 2LP(d [0.b - e pr@ (k))]

Q"@(k) : QLoþ){t +zLqQ')[0.b - ror(o)(k)]]
(3.5)

wlrere, i represents the 'i¿ä load bus out of n¿6 number load buses; PLoØ , Q 
"oU) 

are re-

spectively the base case active and reactive pov/er settings at ith \oad bus; Ap(;) , /'.QÐ

are respectively the fractional perturbation of active and reactive power allowed at

the'ith load bus. These fractional perturbations represent the anticipated variation of

tlre load during the study period; e""Q)(k),eqr,Ø(k) are uniform independent random

variables between 0 and 1.

Similarly, the following generation forecasting model is used to forecast the pre-

contingent steady state generator active power injections and voltage settings. The

active po\.ver injection and voltage at the ith generaior bus for the Æ¿à pre-contingent
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operating point is given by,

pG@ &) : p.oØ {1 + z\p(d lo.b - ,r"(o) (k)l}

v"o (tt) : y"o@ 1r + 2LVo [0.b - erc(n) (k)]]

Peatu) (k) : Pert@(O.5 - ,'f+(")@))

ei'@ U') : ei:[Ø e.s - e.6gØ çtc¡¡

(3 6)

where, z represents the Cth generatror bus out of rù.na number of generator buses;

P"oQ),VG>U') are respectively the base case real power injection and the voltage set-

ting at the'ith generator bus; Ap(') , LVØ are respectively the fractional perturbations

of the real power injection and voltage at tire 'd¿À generator bus. These fractional per-

turbations represent the anticipated variation ofthe generation and the voltage setting

of generators during the study period; ep.Q)Uù,rr"(ù(k) are uniform independent

random variables between 0 and 1.

When there are tie line connections between the test system and extern¡I systems,

the tie line active and reactive power flows are modeled with the following model. In

this case, each tie line injection is obtained by assuming a fictitious load representing

tlre external system. The active and reactive power injections at the ith tie line for

Lhe ktt'pre-contingent operating point is given by,

(3 7)

where, i corresponds to the ith tie line out of N¿¿ tie lines connected between test

system and external systems ; Pi|þ) ,8iåþ) are respectively the base case real and

reactive po'v¡ier setting at the ith lieline and, €ef+þ)(k),r"å+(o) (k) are uniform indepen-

dent random variables between 0 anci 1.
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3.3.2 Selection of System Operating Points

Randomly generated load and generation patterns do not necessarily represent steady

state power system operating points. A steady state operating point has to satisfy

the active and reactive power balance equations and all control and device limits.

The existence of a network solution indicate that the given load/generation pattern

satisfies active and reactive power balance. The network solution also provides the

bus voltage magnitudes and angles. These quantities are required to represent initial

operating point in the database and also to determine whether device limits such

as branch ratings, transformer ratings, generator ratings, exciter ratings and control

limits such as bus voltage magnitude are within their respective limits.

In order to check whether a given load/generation pattern satisfies above require-

ments, a feasibility check is carried out. This feasibility check has two steps: (1) Power

Flow convergence check and, (2) Device and controt limit violation check. Those

load/generation patterns that fail in at least one of these checks are not included in

the database. Actually, these cases that fail in the network solution3 or violate device

and control limits are the cases that violate the static security requirements.

Power Flow Solution

The power balance equations are a set of non-linear algebraic equations representing

the active and reactive power balance at PQa buses and active po\¡/er balance at PV5

3Is is assumed that power flow solution algorithm always converged to the solution provided that
a solution exist. This is not always true. A rare case may not converged to its solution because of
the initial condition supplied to the iterative power flow solution algorithms. Existence of such cases
are neglected here.

aThese are the buses where the active and reactive power injection to the network is known. All
load buses and generator buses at their reactive power limit have known values of active and reactive
power injections and hence identified as PQ buses.

sThese are the generator buses where active power injection to the network and bus voltage
magnitude are known.
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buses. The unknowns in the power balance equations are the voltage angles of all the

buses except the reference bus and the voltage magnitudes of the PQ buses- Following

is a brief description of these network equations and their solution methods. Detailed

discussion of these equations and power flow solution techniques can be found in many

power system references [2, 15].

The active power (fl) and reactive po\Mer (Q¿) injections to the network at the ztà

bus bar of an n busbar power system can be expressed as follows.

P¿ - iQ¿: V"\,Y*vr
Ie=I

(3 8)

where, Y¡: lYkll1ik is the (i,,k)tn element of the n x n bus admittance matrix of

the power system. U : lWllõi, and V¡, : lV¡ll\k arc respectively the ith and kth

bus voltages. Simplifying equation (3.8) and equating the real and imaginary parts

yield (3.9) and (3.10).

n : ÐlYnWt lcos(g¿¿ + ôr - ô,)
Æ:1

-3_
Qo -- )-lYnWrlsin(0¿¿ + ðr - ô,)

k:1,

In the power fl.ow analysis, these two equations (3.9, and 3.10) for all the PQ buses

and the active power equation (3.9) for the PV buses are solved iteratively. There are

two widely used power flow solution techniques: (1) Gauss-Seidel solution technique,

and (2) Newton-Raphson solution technique. If power flow solution converges, then

the active and reactive power flows in transmission lines are determined. The active

andreactivepower, fl¡randQ¿¡",flow frombusbari,to busbar kcanbeexpressedas

(3.e)

(3.10)
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given in equation (3.11) and (3.12) respectively.

P¿* : Gor(V' - V,Vncos ô¿¿) - B¿tV¿Vnsin ð¿¡

Qu* : -Bo^(V' - Wncos ô¿¡) - G¿xV¿Vnsin ô¿¡

(3.11)

(3.12)

The apparent power flow, ,S¿¡ in the transmission line is calculated from the values of

P¿¡" and Q¿¡.

Device limits and control limits

Load/generation patterns with a network solution are subjected to a control and

device limit check. The control limit check determines if the bus voltage magnitudes

are within their limits. Typically, the per unit value of the lower and upper voltage

limits ar-e 0.95 and 1.05, respectively. However, in practise, these limits are slightly

varied depending on the voltage level of transmission system. The check for the

network device limit (such as branch ratings, transformer ratings and etc.) violation

can be performed following the network solution,.since all the variables relevant to

power flow are known. The active power limits of all the generators, except those

connected to the swing bus, are satisfied when generation patterns are generated using

random generation model. The active power injection for the generators connected

to the swing bus are known only following the network solution and hence the limit

check is made at the same time as the network device limit check is performed. The

generator reactive power limits are introduced during the network solution.

The excitation voltage for the field circuit of the generator is supplied from the

excitation system. Usually the rating of the excitation system is matched to the

requirements of the generator. However, the excitation voìtage required for some
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load/generation patterns may exceed the limits of the excitation system. Therefore,

it is necessary to determine if the field voltage required by the generator is within ex-

-7
4-a:tis

V¿,,

{ r/-axis

Figure 3.2: Phasor Diagram use in initializing the synchronous machine.

citer voltage ceilings. The phaser diagram in figure (3.2) illustrates the mathematicàl

relationship between the internal variables of the synchronous machine. Initial con-

ditions of the variables are calculated r"rsing their relationship to the known terminal

conditions [2]. Neglecting the armature resistance of the synchronous machine, the

terminal voltage , E¡¿ of a exciter can be calculated as given in equation (3.13).

EÍo: eq * X¿i'¿ (3.13)

(3.14)€s : Ve cos(ô)
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'i¿: Issin(ô + @) (3.15)

In equation (3.14), ð is the angle of q-axis with respect to the terminal voltage V,

and in equation (3.15), Io and þ are the generator current and the power factor angle

respectively.

The load/generation patterns that satisfy (a) the power balance equations, and

(b) the device and control limits, represent initial operating points for a given power

system. These load/generation patterns and the corresponding bus voltage magnitude

and angles are saved in files to be used in tr-ansient stability index calculations.

3.4 Device Modeling for Time Domain Simulations

Time domain transient stability simulations are used to estimate the transient stabil-

ity index for each given fault and initial operating point. These simulations involve

the solution of equations representing (1) Synchronous machine, associated excitation

system and prime movers, (2) Interconnecting Tlansmission System, (3) Static and

dynamic loads, and (a) Other static and dynamic devices e.g. SVC, HVDC. Figure

(3.3) depicts the general structure of the power system model in transient stabil-

ity studies [2]. Notice that the transmission network and the stator of synchronous

machines are modeled using only algebraic equations. That is because transients

in machine stators and transmission network are neglected. As it was explained in

Chapter 2, neglecting the network and machine stator transients is the usual practise

in stability studies. The dynamics of the machine rotors, excitation systems, prime

movers and other dynamic devices ale modeled using differential equations. Equa-

tions for each synchronous machine and other dynamic devices are expressed in their

own (d - q) reference frame which rotates with the rotor. Equations for the transmis-
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Transmission Network
Equations

Including Static l-oads

Stator
Equations

and

Axes
Transfonn-

-ations

Other
Generators

Motors

Other I)ynanric
Devices

Diffcren(ial Eouations
Indiviriual ì\lâcrhinc Rclcrcr¡cc lrranlc: d-q -

_ Älgcbraic Equations-

Conlnron Relerence }ìranle: Il-l

Figure 3.3: Power System Model in Stability Studies.

sion network and static loads âre expressed in the common (Ë - 1) reference frame.

Machine stator equations are also presented in the common (R - I) reference frame

for convenience. Reference transformation equations are used to transform between

the individual machine (d - g) reference frames and the common (R - 1) reference

frame, as depicted in figure (3 4). Et is the machine terminal voltage. Voltages, -E¿,

E1 and ed, eq are used to represent E¿ in the common and machine reference frame,

respectively. The rotor angle d is defined as the angle by which the machine q axis

Figure 3.4: Reference Frâme Transformation.
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leads the -R axis. The machine terminal voltage in the common reference frame is

transformed to the machine reference frame using equation(3.16).

(3.16): 

[ .,:: .:::' ]1"""

Ep

E1

Similarly, a transformation is used to transform the machine current in the com-

mon reference frame to the machine reference frame. In this work, the dynamic per-

formance of the power system is simulated up to several seconds6. During these short

term 174] dynamic simulations, system behavior is mostly affected by the dynamics

of: generators, excitation systems, loads, and to a lesser extent, turbine governors.

Therefore, the effects of turbine governors are not necessarily modeled in simulations.

A brief presentation of the models of dynamic and static devices used in time domain

simulations follows.

3.4.I Synchronous Generator

There are a number of synchronous machine models used in different types (i.e. short

term, mid term and long term) of transient stability studies. All of these models

ultimately provide the electric transmission network with a positive sequence source

voltage. This type of modeling of synchronous machine is suitable for symmetrical

fault anaiysis; however, the same models are used in unsymmetrical fault analysis

witlr some modifications 12,74]. Out of these, (a) the 5¿h order model and, (b) the

2d order classical models are widely used for short term transient stability analysis.

6 It has been sr,rggested in references [74] that it is adequate to carry out simul¿tions for 5-10
seconds in stability limit sea¡ch studies.
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Fifth Order Model

The sub-transient level 5¿à order salient pole generator model presents (1) the me-

chanical dynamics of the rotor, and (2) flux variations in both the field winding and

the damper windings. In this model, it is assumed that the effects of damper windings

can be represented using two windings in each of the d and q axis. Rotor mechanical

dynamics are modeled using the swing equations given by (3.17). In the following

differential and algebraic equations, time ú and rotor angles ô are in seconds and

electrical radians respectivelv. AIl the other quantities are in per uni,t.

p\u, : #rr* - T" - K ¡,a.a,)

põ : øs\,a, (3.17)

Where

p

Ag

Lø,,

Ko, H

T^,7"

derivative operator $;

Synclrronous angular speed of the rotor in electrical radf s;

rotor speed deviation;

damping coefficient and inertia constant;

input mechanical and output electrical power.

The variation of (1) field winding flux linkage, IþÍa, (2) d-axis damper winding flux

linkage, 1þ¿, and (3) q-axis damper winding flux linkage, Iþtq are modeled using first
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order differential equations given in (3.18).

ptþ¡¿ : asle¡¿ t (rþ"o - tþ¡a)R¡¿.,
vJ
^rd

, Íþþ"¿ - tþu)Ru.,
PVU:aol*l

^^t. ..,(rþon-rþr)R n,plptq:aoln)

(3.18)

Where

eÍ¿

1þo¿,1þoa

X¡a, Xu, Xh

R¡a, Rta, Rrq

exciter voltage;

d and q axis mutual flux linkages;

rotor winding self inductances;

rotor winding resistances.

e¿: -Roi¿+Xi+Eo

eq: -Rois+X'o+nn

In dynamic simulations, the values of state variables (ô, Aø, ,þfa,rþt¿, and rþy) are

determined by solving differential equations, given in (3.17)and (3.18), to find values

for the state variables at the next time step. Initial conditions are calculated from the

network solution. Stator voltages e¿ and eq are calcuìated using the equations (3.19)

and (3.20) respectively. The important assumptions made here are (a) the stator

transients (#rrþo ad firþò are negligible, and (2) the term (usf a) in stator voltage

equations is approximately equal to one. Note that, assuming asf a x 1.0 does not

meâ,n the rotor speed is constant

(3.1e)

(3.20)
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With

Where

Ro

'ía,,iq

-/\dJ i\q

-x',f*l¿ylQ

-*ï(H*H)
E;:

E; :

(3.21)

(3.22)

armature resistance;

d and q axis armature currents;

saturated values of d and q axis mutual inductances.

Figure 3.5: Thevenin's Equivalent Circuit.

Tlre synchronous generator terminal voltages (e¿, er) are transformed to the common

reference frame (En,Et) using the transformation given in equation (3.16). In the

calculation of stator quantities in the common reference frame, sub transient saliency

of the salient pole synchronous machine is neglected. Therefore, for the network

solution, synchronous generator can be represented by a simple equivalent circuit

E,=Eo+jî,
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shown in figure(3.5).

and, E'i are given by

/" : XJ : Xn is the armature sub transient reactance.

the equations in (3.23).

sin ð

*cosó

Í_t-

Y,, :

E;

":,1
cos d

sin ô

E;

E;
(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

--------l æ
,,Ti,* *=-(D----r--=-r -- i (Ð 

''uuu"

I xtr z,'nn¡,,o,,' 
¡1
I I Y=ll(Z )

l_l 
L"rdd'

i

Figure 3.6: Norton's Equivalent Circuit.

Though, physically, a generator ìs best represented as a voltage source behind a

constant impedance, in dynamic simulations, it is represented with Norton's equiva-

lent current source as shown in figure(3.6). Where,

Y" E'
1

7

Classical Model

This model of a synchronous machine presents the rotor mechanical dynamics simi-

larly to the detailed model. However, unlike the detailed model, the classical model

assumes constant flux linkage in the rotor windings and hence a constant voltage

,E'behind the transient impedance (.Ro + jX¿) through out the period of the study.

For the network solution, the synchronous generator can be represented by a simple

equivalent circuit as shown in figure (3 7). The magnitude of. E' can be determined
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Z'=R"+jX'

Figure 3.7: Classical Model.

by computing its initiai value.

E':Éro+(R"+ jx)lo (3 26)

3.4.2 Excitation System

Although the basic function of the excitation system is to supply field current to the

field winding of the generator, it also performs control and protective functions [2, 75].

The control functions include the actions required to enhance the transient stability

and hence they are important to model in stability studies.

Figure (3.8) depicts the block diagram of the important components of a typi-

cal excitation system of a synchronous generator. The termi,nal uoltage transducer

measures the generator terminal voltage and provides a signal to the regulator to be

compared with the desired terminal voltage. The regulafor processes and amplifies

the signals from the (1) terminal voltage transducer, (2) power system stabiiizer, (3)

limiters and protective circuits, (4) feedback from the exciter output and (5) reference
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Limiters and
protective circuits

Terminalvoltage
transducer

Generator

Power system
stabilizer

Figure 3.8: Typical Block diagram of an excitation system used for synchronous
machine.

controller, to a level suitable for control of the exciter. The power system stabi,li,zer

provides an additional signal to the regulator to damp down power system oscilla-

tions. Usually deviation of rotor speed is used as the input signal to the power system

stabilizer. Limiters and protect'iue c'ircu'its provide a wide a,rray of control and protec-

tive functions to ensure that the capability limits of the exciter and the synchronous

generator are not exceeded.

3.4.3 Tþansmission Network and Loads

Tþansmission lines are modeled using the lumped z' model. The loads are modeled

using a static load model called the polynornial model. This model is also referred

to as the ZIP model, as it is composed of constant impedance (Z), constant current
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(1), and constant power (P) components [2].

P-

8:

(3.27)

(3.28)

Where P and Q arc the active and reactive components of the load when the load

bus voltage magnitude is V. The subscript s identifies the values of the respective

variables at the initial operating conditions. The model parameters: p1 to p3 and Ç1

to q3 define the proportion of each component.

3.4.4 Simulation Algorithm

A time domain simulation program was developed in the initial stages of this research

work to use in transient stability index calculations. In this simulation program,

(a) generators were model using detailed models representing rotor circuit electro-

mechanical dynamics, (b) excitation systems were modeled using ideal voltage sources,

and (c) loads and transmission lines were modeled using constant admittance model

and fI-model of the transmission lines. The partial solution scheme, described in sec-

tion 2.3.1, was used to solve the differential and algebraic equations. The fourth order

Runge-Kutta (RK) method was used to solve the differential equations numerically.

Algebraic equations were solved by inverting the nodal admittance matrix.

The simulation algorithm comprises the following steps.

1. Read the power flow and dynamic data from data files.

2. Calculate the parameters required in the simulation from parameters lead from

the data files.

Polp,(#,)' +n,(fr) +n,)

eolø,(:")'+ø(fr)+ø,]
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3. Form the network admittance matrix.

4. Calculate the terminal currents and voltages of generators using the network

solution.

5. Calculate the initial values of state and algebraic variables corresponding to

each generator with respect to their individual d - q frame of reference using

equation (3.16).

6. Calculate the time simulation loop.

(a) Store the values of state and algebraic variables.

(b) N4ake appropriate changes to the admittance matrix as required to reflect

the disturbances.

(c) Solve the of dynamic equations using fourth-order RK integration loop. In

each stage of 4 stage forth-order RK integration, following are carried out.

i. Evaluate the dynamic equations, given by (3.i7) and (3.18), to obtain

partial state changes and intermediate values of the states.

ii. Update the intermediate values of states in the first three steps and

state variable values in 4th and final step.

iii. Calculate the values of Ej anð, Ei given by (3.21) and (3.22) respec-

tively.

iv. Calculate the values of voltages .Ei and ø* in the -R - / frame of

reference using the equation (3.23).

v. Calculate the Norton's equivalent current source vaiue 1" given by

(3.24).
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r40.0 Mwõus / 
5o.o MVAr

183.6 MW
157.5 MVAr

120.0 Mw
188.7 MVAr

175.0 MW
70.0 MVAr

120.0 M-w
40.0 MVAr

Bus

r33.0 MW
176.2 MVAr

Figure 3.9: Nine bus system

vi. Solve for the generator terminal currents and voltages using the cur-

rent source value 1" calculated in above step (iv), and the net\Mork

admittance matrix.

vii. End RK loop.

Advance the simulation time with one time step.

If the simulation time is less than specified simulation period, then repeat

the procedure from step 6a. Otherwise exit loop.

(f) End simulation loop.

7. Write results in to the output file.

The simulation programme developed fol transient stability analysis has been vali-

dated with the commercially available software program TSAT, [10] using the nine

bus power system adopted from [76] (shown in figure 3.9). In order to create a fault
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of simulation I'esults for nine bus system.

scenario, it was assumed that a three phase to ground fault occurred on transmission

Iine 5-7 near bus 5 and the fault \üas then cleared after 200 ms. A 10 ms time step

was used in both simulations. Comparison of the rotor angles of generator 2 and 3

calculated by two simulation programs are shown in figure 3.10. It can be seen that

the results of the newly developed program are very similar to that of TSAI.

3.5 tansient Stability Indices

The transient stability database used by the proposed hybrid algorithm to estimate

the TSB, requires (a) the bus voltage magnitudes and voltage angles of initial oper-

ating points before disturbances occur, and (b) the corresponding transient stability

index for a given contingency. The most accurate transient stability index available
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today is the critical clearing time. Although, critical clearing time is an accurate sta-

bility index, it has two major disadvantages: (1) the critical clearing time is defined

only for those faults that involve a fault clearing, and (2) the most reliable and ac-

curate method of estimating critical clearing time uses time consuming binary search

based simulations. The energ-y margin estimated from IEEAC (Integrated Extended

Equal Area Criteria) provides a fast and efficient alternative that has acceptable

accuracy properties

3.5.1 Critical Clearing Time

The critical clearing time (CCT) is estimated using the binary search algorithm. The

binary search (BS) starts with assigning a range that includes the critical value of the

clearing time. If the clearing time (t") is equal to the lower limit of the assigned range

t,,¿n, then the power system is transiently stable when subjected to the contingency

of interest. However, if the clearing time is equal to the upper limit of the assigned

range t^o,, then the power system loses its synchronism when subjected to the same

contingency. Figure 3.11 shows steps of binary search. At the first search step, a

transient stability simulation is carried out for a fault clearing time that is equal to

tm¡ntt^o'. Depending on whether the system is stable or unstable, the lower limit

(t*0.) or the upper limit (ú-or) is replaced with t-¡'tt-o' . This procedure is carried

out until the time difference between the lower and upper limit is less than or equal

to the CCT search threshold. Finally, the value of CCT can be calculated by taking

the average of the lower and upper limits. Thus, this procedure yields CCT values

with a maximum error less than or equal to the hatf of CCT search threshold.
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S - Srable
U - Unstable

CCT search

threshold

Figure 3.11: Steps in binary search.

3.5.2 Tbansient Stability Index from Integrated Extended

Equal Area Criterion

In the integrated Extended Equal Area Criterion method, the trajectory of the pov/er

system computed using time domain simulation is mapped continuously to a fictitious

one maclrine to infinite bus system (OMIB). The kinetic energy increasing area (A¿n.)

and kinetic energy decreasing area (A¿n.) are computed from the power (P) angle (ð)

curve (figure 3.i2) produced for the fictitious OMIB system. The transient stability

index is then defined [10] using these areas as given by (3.29).

t +tmtn max

2

,: 

{

loo x lffi)in A¿"") A¿n,

1oo x l**-lif A¿..1A¿n.
(3.2e)
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Kinetic Energy
Decreasing

Area (A¿".)

Kinetic Energy
Increasing

Area (.4,,,. )

Figure 3.12: P-ð characteristics of OMIB system.

The transient stability index 4 is computed for each power swing for multiple swings.

The smallest index is used as the index of the given contingency.

3.6 Test Systems

In order to study the performance of proposed hybrid algorithm and its applications

in optimal po'ù/er flow and power system control, the following test systems are used.

New-England 39 bus, 10 generator system

The iEEE New-England 39 bus system [7] tras 39 busses, 10 generating units,

19 loads and 46 transmission lines and transformers. All 10 generators are modeled
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with a 5úä order generator model while the excitation systems of most generators are

model with terminal voltage transducers, voltage regulators, exciters, stabilization

feedbacks, and power system stabilizers. Appendix A presents the system data along

with a single line diagram of this test system.

Two contingencies were studied in order to estimate the corresponding TSBs for

this test system:

1. A 3-phase fault near bus 26 on line 26-27 for 8 cycles and then the fault is

cleared by opening line 26-27.

2. A 3-phase fault near bus 16 on line 16-24 for 8 cycles and then the fault is

cleared by opening line 76-24.

Medium size 47O bus, 45 generator system

This is a test system used in planning studies of a real power system that consists

of 470 busses, 45 generating units, 214 loads and 482 transmission lines, 152 fixed

shunts, and 374 adjustable transformers. All 45 generators are modeled with a 5¿ä

order generator modeled'while the excitation systems of most generators are model

with terminal voltage transducers, voltage regulators, exciters, and po\Mer system

stabilizers. Appendix A presents a single line diagram of this test system.

The original4T0 Bus System was lightly loaded so that the sSrstem was very stable.

In order to study the 470 Bus System under heavy load and generation conditions, a

new base case \Mas generated by increasing load and generation levels. The following

contingencies were considered for the 470 Bus System.

1. A 3-phase fault near bus 1007 on line 1007-1025 for 8 cycles and then the fault

is cleared by opening line 1007-1025. This contingency exhibits a case where
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the instability of the system is due to the swing of one generator against the

rest of the system.

2. A 3-phase fault near bus 1026 on line

is cleared by opening line 1023-1026.

the instability of the system is due to

rest of the system.

1023-t026 for 8 cycles and then the fault

This contingency exhibits a case where

the swing of set of generators against the

3.7 Software Implementation of the Data Generation Algo-

rithm

Although the simulation program developed as described in section 3.4.4 yields ac-

curate results, development of a fast and efficient database generation tool requires

commercial grade software for the network solution and time domain simulations.

Besides, development of a data generation tool, incorporating commercial grade sim-

ulation software ttrat is already used in utilities, faciiitates applying this proposed

algorithm in real utility applications.

During one stage of this research work, the data generation tool was developed

incorporating the PSS/Ett po\ /er flow and dynamic simulators, with the PSS/Et*t

built in programming langauge IPLAN [9] and user written FORTRAN programs.

Tlie IPLAN program generates initiai Operating Points (OPs) for a given power sys-

tem and then calculates critical clearing time for a given contingency and'each OP. A

similar program for data generation was developed later by linking user written FOR-

TRAN rontines with the power flow and transient security assessment tools available

in DSA Tools'"' 1I0,77,78,7g]. DOS (Disk Operating System) scripts were used as

the link between these different software tools. This database generation tool has the
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. Specily Lhe base case power lìow

. Specify the value perturbations (given by (I.3) and (L4))

. Specify the list of creditable contingencies

. Specify the required number of operating points

ü
. Generate a random load pattern and a generation pattern and save it
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additional advantage of generating an Integrated Extended Area Criterion (IEEAC)

based stability index. More details regarding the background and calculations of the

IEEAC stability index can be found in [10] and references cited therein. The database

generation procedure used in the aìgorithm incorporating the PSS/Ett engines and

the DSA Toolst"t follows the same steps as shown by fig. 3.13.

Table 3.1: A data ati for 100 dat ts DSA T lstt.1: fì.veröH,e ua,ua gerre[aLurg L.rrfles IOr tuu (t¿ìf,a I]otIì usrng rJDfr Ioo
39 Bus System 470 Bus System

Time for OP generation (s) 46 70

Time for CCT estimation (s) 148 472
Time for IEEAC index estimation (s) 55 130

ri

Table 3.1 shows the average data generation times for the New England 39 bus

system and the 470 bus medium scale power system. All these computations were

performed on a Intel Pentium IV, 3 GHz computer. In order to generate 100 oper-

ating points for the 39 bus system and 470 bus system, it took 46 seconds and 70

seconds respectively. This is the computer time taken during the different stages of

the database generation procedure depicted in figure 3.13. The time taken to esti-

mate stability indices for 100 operating points corresponding to one contingency is

also shown in table 3.1. Two transient stability indices are considered. The estimation

of critical clearing time required 148 seconds and 472 seconds for the 39 bus system

and the 470 bus system, respectively. For the same test systems IEEAC stability took

only 55 seconds and 130 seconds, respectively. The CCT was estimated by using a

binary search where 5 seconds dynamic simulations were carried out in each search

step. The IEEAC stability index calculation used only one dynamic simulation of

5 second duration.

Figure 3.14 plots tlie IEEAC stability index estimated for contingency-Ol for- the

39 bus system against the CCT estimated for the same contingency. Each dot in this
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CCT values greater than 8 cycles represent stable operating points. Similarly, positive

values of IEEAC stability index represent stable operating points. Notice that not

only do these two stability indices show a certain degree of dependency on each

other but also they are consistent in classif ing stable operating points from unstable

operating points. Figure 3.15 shows the similar plot for the contingency-Ol for the

470 bus system that shows almost same relationship between the two stability indices.

3.8 Choice Between Generator Models

Most of the transient stability assessment techniques discussed in Chapter 2 simpli-

fies the modeling details of generator and associated excitation system (a) due to

inherent difficulties of a particular technique for modeling generators with details, or

(b) to gain computational advantages. Consequently, most of these techniques use

the classical generator model in stability studies. Today's utility standard, however,

is to use detailed models of the generators, along with excitation system models.

Specifically, the 5¿ä order salient pole generator model is widely used in large scale

stability programs to model the synchronous generator because this model is more

computationally efficientT than other higher order models.

In order to reveal the effect of generator and excitation system modeling on the

CCT estimations, simulations were carried out to determine CCTs corresponding to

different initial operating points for the contingency-Ol for the 39 bus system. The

CCT was estimated twice for each initial operating point. In the first estimation of

CCT, the generators were modeled with the fifth order model and detailed model of

excitation system. These CCT values estimated using detail models are shown in the

TThis computational gain is achieved because neglecting sub-transient saliency enables the gen-
erate to be modeled as a voltage source behind the sub-transient reacíance.
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horizontal axis of figure 3.16. The vertical axis of figure 3.16 shows the CCT values

estimated a second time by modeling all 10 generâtors with the classical model of

generator neglecting the field winding and the excitation system. Dots in this figure

corresponds to different initial operating points. The horizontal co-ordinate and the

vertical co-órdinate of each dot provide CCT values corresponding to the detailed

model of generators and the classical model of generators respectively.

If critical clearing times estimated for two models are equal for a operating point,

then the corresponding dot should lie on the dotted line that goes through the origin

and has a slope of one. However, according to the plot, it is clear that the CCTs

estimated using classical models give an optimistic value as compared to detailed

models. Contingency-O1 used in this comparison study assumes tìre actual clearing

time is 8 cycles. Therefore, only the initial operating points that have CCT values

greater than 8 cycles are stâble. Since the CCT values computed usitlg the detailed
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models are more accurate, the left portion of the plot that represent CCT values

between 4 cycles to 8 cycles represent unstable operating points. However,a portion

of these unstable initial operating points are assigned a CCT value greater than 8

cycles in the simulations that used the classical model. Therefore, these are unstable

operating points misclassified as stable. The worst misclassification that is shown

stable by the simulation that used classical generator model has an actual CCT of

less than 6 cycles.

This case study shows that using the classical model to represent the generators

in transient stability analysis can lead to wrong conclusions and, hence, shows the

requirement of using detailed models for generators and excitation systems.

3.9 Concluding Remarks

This chapter presented the functional relationship between the initial operating point

and the transient stability index for each given fault and post fault system structure.

This functional relationship can be used to define the transient stability boundary in

terms of initial operating point. Consequently, it has been shown that the function

frsrO that maps initial operating point to a selected transient stability index can

be used to define the transient stability boundary as a function of power flow vari-

ables. The bus voltage magnitudes and angles can be used to characterize the initial

operating point.

The rest of the chapter presented the details of how to generate meaningful power

systern initial operating points and corresponding transient stabilìty indices using

commercial power system analysis software programs used by utilities. It has been

shown that both the energy index estimated from extended equal area criteria and

the critical ciearing time are two good choices for a transient stability index. Also,the
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adverse effects of using classical generator model in transient stability studies have

been discussed.
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Chapter 4

Transient Stability Boundary

Approximation

4.L Introduction

This chapter explains the theoretical concepts behind function estimation using small

samples of data and proposes the kernel ridge regression algorithm to approximate

the transient stability index as a function of the initial operating point.

The chapter begins with a brief introduction to the machine learning problem.

Estimation of an unknown function from a small sample of data has the challenge of

controlling the complexity of an approximating function. In order to show this chal-

lenge, a simple learning example is performed and the requirement for the complexity

control is theoretically analyzed using the well known bias-variance decomposition of

generalization error.

Statistical Learning Theory (SLT), an explanation for control of the complexity

of approximation function is briefly explained and soft margin algorithms for multi

variable îunctional estimation (support vector machine classification, support vector
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machine regression and kernel ridge regression) based on SLT are presented.

The advantages of Kernel Ridge Regression over other soft margin algorithms for

the specific problem of transient stability boundary determination are explained and

a kernel ridge regression algorithm that uses a polynomial approximation function

is proposed for the estimation of a transient stability boundary in functional form.

Finally, two algorithms are proposed to estimate the parameters for the kernel ridge

regression algorithm so that the learning process can be efficiently irnplemented in

software.

4.2 Fundamentals of The Learning Problem

Learning from exampies is the process of estimating an unknown but a fixed function

from a li,mi,ted number of observed examples. The model of learning from exam-

ples [80] involves the three components shown in the Figure 4.1. The functionality of

these three components is described below.

Figure 4.7: A learning machine that uses observations to approximate an unknown
input-output mapping of a system.

Sample Generator

The generator draws d dimensional random vectors fi € IR.d independentiy from a fired

probability density. Generally this probability density p(ø) is unknown. Therefore,
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typically the uni,forrn probability density function is used when the random vectors are

generated using random sampling. The initial operating point generation discussed

in chapter 3 performs the function of sample generator in the estimating process of

transient stability boundary.

System

The system or supervisor returns an outputl y € IR for every input r, according to a

conditional probability density function p(Alr) that is also fixed but unknown. This

general case includes special cases of (1) deterministic systems A : f @), and (2)

regression estimation A: f @) *e, where e is the random noise with zero mean. The

process of estimating transient stability index (g) for a given initial operating point

r using time domain simulations characterizes the supervisor's task.

The system component of the learning machine, employed to estimate the tran-

sient stability boundary, consists of differential and algebraic equations (DAE) (pre-

sented in chapter Z) that govern the dynamic behavior of the pov/er system. Although,

the unknown mapping function that maps the input vector ø to the output y is a

deterministic function, the output estimated from simulations can be slightly devi-

ated (e) from its true value. This difference between the output value estimated from

simulations, and the true output value, is modeled as a noise with zero mean. Thus,

estimation of the transient stability boundary is a problem of regression estimation.

Learning Machine

The learning machine is capable of implementing a set of functions f (",r):ø € f),

where cu is the particular function /(ø) with parameters ø that is selected from a
lGenerally there can be more than one output. However, discussion presented in this thesis is

limited to systems with one output.
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set of functions f). This set of function f) can be any set of functions (i.e. linear,

polynomial, sinusoidal and etc.) supported by the selected learning machine. The

problem of learning is the problem of choosing a function from the set of functions

that is optimal in approximating the system's response. This selection of the optimal

approximating function based on a training set,

T : {*0,a,}to:t (4.1)

consists of I 'independentlg and identi,callg di,stribute& (IID) random observations

drawn according to the joint probability density function p(r,A) : p(alr)p(r). In

order to estimate the parameters of best available approximation to the system re-

sponse, the loss or the discrepancy L(a,f @,r)) between (1) the systems response g/

to a given input ø, and (2) the response a: f (r,a) of the learning machine to the

same ø input is used. In the transient stability boundary estimation problem, the

loss function is a function of the difference between the stability index estimated from

simulations (g) and the stability index estimated from the learning machine (y).

The loss function (f) has to include not only the training data set ? but also

all the possible input-output pairs. Therefore, the expected value Æ(ø) of the ioss is

considered.

A(r) : It@,f(r,a))p(r,a)døda (4.2)
J

Tlre goal of the learning process is to estimate the function f (r,ro) that minimizes

the risk ftinctional (4.2) over the functions supported by the learning machine, based

on the training set 7.
2Each sample has the same probability distribution and all samples are mutually independent.
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4.2.L The Main Learning Problems

All the learning problems that occur in practise can be categorized as one of four

main learning problems given below.

1. Pattern Classification (Pattern Recognition)

2. Regression Estimation

3. Density Estimation

4. Clustering and Vector Quantization

Each of these learning problems has a common goal of minimizing the risk func-

tional (4.2) based on the training data 7; however, the nature of the loss function

Lfu,f (r,ø)) and the output A are different. The problems of pattern classification

is a special case of regression estimation. Both approaches can be used in transient

stability boundary estimation problems. The discussion of last two learning problems

is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Pattern Classification

The simplest among the pattern classification problems is the two class classification

where the output of the system takes only two values corresponding to the two classes.

Any two different real numbers can be assigned to output values. A common choice

is to use A : {0,1}. Since the output needs to take one of the two possible values,

the set of functions that the learning machine has to implement is selected from the

class of i.ndicator functions. Consider the following loss function commonly used to
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measure the classification error.

|.o iry:f(r,,)
L(a,f @,r)) : {

Ir ta*r(r,,)
(4 3)

(4 5)

(4.6)

It can be shown that the use of the loss function (4.3) allows the risk functional

(a.\ ø quantify the probability of misclassification [80]. The problem of learning,

therefore, is to find the indicator function f (r,ø¡) that minimizes the probability of

misclassification error in a situation where oniy a finite set of training data is known

but the joint probability density p(alr) is unknown.

Regression Estimation

The learning ploblem becomes a regression estimation problem when the system's

output A ts ã random variable that takes on real values and the function to be esti-

mated is a real-valued function. In regression analysis, the output E is modeled as a

sum of (1) a deterministic function g(ø), and (2) a random noise e with zero mean.

y:s(r)-te (44)

It can be shown that the deterministic function g(fr) is given by the regression func-

tion [89],

g(r) : I ap@lùda
J

when the loss function is given by (a 6)

L(a, f @,r)) : (a - Í @,r))'
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Tlren the learning problem becomes the problem of finding the function f (r,ø6) that

minimizes the risk functional (4.7),

R(r) - f @,r))'p(r,a)dnda: lr, (4.7)

in asituation where the joint probability density p(a,r) is unknown but the training

data (4.1) is given.

4.2.2 The Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM)

Inductive Principle

The minimization of the risk functio nal (4.2) on the basis of ernpirical data (4.1) is one

of the main problems of mathematical statistics. There is no known solution for the

minimization of the risk functional (a.\ in the situation where the joint probability

density p(A,r) is unknown but the training data ( .i) is given. The risk minimization

problem, therefore, is solved by applying the following inductive principle known as

the empi,ri,cal risk m'in'imi,zati,on'inducti,ue princi,p/e [80].

1. Tlre risk functional A(a,l) is replaced by the empirical risk functional R.,no(u)

that is constructed on the basis of the training set (4.1).

1I
R.,,r(r) : + t L(y¿, f (r¿, a))

L- i:7
(4 8)

Note that the risk functional (4.2) considers all possible input (r) and output

(E) pairs while the empirical risk functional (4.8) considers only the input and

output pairs available in the training set 7.

2. Approximate the function f (r,ø6) that minimizes the risk (a.2) with the func-
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tion /(2,ø.) that minimizes the empirical risk (4.8).

The classical methods that solve the main learning problems listed above in this

section use the realizations of the ERM principle. For example, the least square

method in the problem of regression estimation substitutes the loss function (4.6) in

(a.8) that yields the empirical risk functional (4.9), which is minimized to find the

regression estimation.

R"*o(r): - f @n,r))' (4 e)

4.3 Simple Example of Learning

Many of the important issues regarding the learning problem using ihe ERM principle

can be introduced in the simple context of polynomial curve3 fitting Here the problem

is to fit a single uariable polgnom'ial of unknown order to a set of I training data points

by minirnizing the risk functional (4.2). This curve fitting problem is a regression

estimation problem. According to the ERM principle, the risk functional (4.2) can

be replaced with the empirical risk function (a.9) in order to estimate the optimal

parameters of the polynomial of a given order. Consider an mth order polynomial

given by

Í (",o) : a¡ro I atrr + ... + a^r^' : I. a¿ri
i:o

wlrer-e a: loo,...,a,,-lT is a znf 1 dimensional weight vector and z is a one dimensional

input vector. The nonlinear function (4.10) can be transformed into a linear function

by substituting the ith order term of input variable r with a feature (transformed)

3The multidimensional generalization of cu¡ve frtting is called surface fitting.

.¿
iÐø,

i:1.

(4.10)
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variable z¿ as foliows.

f @,a) : aozo * a1z1+ ... + a¡nzm :Ðooro
i.:o

Linear function (4.1I) can be written in vector form as follows.

f (z,a) : o,r z

(4.11)

Where, z : lro,, ..., "*lT is the m * I dimensional feature vector.

In order to illustrate the technique of polynornial curve fitting, it is necessary to

generate a training data set that is capable of capturing some of the basic properties of

the real data sets used in the regression estimation problems. Consider the following

nonlinear function.

h(r) :2r * sin(2trr)

(4.r2)

(4.13)

(4 14)

A set of training dataT : {r¿,y¿} indexed with i: L,...,1 is generated by sampling

the function (a.13) at equal intervals of input variable r and then adding random

noise. Different values of noise contributiors €¿, to be added to each point, r¿, a,te

calculated by using a Gaussian distribution having zero mean and standard deviation

ø : 0.05. Therefore the output of z¿À sample is given by @.Ia).

a¿: h(r¿) I e¿

The goal of regression estimation is to estimate a real-valued function that can make a

good prediction of output y for anew set of inputs. This property of making a good

prediction for new data is called the generalization performance of the estimated

function. In order to get a measure of the generalization capability of the estimated
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polynomial function f (r,a), a second data set called the ual'idat'ion set is generated.

This validation set is generated in the same wây as the training set, but with different

values of input variable r, and different noise components e. This reflects the fact

that both training and validation data sets are generated using the same mechanism.

The empirical risk functional for the polynomial curve-fitting problem can be

written as given below.
1I

R.,,r(o): i )--(ø - or ")'i:7
(4.15)

Where z¿ is the feature vector corresponding to the ith data sample. The problem

of minimizing the risk functional (4.15) that corresponds to the minimization of the

sum-of-squâre-error for training data is a classical one. The optimal weight vector

can be expressed as follows [88].

6,+: (ZrZ)-rZrg (4.16)

Where, the vector of output values g is given by A : lAr, ...,At]r , and the l-by-(ræ + 1)

Vand,ermonde matrix Z is givenby Q.17).

Z= (4.r7)

Matrix ZTZ is often nonsingular [88]. if ZrZ is nonsingular, then a unique solution

exist for the optimal weight vector ¿*. Note that the optimal weight vector ¿* can be

substituted in (a.10) to get the mth order polynomial of input variable r.
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Figure 4.2: Linear polynomial approximation.

Results for a linear polynomial approximation, given by (a.i0) with m : 1, is

shown in the Figure 4.2. The small circles shown are the 11 data points (¿ : 11)

used in the training data set 7. The dashed curve shows the function h(r) defined

by (4.13) and the solid line shows rather poor linear polynomial approximation as a

result of limited flexibility of the linear polynomial. Poor approximation to trai,n'ing

data, due to the limited flexibility of the set of functions supported by the learning

machine, is called under-frtting. A better approximation to the function h(z) can

be obtained by increasing the order of the polynomial, since increasing the number

of free parameters of the polynomial function results in a polynomial with greater

flexibility.

Figure 4.3 shows the 5th order (rn :5) polynomial approximation using the same

training data set. The dashed and solid curves sho\M the function h(r) and a fairly

good 5th order polynomial approximation respectively.

Increasing the flexibility too far by increasing the polynomial order zn can lead
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to a poor approximation. Figure 4.4 shows the 10th order (* : i0) polynomial

approximation using the same training data set. The solid curves shows a poor 10th

order polynomial approximation. The approximated function, f (r,a), is now able
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to achieve a perfect fit to the training data (small circles), since there are only 11

training data points and the 10th order function f (r,a) has 11 free parameters. An

approximation function that achieves a good fit to the training data but a poor fit to

the original function is said to be an ouer-fitted approximating function.

Root-mean-square-error (RMSE) is a widely used measure for assessing the quality

of a regression estimation with respect to a given set of data sample. The expression

for RMSE(nz), given by (4.18), measures the error of anmth order polynomial with

respect to a data set with l samples.

RM S E(m) : (4.18)

Wlrere a* is the vector of optimal parameters of mth order polynomial. Figure 4.5

shows a plot of RMSE for the same training data set with 11 (¿ : 11) data points

(dashed curve) and an independent validation data set with 10 (¿ : i0) data points

(solid curve)) as a function of the polynomial order rn.

Notice that the training error, shown by a dashed curve, decreases steadily as the

polynomial degree m increases while the validation error, shown by a solid curve, de-

crease up to m: 5 and then remain same value until rn : 7, and thereafter increases

as the polynomial order (rn) increases. This shows that the minimum validation error

is reached at an appropriate degree of flexibility defined by the polynomial order m.

It is interesting to study how this 10th order polynomial approximates the same

function à(z) when the number of data points in the training set is increased. Figure

4.6 shows the 10th order polynomial approximation using a training set of 50 (¿ : 50)

data points. The estimated 10th order polynomial function, plotted as a solid curve,

shows a good approximation to the original function h(r), plotted as a dashed curve.
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Figure 4.6: I}th order polynomial approxirnation with I : 50.

Therefore the 10th order polynomial approximation can also generalize well when the

number of training samples are increased to 50.

The important observations one can rnake from this simple example of regression
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estimation using the trRM principle can be listed as follows.

1. Approach I: At a certain degree of the approximating polynomial (or at the op-

timai complexity of the approximating polynomial), the validation error reaches

its minimum value for a given sample of training data. A polynomial degree

lower or higher than the optimal value results in high validation errors due

to under-fitting or over-fitting, respectively. In other words, the complexity of

approximating function can be controlled to âchieve good generalization per-

formance. This approach to function estimation is called learning and plays a

vital role in estimation of the transient stability boundary in functional form.

2. Approach II: Alternatively, when a polynomial of degree higher than the op-

timal degree is used, the size of the training set can be increased to obtain

similar generalization performance. In other words, when the complexity of the

approximating function is not suitably selected, then a highly flexible function

with a large number of data can be used to get good generalization performance.

This approach is called curve-fitting (or surface-fitting in the case of multivari-

ate function estimation) and only suitable for estimating functions with few

variables.

The problem of estimating the transient stability boundary is a multi variable

(multidimensional) ftrnction estimation problem. The number of variables required to

uniquely represent the initial operating conditions is2n- 1 for a n bus po\Mer system.

Therefore, the input dimensionality of the transient stability boundary estimation

problem for a practical power system can be hundreds or thousands.

Variable selection (or feature selection) methods have been proposed [89, 88] to

reduce the dimensionality of a learning problem by selecting a subset of relevant vari-

ables. Feature extraction is another way to reduce the dimensionality of the learning
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problem [89]. Time consuming optimal methods and fast suboptimal methods are

available for both feature selection and extraction [89]. Although these techniques can

select (or extract) a subset of relevant features, the resulting relevant set of features

is also in the order of hundreds or thousands because of the very high dimensional

nature of the transient security assessment problem.

The first approach, with a suitable complexity control method, can be used to

estimate the multi variable transient stability boundary, for practical power systems;

In section 4.4, a theoretical framework is presented using well known bias-variance

decomposition to show why the complexity of the approximating function needs to be

controlled to achieve optimum generalization performance from a given set of training

data.

4.4 Bias-Variance Tþade-off

The goal of machine learning using the ERM principle is to estimate the optimal

function f (x,r.) that minimizes the empirical risk on a finite number (l) of train-

ing samples. Since the number of training samples in the training set is finite, the

estimated optimal function does not necessarily result in a minimum generalization

error4. The bias-variance decomposition of generalization error provides useful in-

sights into the constituents of the generalization error [89]. Consider the regression

estimation where the mean square error)

1¿
Ee^p:iÐVt",,r)-aol'

i=\
(4.1e)

4In the limit of infinite number of sampìes, this is the trae error given by risk functional (4.2).
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is minimized to estimate the optimal function.

for the estimated function f @.,r.) is expressed

E-

The true or the generalization error

[8s] in (4.20).

i:7

I u ø,u*) - s(r)j'p(r)d"(r) + | u' øl - s@)'jp(r)d(x)

: I u'n@lùda

: I un@lùdu

(4.20)

where, the function g'(r), and the regression function g(x) are given by (4.21), and

(4.22) respectively.

g'(r)

g(r)

(4.2r)

(4.22)

Note that the first integral in (a.20) is greater than or equal to zero. It becomes

zero when the estimated function f(r,c,r*) is equal to the regression function g(ø).

The second integral is independent of the estimated function f (r,ø*) and hence sets

the lower ìimit on the achievable generalization error. The actual optimal mapping

function f (r,uo), therefore, is given by the regression function g(z).

The training set ? used to estimate the optimal function Í(r,a.) is only one

realization out of an infinite number of possible training sets with the same number

of samples (l) which can be generated by the sample generator. These different

training sets yield different optimal approximating functions /(ø,ø.). Therefore, the

generalization error given by (a.20) depends on the particular training set 7. This

dependency can be eliminated by taking the average [89] over aìl possible training
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sets of the same size.

d(")

.))'])r(")a(")(,,,

,)')

srtll: | (t,lr{*,,

.l@l@v
* | (n'r") - g(

.)l - g@))'p@)

.)l - f (*,,

p(r)d@)

(4.23)

Where, t7[.] denotes the expectation over all possible training data sets with I sam-

ples in each data set. Therefore the generalization error has three components as

explained below.

Bias: The first integral in (a.23) is called the (bi,as)2 component of the approx-

imation error and it measures the extent to which the expected value of estimated

functions h[f @,ø.)] differs from the regression function g(ø). Functions that are

too st'iff to fit to a given data set have an expected value that is far different from

the regression function g(r) and therefore results in high generalization error due to

higli bias.

Variance: The second integral is called the uariance component of the approxima-

tion error and it measures the expected value of the square of the difference between

the estimated optimal function f (r,u-) and its expected value hlf @,ø-)]. Highly

flexible functions can have high deviations from their expected value and hence re-

sults in high generalization error due to high variance.

sExpected value t7[f (r,ø*)] is estimated from different optimal functions f (a,r*) calculated
from different training sets.
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Residual error: The third integral is the residual error (the achievable minimum

generalization error) that is a property of the data6 and therefore it is independent

of the estimated function.

Therefore, the decomposition of the generalization error shows that there exists a

natural trade-off between bias and variance. The following case studies provide ex-

amples (using the polynomial curve fitting example used in section 4.3) to show how

lriglr öeas and high uariance can increase the generalization error while the correct

trade-off between these conflicting quantities leads to small generalization error . All

of these three case studies use 5 different training data sets ({fr,...,75}) each con-

taining 11 samples that were generated as outlined in section 4.3. In each case, the

expected value of estimated optimal function trl¡(r;a.)l was caicutated by averaging

different optimal functions ¡(r,a]), j :1,...,5 estimated for each data set.

Case-l: Consider the case (figure 4;2) where a linear polynomial was fitted to the data

generated from a nonlinear function h(z) given by (4.13). In figure 4.7 , fiue thin solid

lines show und,er-fitted linear optimal approximating functions /(ø, oÐ, j: 1,...,b

while the dot-dashed line shows the expected value of the estimated functions. The

dashed curue is the regression functionT. Note that there is a considerable difference

between the dashed curve ( g(")) and the dot-dashed tine (ir[/(r,a-)]) resulting in

large bi,as term. In contrast, the thin solid lines representing estimated functionS

¡(r,aj),j : L,...,5 are very close to the dash-dot line representing the estimation

of the expected value (Sr[f (r,a)]) Therefore the uariance is very small. However

6A property of the joint probability density p(r,A).
TThe regression function g(r) is equal to the original function å(r) since the training data was

generated adding zero mean noise to the function ä(ø).
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1.8
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1.4
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Figure 4.7: High bias leading to under-fitting.

generalization error, given by @.23), is large since the b'ias term is large.

Case-2: Figure 4.8 shows fiue thin oscillatory plots representing ouer-fi,tted 10¿ä order

optimal approximating functions /(ø,aj), j: 1,...,5. The bias term is very small,

since there is hardly any difference between the dashed curue representing the re-

gression function g(ø) and the dot-dashed curve representing the estimation for the

@rlf @,a.)]). However, the generalization error is high since uariance is large be-

cause the average difference between the d,ot-dashed, curue (tr[f (",4)]) and thin sold

curves 1¡@,aj), j : I,...,5) is high.

Case-3: Case-l and case-2 showed two extreme cases of high bi,as and high aari,-

a,nce tespectively. Figure 4.9 shows good trade-off between bias and uari,ance of a \th

order polynomial approximation where plots of approximating functions 1¡ @, aj) , i :

1, ...,5), and their estimated expected value (tr[f (",ø.)]) almost coincide with the
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plot of regression function g(r), leading to small bi,as and small uariance and hence

small generalization error. It is important to note that when the correct trade-off

between bias and variance is obtained, the optimal functions estimated from differ-

2.5

2

1.5

I

0.5

0

-0.5

-l

Figure 4.8: High variance leading to over-fitting.
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Figure 4.9: Good

x

trade-off between bias and
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ent training samples are not only accurate but are also close to each other (i.e. the

solution is stable with respect to different training samples).

The Bias and variance components of the generalization error are two conflicting

quantities. A bias that is too high results an under-fitted approximating function and

a variance that is too high results an over-fitted approximating function. The optimal

trade-off between these two quantities can be reached by selecting an approximating

function with the correct degree of complexity.

The most widely proposed machine learning technique for transient security assess-

ment, the Artificial Neural Network learning machine, uses dimensionality reduction

rnethods (feature selection and feature extraction) and a number of other heuristic

methods (such as early stopping, training with noise, growing and pruning) to control

the complexity of the approximating function appropriately [89]. The main drawback

of these methods are that they are quite time consuming and computationally chal-

lenging. The next section presents the important concepts developed in statistical

learning theory that lead to accurate and efficient algorithms that can find the cor-

rect trade off between bias and variance while handling the high dimensionality of

the problem.

4.5 Elements of Statistical Learning Theory

Statistical Learning Theory (SLT) or Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) theor-y was intro-

duced [82] in the late 1960's by V. Vapnik. SLT may be the best currently available

learning theory for finite sample statistical estimations and machine learning. Al-

though SLT rigorously defines the relevant fundamental concepts and provides math-

ematical proofs for intermediate resultss, until the 1990's it was considered only a
8In contrast to the popular machine learning approaches such as neural netwórks and decision

trees, SLT theoretically proves how the generalization can be controlled when learning from finite
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theoretical tool. In the mid 1990's, SLT became a tool for constructing practical al-

gorithms for multi variable functional estimations with the introduction of soft marg'in

based algori,thmse.

SLT consist of four main parts [80, 81, 55, 82]. In order to understand how to

construct efficient learning algorithms that can generalize well, while handling the

high dimensionality of the learning probiem, understanding the four main parts of

SLT is essential.

1. Any learning process that uses the ERM principle should satisfy certain condi-

tionslO so that the results obtained by minimizing the empirical risk leads to the

minimum of true risk. In other words, these conditions ensure that the risk ob-

tained using the ERM principle is consi,stenú with the true error. SLT presents

a complexity measure called the VC di.mens'ion (h) that characterizes the com-

plexity of an approximating function implemented by a learning machine. SLT

proves the finiteness of the VC dimension of the approximating function is the

necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency of the results obtained

by using the ERM principle. A detailed summary of derivation of the necessary

and sufficient conditions for the consistency of a learning process based on the

ERM principle is presented in Appendix B.

2. SLT has derived upper bounds for the tr-ue risk (or generalization error) for

functions approximated using the ERM principle. These bounds have been

derived using the VC dimension (h) of the approximating function and the

empirical (training) error for a given training sample. A detailed summary of

sample of data.
gSupport vector classification, support vector regression and kernel ridge regression algorith,ms

introduce in sections 4.9.I,4.9.3,4.9.4 are commonly called as soft margin algorithms.
l0These conditions are explained in Appendix-B.
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these bounds applicable to classification and regression problems are presented

in section 4.6. An important result that will be presented in section 4.6 is

that the upper bound on the actual risk can be reduced by reducing, the VC

dimension (h) to size of the training sample (l), ratio. In order to reduce the hll

ratio, either VC dimension å can be reduced or the number of training samples

I can be increased.

The Structural risk minimization inductive principle based, on the upper bound

on true risk, suggests how to control the complexity of the approximating func-

tion so that the correct trade-off between bias and variance is obtained. A

summary of the structural risk minimization inductive principle will be pre-

sented in section 4.7.

According to the structural risk minimization principle, a learning machine that

generalizes well, by obtaining a correct trade-off between bias and variance,

selects a function with the appropriate VC dimension. Section 4.8 presents

lrow to control the VC dimension of linear functions. Sections 4.9.1,4.9.3, and

4.9.4 present learning algorithms that càn control the VC dimension, based on

structural risk minimization, while handling the computational challenge due

to the high dimensionality.

4.6 Bounds on Generalization

SLT provides a number of nonconstructive bounds [80] that are conceptualiy impor-

tant but could not be used in constructing a learning machine. SLT also provides less

strong distribution independent constructive bounds [80] that are useful in construct-

ing a learning machine. These constructive bounds form the foundation for a new

,).

4.
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inductive principle and associated class of learning algorithms presented in sections

4.7 and 4.9 respectively. SLT presents these constructive bounds in rigorous form

considering numerous factors. In order to provide useful insights into constructing

learning machines, SLT simplifies these rigorous bounds as presented below.

Classification: SLT provides [80] the upper bound (4.24) for the binary ciassifi-

cation problern presented in section 4.2.1. This upper bound for the generalization

ability holds with probability of at least 1-4, simultaneously for all functions f (r,r),
a €{1, including the ftrnction f (r,ø.) that minimizes the empirical risk R.,.o(r).

R(r) < R.,,o(a) + (4.24)

Wrere, h is the VC dimension for the set of functions implemented by the classifier and

R,,.o(r) is the empirical risk obtained for the functio n f (r,ø) from the set of functions

using I data samples. Æ(ø) is the true risk that can be obtained for the function

f (r,r).The second term in the righthand side is called the VC conf,d,ence [80] and

VC Dimension

Sanrple size

Figure 4.10: VC confidênce is a monotonically increasing function of VC dimension.
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it is a function of the number of training data samples / and the VC dimension h of

the set of functions implemented by the learning machine. In addition to / and h, the

probability of the validity (t - ry) of this upper bound is also a variable in the VC

confidence. In order to reduce the upper bound on the true risk, one needs to minimize

the righthand side of (a.2Q. This needs the minimization of the sum of empirical risk

R"*r(r) and the VC confidence. As depicted by figure 4.10, the VC confidence is

a rnonotonicallg i,ncreasing [85] function of the ratio of VC dimension/Sample size

(hll) For a given sample size, the VC dimension needs to be minimized in order

to reduce the VC confidence. Thus, in order to reduce the bound on true risk, the

empirical risk on training data sample and the VC dimension of the set of functions

that includes the approximating function must be minimized simultaneously. Note

that, when the number of sarnples I is sufficiently large compared to the VC dimension

h, (i.e. when the hll ratio is small) the VC confidence is very small and hence the

true risk can be approximated with the empirical risk.

Regression: Similarly to the upper bound on true classification error, SLT provides

an upper bound [80] for the true regression error for the regression problem similar to

least square error regression estimation presented in section 4.2.I. The upper bound

for the true risk Æ(ø) for regression estimation is also valid with a probability of at

least 1- 4, simultaneously for all functions f (r,r), ø € f), including the function

Í(r,r.) tlrat minimizes the empirical risk R",-r(a).

].-'
(4.25)
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Where c is a constant that depends on the type of loss function (e.g. sum of square

loss function) and [o]* : max(a,0). The inverse of the terms inside the square bracket

is called Vapn'ik's Measure (VM) [87]. The righthand side of the upper bound for the

regression error is a product of empirical risk and the term V M. The term VM is a

monotonically increasing function of the ratio of VC dimension to sample size,(h"lt).

The upper bound of the true regression risk is thus the product of the empirical risk

and tlre terrn VM (which is monotoni,callE 'increas'ing with the VC dimension of the

set of functions that includes the approximating function f (r,a;)). When the ratio

hll is small, that is when the sample size is larger compared to the VC dimension,

the term VN4 is close to unity, making upper bound for true risk approximately equal

to the empirical risk. Therefore, for a given sample size, simultaneously minimizing

both the empirical risk and the VC dimension reduces the upper bound for the true

risk for regression estimations.

Therefore, the upper bounds for true r'isk for classi,ficat'ion and regress,ion can be

m'in'imi,zed by simultaneously min'im'izing the empiri,cal ri,slc and the VC di,mensi.on o.f

the set of functions 'irnplemented bE the learning machine.

4.7 Structural Risk Minimization Inductive Principle

Section 4.6 presented the generalization bounds for both classification and regression

estimation problems. According to these bounds, a small empirical risk will ensure a

small true risk only when the VC dimension to number of training sample ratio (h/I)

is small. When this ratio is large (i.e for small samples of data for which typical (hlt)

ratio is less than 0.05), it can not guarantee that the minimum empirical risk leads

to the minimum true risk. Learning methods based on the ERM principle, therefore,

cannot be applied for learning using small samples of data.
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SLT proposes the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) inductive principle that

will minimize t'he bound on true risk by simultaneously minimizing the empirical risk

and the VC dimension of the approximating set of functions. The SRM inductive

principle has been originally proposed for classification problems; however, it can

be used [80, 86] for any learning problem where the true risk has to be minimized.

Following is a summary of the concept of the SRM inductive principle.

According to the risk bounds @.2\ and (4.25), the bounds on true risk depend

on:

1. the VC confidence term in Q.2Q or the VM term in (4.25), which depend on

the chosen class of functions (set of functions), and

2. the empirical r-isk that depends on a particular function chosen from the class

of functions based on the particular training procedure and the training set.

Therefore, the true risk also depends on the particular function chosen from the

class of functions.

In order to minimize the risk bounds, a subset of functions from the chosen set

of functions that minimize the bound on true risk has to be selected. This could

be done by dividing the entire class of functions into nested subsets (or elements)

S¡: {Q@,u),a ç f)r"} such that

(4.26)

where the ordering of the elements in the structure is according to their VC dimension

(or any other measure of compiexity). If h¡ denotes the VC dimension of the set of
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functions represent by the subset ,S¡, then the following relationships holds true.

(4.27)

Under fitting Over fitting

Bound on true risk

Empirical risk

VC dimension (å)

Figure 4.11: Graphical Interpretation of Structural Risk Minimization Principle.

Then, the SRM principle suggests that for a given training set 7, choose the

element from the structure ,S* for which the bound for true the risk is minimum.

Therefore, the constructive procedure of the SRM principle is to train a series of

functions, one for each subset, where for a given subset the objective of training is to

minimize empirical risk. Then, the function that minimizes the bound on true risk is
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chosen as the optimal function.

The SRM principle provides a quantitative characterization of the trade off11 be-

tween the complexity of approximating functions and the quality of fitting of the

approximating function to the training data. The figure 4.11 shows the graphical

representation of the SRM principle. As the VC dimension (or any other measure

of complexity) increases, the minimum of empirical risk decreases but the confidence

interval in (a.2\ or the VM term in @.25) increases. The SRM selects the element

,S" with the VC dimension å.. that yields the minimum of the bound on true risk.

Constructive methods of learning machines using the SRM principle are presented in

section 4.9.

4.8 Controlling the VC Dimension

The VC dimension of linear functions plays a vital role in constructing a learning

machine using the framework developed by the SLT. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below,

provide the relationship between the VC dimension (å) of linear functions and the

dimensionality of the co-ordinate space (d) [aO].

Theorem 4.1 The VC dimension of a set of linear indicator functions

L(a, f @,r)) : .sr,{tr,,t" * ro} (4.28)

in a d-dimensional input co-ordinate space * :1"r,...,r¿f is equal to h: d+ 1, since

using functions of this set (class) one can shatter at most d + | samples. tt" is the
l1The SRM principle suggest a compromise between the empiriôal error (or the training error)

and the complexity of approximating function (characterized by the VC dimension). Thus, SRM
principle is similar to the bias variance trade off but additionally provide a measure to control the
complexity of approximating function.
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Szzt¿zz)
.//./././././,/.t

Figure 4.12: A simple example showing
tion in two dimensional spa,ce.

the VC dimension of a linear indicator func-

(4.2e)

transpose of the d-dimensional parameter vector u : fwr,...,w¿f , and tu6 is a scalar

parameter. The function sig{.} is the step function that provides an output of one if

the expansion in the bracket is positive, and zero otherwise.

Theorem 4.2 The VC dimension of a set of linear real valued functions

L(a, f @,ø)) : {-"" * ro}

in d-dimensional input co-ordinate space " 
: lrr, ..., r¿) is also equal to h : d + L

Figure 4.12 shows an example of the VC dimension for linear indicator functions

in two dimensional space. The figure shows 23 :8 different possible ways of assigning

labels to the 3-data points. Data points in the shaded areâ correspond to the class-l

while class-2 data points are in the clear area. Different linear indicator functions

chosen from the class of two dimensional indicator functions can separate all the

possible labeling. Therefore, the two variable indicator functional class can shatter
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3-data points regardless of the labeling of data points. If there were 4 data points,

the shattering would not work regardless of how they were placed in two dimensional

space. Therefore, the VC dimension for 2 variable linear indicator functional class

is 3.

SLT defines a new class of linear functions called 7-margin separating hyperplanes

as given in definition 4.7. Later, theorem 4.3 will show that the VC dimension of 7-

margin'separating hyperplanes can be controlled regardless of dimensionality d of the

input space.

Definition 4.1 A hyperplane

wrrl?ro:0 (4.30)

is called a 7-margin separatìng hyperplane if it classifies data samples as follows.

{t *wrx*w6}1
a:\

f-r irwrxtws1-1
(4.31)

This 7-margin separating hyperplane does not classify the data samples that fall into

the margin (-l,l).

Theorem 4.3 Assume that the data samples ø are distributed within a sphere of

radius -R. Then the set of 7-margin separating hyperpianes has the VC dimension h

bounded by the inequality (4.32).

h(min(ry1,a) +r

1i1

(4.32)
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Where, the second norm of weight vector r¿ is defined as: lltoll : ,/urw. Please refer

to appendix-D for the proof of this theorem.

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that the VC dimension for linear functional class is

d+I, where d is the dimensionality of the input space. However, theorem 4.3 asserts

that the VC dimension of a 7-margin hyperplane can be less than d+ 1 for þperplanes

with small ll.ll'lf ratio. Therefore, for a given margin 7, minimizing the second

norm of weight vector lltoll2 can reduce ttre VC dimension of a 7-margin hyperplane.

Thi,s theorem 'is 'important s'ince i,t shows 0. uaA to control the VC dimension of a

li,near .funct'ion.

4.9 Constructive Methods of Implementing Soft Margin Al-

gorithms

Statistical iearning theory proposes [80] Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifica-

tion, Support Vector Machine Regression and Kernel Ridge Regression algorithms

based on the SRM inductive principle. This thesis proposes the Kernel Ridge Re-

gress'ion (KRR) algorithm for transient stability boundary estimation. The kernel

ridge regression and support vector regression algorithms are generalizations of the

support vector classification algorithm. Therefore, the understanding of support vec-

tor machine classification and regression algorithms is useful in understanding the

kernel ridge regression algorithm. Support Vector Machine classification, Support

Vector Machine Regression, and Kernel Ridge Regression algorithms are presented in

sections 4.9.7, 4.9.3,, and 4.9.4 respectively.
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4.9.t Support vector Machine Classification:

Assuming that a two-class classification problem is linearly separable, consider the

training set 7 : {r¿,a,}I,:, with d-dimensional input datan¿ € IRd and output data

y, € IR with class labels A¿€ {-7,1}. The linear classifier

a:f@):sgn{ørraro} (4.33)

assigns class label *1 to a input data point r¿, if {.,*o + ,o} is positive and class

label -1 otherwise. In order to separate two-class data with a margin between two

classes, optimal parameters for the linear function (4.33) are estimated based on the

training set 7 to satisfy the following classification criteria.

uTr¿ ¡ ws

w't t¿ + ws

if y¿: ¡1, i:7,...,1

il E¿: -1, i:7,...,1

(4.34)

(4 35)

Tlrerefore, (4.33) represent a e-margin hyperplane defined by definition 4.2. Where e

is the margin of the hyperplane.

The concept of separating two classes with a margin can be explained by using

a geometrical representation of an e-margin hyperplane. Consider an example of e-

margin hyper plane in two dimensional space (, : l*r,ø2] e R2) shown in figure 4.13.

Class-l (g : -|1) and class-2 (A : -1) data are separated from each other by two

hyperplanes that are parallel to the hyper plane wTr + ?ro : 0. It can be shown [84]

that the orthogonal distancel2 or geometric margin between these two hyper planes

12The orthogonal distance f¡om a point ø' to the hyperplane wTa' +?ro : 0 ir dffi* . Thus,
the orthogonal distance between the hyperplane 7aTß' I we - 0 and hyperplane uTr'* too - *e is

lløll'
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Figure 4.13: Support vector machines classification.

is 2ffi. According to (4.32), maximizing [fo is equivalent to minimizing the VC di-

mension olthe €-margin hyper plane. The maximization of the geometric margin can

be carried out by minimizing llull while keeping margin e at a constant value. Al-

though any finite non-zero real value can be used as the margin e , tvpicallyl3 1 is used

in literature [91]. Therefore, following quadratic constrained optimization problem

is solved to estimate parameters ?rl and u6 that minimizes the VC dimension while

l3Selection of e : I yields a geometric margin of ù
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satisfying the inequalities given by (4.3a) and (4.35).

minimize: )Wf
subject to: A¿(wTr+t s) > 1 i : I,...,1

(4.36)

(4.37)

Note that, the inequality in (4.36) represents inequalities (4.3a) and (4.35) in a com-

pact notation with margin e:7.

Generally, practical classification problems are not linearly separable. In order

to acconnt the misclassifications, inequality in (4.36) is modified by adding a slack

variable €o > g as folìows. Notice, it can easily be shown that the training points

satisfying (4.37) have a geometric margin greater than or equal to ffi

Enlw'roa ro) > 1 - {, i: 7,...,1

Tlre appended constraint (4.37) categorizes the training data T : {*o,A¿}I¿:, into

three categories based on the value of slack variable Ç. For a given value of u and

tr6, the smallest value of Ç that satisfies (4.37) is chosen for each training data point.

i. If €, : 0, then Lhe i,th training data point is a correct classification with geo-

metric margin greater than or equal to the targeted geometric margin of #
In figure 4.13, (a) class-l training points that are located on and to the left

hand side of the hyperplane wrr i ar6 : *6, and (b). class-2 training points on

and to the right hand side of the hyperplane uTr *'ti)o: -€, represent correct

classifications with the targeted geometric margin.

2. If 0 < €, < 1, then i¿À training data point is still a correct classification. however,

the the geometric margin (-=i) is less than the targeted geometric margin of

ffi. Ctass-l data points included in this category are positioned between the
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lryperplane wTt I'u)o : 0 and wTx j-'u)o : *e while class-2 data points are

positioned between the hyperplane wTx -l-'r.u¡ : 0 and wTr I lno: -€.

3. If 1 ( Ç, then the ith training data point is a misclassification with a zero or

negative geometric margin "t (i#). Data points assigned to this category are

lying either on \Ã/rong side or on the hyperplane u)Tr * tl6 : 6.

In this linearly non-separable case, the unconstrained optimization problem that

solves for parameters tø and t s is modified as follows.

minimize: *llrr,,ll'*"iC2" tt 
o:,

subject to: A{wrr¿a ro1 > 1 - €i, Vi

{, > 0, 'i : 7,...,1

(4.38)

The minimization criterion in (a.38) reflects the application of the Structural Risk

Minimization principle presented in section 4.7 where the minimization of the first

term reduces the capacity of the hyperplane (via llrll'), while the minimization of

the second term reduces the empirical error of misclassification. Therefore, the mini-

rnization criterion effectively reduces the upper bound on the true error. In (4.38), c

is a positive real constant that provides a trade-offbetween the capacity term (lltr;ll')

and the sum of misclassification errortn (Ðl:, €r).

In general, practical problems are not linearly separable. The linear version of

SVM can be extended to a nonlinear version by mapping the input space r e Xd 1nto

14In the most common form of SVÀ4 classification, Ðl:, {¿ is used as the second summation of
(4.38) to represent the empirical classification error; however, occasionally, Ðlr=, E? is used in place
of second summation of (4.38). The choice between these two error measures mainly depends on
how outliers are to be penalized.
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an extended feature space z € ZdI using a non-linear transformation

z : ó(x) : lót(r), ó"(r), ..., óa,(r)) (4.3e)

where, d¡ > d is the dimensionality of the feature space Z. In order to explain this

non-linear feature mapping into the feature space Z, consider a two dimensional input

spâce where co-ordinate vector r : lrr, r2l is mapped into a six dimensional extended

feature space (i.e The co-ordinate vector for the feature space is z : 1."r,...,26]) using

a 2"d order non-homogenolrs polynomial transformation. Then the feature vector is

given by (a.aO).

z : ó(r) : lr?, r1, 
^,[2r r"r, J-2rr, Jir2, T]

A classification problem that is not.linearly separable in the original variable space

may be linearly separable in tire ertended feature space. Note that the linear clas-

sification boundary in the feature space creates a non-linear classification boundary

in the input space. In order to extend the linear version of the SVM classification

formulation to the non-linear version, substitute the input co-ordinate vector r in

the optimizaLion problem given by (a.38) with the feature co-ordinate vector z. This

substitution results in the following optimization problem.

(4.40)

(4.41)

ll
minimize: 4lrll'+.!e,

" o:,

subject to: U{wrz¿ ¡ ro] } 1 - €¿, Vi

€i > 0, 'i : t,.",1

Note that the weight vector w in (4.4I) is d¡ dimensional.

The dimensionality of the quadratic optimization problem is equal to the dimen-
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sionality of the feature space, which can be very large for practical problems. For

example, the 39 bus systern introduced in chapter 3 needs 77 variablesls to represent

the input variable space consisting of bus voltage magnitudes and angles. The 3"d or-

der polynomial approximation produces a feature space of ffi - g2,160 variables.

For practical power systems, the size of the feature space can be extremely large

so that calculations in the feature space are computationally prohibitive. However,

solving the equivalent dual problem corresponding to primal quadratic optimization

problem above reduces the dimensionality of the optimization probìem to the number

of training samples, which is in the order of hundreds for the problem of estimation

of the transient stability boundary. Therefore, solving the equivalent dual problem

significantly reduces the computational burden. In order to formulate the dual op-

timization problem, convert the constrained quadratic optimization problem into an

unconstrained generalized Lagrangian function in primal form

L(w,ws,€,o,þ) : lWl'* "f ,,
" ,:,
l¿

\- *, (rol., "oa 
,oJ - i + €,) - \ o,t, Ø.42)

?*' \Yu 
Lw "2 I wul 

i:l

where d: lor,...,at], þ : [0r,...,13t] are the Lagrange multipliers and f : [{r, ..., €¿] is

the vector of slack variables. The necessary and sufficient conditionslG for optimality
15Bus voltage magnitudes and angles except the reference bus angle.
i6Optimization of a quadratic objective function subjected. to linea¡ constraints has .a convex

feasible region. I{KT conditions provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of
convex optimization problems [85].
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of @.a\ are provided by Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions given below.

ðL
Ar"

*o(aol.'"t 1- uts)- 1 + €,)

a¿Wr z¿ -r ruoJ - 1 + €,

T

:'It) -Ðooon"o
i:7

ALå
-:- : ) e,;,ll;dtoo -

aLn
;;:C-a¿-þ¿
dt¿

A¿

0o€n

13n

t
ç¿

-0

-0

:0 Vi

-0 vi

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4 45)

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.4e)

(4.50)

(4.51)

>0 vi

>0 vi

-0 vi

>0 vi

>0 i- Lr..rl

Substituting primal variable t¿ from (4.43) into (4.42) and invoking the conditions

given by (4.44), and (4.45) yield the equivalent dual Lagrangian given by (a.52).

I1¿

W(o) : Ð*o - ;Ð o¿a¡!¿!¡zlz¡
i:I i,i:7

(4.52)

Equalities (4.46) and (4.49) are known as the KKT compiementary conditions. Com-

plementary condition (4.46), along with inequalities (4.47) and (4.a8), assett that for

a given data point, either the dual parameter a¿ or the term (y¿fw'"0+ ro] - 1+ {i),

must be zero and they cannot be non-zero simultaneously, TYaining samples classi-

fied with a geometric margin greater than the targeted margin of # have zero slack
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variables (¿ and satisfy the inequality E¿lwr zr i w6l - 1 + {, > 0. Thus, training

sample with geometric margins greater than the targeted geometric margin have dual

parameters û¿ eeual to zero.

On the other hand, training samples with a targeted margin of # also have zero

slack variables Ç and satisfy the equality A¿lwT z¿ a ,oJ - 1 + €, : 0. Since {¿ is zero,

according to the complementary condition (4.49) and the inequality (4.50), the dual

parameter p¿ can be zero or any positive value. This result along with (4.45) provide

the upper bound for the dual parameter a¿ as given below.

a¿{c (4.53)

Tlaining samples with geometric margin less than ttre targeted margin of ffi have

positive slack variables {, and satisfy the equality Ur.fwrz¿ Arol - 1+€, :0. Since

the slack variable Ç is positive, according to (4.49), the dual parameter p¿ must be

zero. This result, along with (4.45), show that the dual parameter o¿ must be equal

to c. Therefore, the range of a¿ that satisfies KKT complementary conditions can be

given as follows.

01a¿1c (4.54)

Thaining samples for which the corresponding dual parameters are not zero (i.e train-

ing samples where those geomantic margins are less than or equal to the targeted

margin of ffi ) are called Support Vectors.

Finally, in order to minimize the primal Lagrangian ( .a2) satisfying the KKT

conditions, it is necessary to maximize the dual Lagrangian (4.52), subject to equality

constraint (4.44) and inequality constraint (4.54). Therefore, the following quadratic

optimization problem with linear equality and inequality constraints presents the
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dual optimization problem that needs to be solved instead of the primal optimization

problem given by @.aI).

L1L

maximize: W (a) : t "o - iY. on*,aoa¡zT z¡
'i:7 ¿,i:t

T

subject to: f tuao: o (4'55)

i':7

0 1 a¿ ! c, 'i:1,...,1

Substitnting the optimal a¿ in (4.43) yields the estimatedlT optimal weight vector tø

as follows.

û:tã¿A¿z¿ (4.56)
i€ sv

Note that the above summation is taken over only support vectors since (sv) the dual

variable a¿ is nonzero only for support vectors. The parameter tu¡ is estimated using

the fact tlrat for training samples that satisfii the conditionls, 0 ( a¿ < c,ltave zero

slack variable Ç and satisfy equality condition Ur.lwr z¿ a ,oJ - 1 + {, : 0. Therefore,

tus is given by

ûo : A¿ - f ã¿y¿z! z¿ (4.57)
i€ sv

where (*o,A) is any support vector that satisfies the condition 0 ( a" < c. Therefore

the optimal classification function in dual form is given by (a.58).

a : i(r): ssn (Ð 
^n 

orl z + ao) (4.58)
?e sv

In order to calculate the optimal classification function /(ø) given by (4.58), one

17In order to show estimated quantities, the hat notation is used.
l8This is true for training samples that have geometric margin equal to the targeted geometric

margin of #.
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has to calculate the optimal values for the dual variables a¿ by minimizing the dual

quadratic constrained optimization problem (4.55) and then calculate the optimal

value of the primal variable u.rs given by (a.57).

Notice that in the dual optimization problem (4 55), and the expression (4.57)

for the primal variable t s, the dot product between the i,th and jth feature vectors

zTz¡: ó(ro)ró@¡) are required. Similarly, the expression for the optimal classifica-

tion function /(ø) given by (a.5S) requires the dot product zf, z : ó@à)r Ó@) between

the Cth training vector in the feature space z¿ ànd the feature vector z corresponding

to the test vector ø in the input space.

Dot Product Kernels introduced in section 4.9.2 provide an efficient implicit way

to calculate the dot proddct between the feature vectors in terms of input variables

without explicitly calculating the high dimensional feature vectors.

4.9.2 Nonlinear Mapping using Dot Product Kernels

Consider two vectorsle ø and r' in d-dimensional input space and corresponding d¡-

dimensional feature vectors ": ó(r): lót@),ór(r),...,óa¡(ø)] and zt .: þ(rt):

lót(r'),óz(r'),...,óa¡(ø')] in the feature space. A continuous and symmetric function

k(r,r') : zr z' : ó@)r ó@') (4 5e)

is called a Dot Product Kernel or Mercer Kernel, if the function k(r,d) satisfies the

Mercer's conditions stated in theorem 4.7.

isVectors r and a' are used. to represent any two vectors in the input va.riable space. Therefore,
these include any training vector r¿,'i :7,...,1.
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Theorem 4.7 Mercer's theorem [80, 83] guarantees that for a continuous symmetric

function k(r,x') to have an expansion

n'

k(r,r'): t ó¡@)ó¡(r')
J:I

it is necessary and sufficient that the condition20

(4.60)

f

J r(",r')s(r)s(r')d"rdr' > 0 (4.6i)

(4.63)

is valid for all g(r) * 0, I gz(r)dn < oo. Where n' is any natural number or infinity.

Therefore, the the dot product between the vectors

zr z' : ó(")'ó(a') (4.62)

in the extended feature space can be implicitly computed in terms of input variable

vectors ø and ø' using dot pr-oduct kernel functions. This is the key feature that

allows SVM to work in very large feature spaces without explicitly calculating the

feature variable vector. The following are some of commonly used dot product kernel

functions.

1. Non-homogeneous Polynomial Kernels:

In order to construct classification function with a,n tn'h order polynomial func-

tion of input variables, the following polynomial dot product kernel function

can be used.

k(r,r') : zTz' : ltrt'+ 1]-

204 finite subset of vectors {øi,..¡ø¿}, therefore, required to have a positive semi-definite Kernel
matrix K. A square matrix 1l is a Kernel matrix when the (i,Ðth element of K : k(r¿,a¡).
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Polynomial kernel (4.68) satisfies [80] the Mercer conditions given by theorem

4.7 for any value of the polynomial order nz. Substituting the dot product zT z'

in the classification function (4.58) yields following polynomial decision function

in terms of input variables ø.

û : Î(r): ssn(,ì a¿s¿lrlr + rl- * to) (4.64)

Where, {ro,Au}, are training samples corresponding to sttpport vectors i: sv,

and a¿ and u6 parameters estimated solving dual optimization (4.55) and equa-

tion (4.57) respectively. The order m of the polynomial required to be decided

based on the training data.

Although an implicit kernel mapping is used to gain huge computational

vantage in the mapping of input variable vector ø to feature vector z ,

polynomial mapping function @(.) can also be expressed in explicit form

follows.

The number of term"" dt in the extended feature space defined by the feature

vector z depends on the value of m and the number of elements in original

variable vector ø. Consider a situation where m : 2 and ø has two elements

u1 â,nd 12, then the transformed variable vector z can be expressed in terms of

r: frr,rr] ^ follows.

" 
: ó(r) : lr?, r'", J2rr*r, t/Zrr, Jir2, I] (4.65)

21The number of terms in the extended feature space defined by the non-homogeneous polynomial
kernel function ís d,¡ : I## [83]. The 39 bus system and 470 bus system introduced in chapter
3 requires 77 and 939 va¡iables respectively to represent the input variable space. The number of
polynomial terms in the extended feature space for 3'd order polynomial mapping for these two test
systems a.re 82,160 and 138,872,780 respectively. Implicit mapping using polynomial kernel function
avoids the computational burden.

ad-

the

as
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Similarly, the extended feature variable vector zt can be expressed in terms of

input variable vector r' : lr\,r'"] as given below.

z, : ó(r,) : lr'1" , "'r, 
, ,./2r'rr'r, J2r'r, t[2r'r,r) (4.66)

Tlren the dot product zlz' can be calculated as follows.

,T "' : rlr'r2 + r2rr'r2 + 2r1n2rrr2

¡2r1r'r+r2r'r+I (4.67)

: (r7r', + r2r'2l I)2

: @T*'+ 1),

This result can be generalized [91] into any degree of nonlinearity,m,and any

number of elements in the original variable vector r.

2. Radial Basis F\rnction Kernels:

In order to construct a classification function with an exponential function of

input variables, the following radial basis function dot product kernel can be

used.

="*{-W} (4.68)

Radial basis function kernels also satisfy [S0] the Mercer conditions given by

theorem 4.7 f.or any value of the polynomial order o ) 0. Substituting the dot

product zr z' in the classification function (4.5S) yields following radial basis

decision function in terms of input variables r.

ú : î@):ssn (Ð^,r,"*otffit +,,) (4.6e)
i€ sv
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3. Sigmoid Kernel Functions

A two layer Neural Network can be constructed by using Sigmoid Kernel Func-

tions

k(r,r') : zT z' : tanh[z(øT r') + u]

for the implicit nonlinear transform that maps the input variabie r to feature

vector z in the extended feature space. Unlike polynomial kernel and radial basis

kernel functions, the sigmoid kernel function satisfies the Mercer conditions

only for certain values of its parameters u and u [80]. One combination of

parameters [82] that satisfy Mercer conditions is z : 2 and u : 7. Function

(4.7I), that providing the classification ftrnction in terms of input variables ø,

can be obtained by substituting the dot product zrz'given by (4.70) in (4.58).

(4.70)

(4.7r)

(4.72)

u : i@): ssn (Ð^rr,tanhlu(rlr') +,1 + úo)
i€ sv

4.9.3 Support Vector Machine Regression

Although, SLT was first developed to address classification problems, it has been

generalized [80, 83, 91] to include more general problem of regression estimation. In

order to explain the concept behind support vector machines regression, consider a

linear functional dependency between the feature vector defined by d¡-dimensional

vector z and output variable g. Parameters to and ?r.16 of an approximating linear

regression function

a: f@):u)Tzlluo
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that assigns a real value to the output variable y for a given value of the feature

vector z) can be estimated based on the training set22 T¡ : {z¿,A¿}¿¿:t. It can be

shown [80, 83, 91] that minimizing the flatness23 of the linear regression function

(4.72) is equivalent to maximizing the separating geometric margin of a classifier

which controls the VC dimension. Therefore, the support vector machine regression

algorithm minimizes the term llull2 that represents the capacity of approximating

function and the empirical risk simultaneously to satisfy the structural risk mini-

mization principle introduced in section 4.7.

In order to estimate the empirical risk of a regression estimation, SLT proposes

the following two loss functions [80].

1. The li,near s-insensitive loss function

(
| 0, ir la - l@)l <,

L(u,fQ)):1

|.], - fQ)l - e, otherwise'

2. The quad,rati,c s-insensitive loss function

(4.73)

(4.74)L(a, f þ)) :
ffla-f?)ls'

- €)', otherwise.{r,, - ,,.,,

Where e ) 0 is a real constant that is required to be chosen before the parameter

estimation for the function /(z). Note that the linear e-insensitive loss function

coincides with the Laplacian loss function (i.e. L(A, f Q)) : lA - f Ø) when the

parameter a : 0. Similarly, the quadratic e-insensitive ioss function coincides with

22Note that ith input data vector ø¿ in the original training set ? : {tu,Au}L¿:, is transformed to
corresponding feature vector z¿ using the nonlinear transformalion z: @(ø) defined by (a.a0).

23Term llull2 is used as a measure of the flatness of a linear function.
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the quadratic loss function (i.e. L(g,f (r)): (A - l@))"), for e:0. Support vector

regression algoritÌrms have been proposed for both linear and quadratic e-insensitive

loss functions [80, 84]. The optimization problem formulation for estimating the

parameters of the linear regression function (4.72), using these loss functions, have

almost the same approach. Therefore, only the details of the parameter estimation

process for the l'inear e-insensitive loss function is presented.

In order to estimate parameters ü, and 'us of the linear regression function (4.72)

based on the linear e-insensitive ioss function (4.73) and the training set T¡ :

{ro,Ao}l:r, folìowing constrain optimization problem24 can be formulated.

1I
minimize: ;ll?I,ll' +.f(e, +€i)

" o:,

subject toi, ur zo I wo - U¿ 1 € * €¿, Vi

a¿-urz¿-uo{e-l€i, Vi

€,,€;>0, i:7,...,1

(4.75)

Where, {¿ is a slack variable. The constraints in (a.75) assert that the minimum of

the slack variable (¿ is zero when the difference between the linear function f (zo):

wrz¿+ ur¡ and the target output value g¿ is within the range *e.

Figure 4.14 shows an SVM regression estimation for one dimensional input vector

ø. Note that a tube with a radius e centered on the linear regression function f (z) is

fitted to the data. The slack variable { represents the u-o.ttri of the deviation from

the target region. Therefore, the data points inside the tube25 ìrave a slack variable

Ç of zero. On the right side of the same figure, the loss due to linear e-insensitive

2aNote that the minimization of quadratic function subject to linear constraints has a convex
feasible region.

2sAlthough. in general the dotted region is called a tube in literature, note that its shape depends
on the dimensionality of the feature vector z.
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loss

v- f(z)

Figure 4.14: Support vector machines regression.

loss function is showrr.

The constrained quadratic minimization probiem (4.75) can be converted to an

unconstrained minimization problem by formulating the primal Lagrangian @.76).

+€

0

_c

1¿I
L(w,ws,€,a,þ) : ulrll' +.f (€o +{;) - D,@oËo+ 

p;€î)
i:7

¿

I oo (u, - .'"0 - wo rr * €,)
i:1

I

I*; (."rntwo-U¿*e+€;)
i:7

where the Lagrangian multipliers aj.) and Bn(.) satisfy positivity constraint

(4.76)

ol-), p[.) > o

t29
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and ,where superscript (*) is used to denote both variables (cvj.) , P:.)) with and without

(on,0o) asterisks. Now, the corresponding dual problem can be formulated using the

standard techniques used in section 4.9.1 as follows [84].

¿¿
maximize: W(a): t a¿@î - oo) - ,\un("î ¡ *o)

01 a¿,ai 1 c, 'i:7,...,1

where, the dual maximization problem (4.78) was obtained

and following stationary condition for (4.76).

i:1
1I

iÐø;i,j:t
T

subjecr to: \t ; - on)
i:7

ÔL

ñ

AL

-dwo

AL
ae,

AL
õ€î

i:7

- oo)(*ï - a¡)z! z¡

-n

¿

,-f(rr-c,i)zo:g
i,:7

I

Ð('o-ûî) :o
i:1

c-(r¿-0¿:g,Vi,

c - oi - þ! :0,'i :1,2,.

(4.78)

by invoking Ø.76), (4.77)

(4.7e)

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

(4.84)

(4.85)

(4.86)

The corresponding KKT complementary conditions are as follows.

*o(ao - u)r z¿ - tLto *t + {,) : 0, Vi

*i(wrzo*wo - U¿* e+ç) : 0,V¿

€,€; :0, o.¿af, : O,Vi'

(ou - c)€¿:0, (*i - ")Ëi 
: 0,i: 1,2,...,1
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The first condition asserts that at least the dual variable a¿ or the expression within

brackets must be zero. The second condition also asserts similar requirement for the

dual variabte a]. Note that data points inside the f (z¿) t e tube have slack variables

equal to zero and thus the expressions within the brackets in conditions (4.83) and

(4.84) are not zero. Therefore, a¿ in (4.83) and oi in (4.8 ) must be zero for the data

points within the fe tube. It can also be shown [91] that (a) the data points that lie

on the boundary of e tube have dual variables that satisfy 0 I a¿, aI 1 c, and (b) tlie

data points outside the tube have dual variables equal to c (i.e. a¿,a\: c). These

points that has non zero dual variables are called support uectors.

The data points that lie on the boundary of the tube (i.e. when 0 1 a¿, ai < c)

have zero slack variable and hence should satisfy the following.

A¿-Wrz¿-tust€

wTz¿+ws-!¿*€

0,V 01a¿<c

0,V 0<ai<c

(4 87)

(4.88)

(4.8e)

The above relationships ((4.87) and (a.88)), along with (4.79), can be used to calcu-

late26 the primal variable T.us. The linear regression function given by (a.72) can be

written as its dual form (4.106) using (4.79).

i@): !fa; -a¿)zf,z+ûts
i:sa

where so is the number of support vectors. The feature vectors z corresponding to

the training set 7 appear as the dot product zf, z in both the approximating function

(4.106) and the dual maximization.problem (4.78). Therefore, the dot product zf,z

can be replaced with the dot product kernels explained in the section 4.g.2. For

26The explicit bias ?r0 term in @.72) can be omitted by including an implicit bias term in the dot
product kernel, as shown in seciion 4.9.4.
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example, an mth order non-homogeneous polynomial kernel provides the following

approximating function in the original variable space.

i@) : fta; - a)@lr + r)- + rît6

i:su
(4.e0)

In snpport vector regression, one has to select parameters c and e in (4.75) in addition

to the parameters in the selected dot product kernel. For the polynomial kernel, only

the order of polynomial m required to be selected.

Selection of a non-zero e parameter has an important advantage for large training

sets. Since the training data points that lie outside the e tube are selected as support

vectors (The dual variabìe e¿, ot ai is zero for these data points.), non-zero ¿ results

in a selection of only a part of the training data points as support vectors. This

introduces sparsity to the solution of dual variables o¿, ând ai and hence reduces the

execution time for the approximating function (4.106). In other words, a training

data point that lies within the s tube has redundant information, so that omitting

these points will not affect the solution of the regression problem. On the other hand,

small data sets may require all of the information contained in every data point in

the training set and hence the optimal2T value of parameter e may be close to zero.

The Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm introduced in section 4.9.4 is motivated by

this fact and thus uses the quadratic e insensitive loss function with E : 0 ; therefore,

this loss function is equivalent to the standard quadratic loss function.

4.9.4 Kernel Ridge Regression

Similar to the support vector regression, Kernel Ridge Regression [80, 84, 92, 93]

also approximates the functional dependency between the output variable E and the

2TOptimal considering the.accuracy of the estimated function.
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coordinate vector of feature space defined by the d¡-dimensional vector z with the

linear regression function of(a.91).

a:fQ):u)rziuo (4.e1)

Parameters u and ws of the approximating linear regression function, that assigns

a real value to the output variable y for a given value of the feature vector zt can

be estimated by solving the optimization problem (4.92) based on the training set

Tr : {"o,ao}In:t'

L

Minimize : Àllarll'?+ t€;
i:7

Subject to : at -wT2 - uo : €¿, i : I,2,...,1

(4.e2)

(4.e3)

Figure 4.15 shows an application of Kernel Ridge regression for an example case with

f (z)

wr z+wo

Figure 4.15: Kernel

z

Ridge regression.
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one dimensional input vector r. In contrast to support vector machine regression28, a

straight line representing the linear regression function f (z) is fitted to the data. The

slack variable, (, represents the amount of the deviation from the targeted straight

line. Therefore, only the data points lie on the straight line have slack variables Ç

equal to zero. On the right side of the same figure, the loss due to the quadratic loss

function is shown.

This constrained optimization probìem can be converted to an unconstrained op-

timization problem by formulating the primal Lagrangian function (4.92).

¿

L(w,ws,{,a) : Àllzlll' +Ð4
i:1

¿

+ t *,(ao\
;_1

Note that the Lagrangian multipliers a¿ in (4.94) correspond to the equality con-

straints, and hence can take any real value. The conditions for minimization of (4.94)

can be computed by differentiating (4.94) with respect to the primal and dual vari-

ables and equating the result to zero. This yields the following results that need to

be satisfied at the optimal solution.

-wTz-rr-€r)

(4.s4)

(4.e5)

(4.e6)

(4.s7)

(4.e8)

AL
au

AL
ae

AL
A.,
AL
A",

I

2Àw -)i.a¿z¿:0
i:7

2{¿ - a¿: Q

T

-t e¿:o
à:1

(ao-wrz-us-€,) =O

28 In support vector machine regression, a tube with a radius of e is fitted to the data.
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Substituting the above results in (a.9a) yields the following dual optimization prob-

lem.

I

Maximize : W(a) :Y.Auao
i:7
-T.I

-*f *?-+\ao,¡zlz¡
= i:7 =t' o,i:,

I

Subject to: Irn:0
i:r

(4.ee)

(4.100)

Tlris dual optimization problem consists of maximization of the quadratic objective

function (4.99) subject to the linear equality constraint (4.100). The condition (4.97)

that needs to be rutirfi"d at the optimal solution and hence the equality constraint

(4.100) vanishes if the bias term ?//6 cârr be omitted from the approximating function

(4.91). Therefore, this constrained maximization problem can be reduced to an un-

constrained maximization problem that has a closed form solution, if the bias term

1116 is omitted from the linear approximating function (4.91). The omission of bias

term tr6 can be compensated by including a constant term2e in the feature vector z

that works as an implicit bias term.

Thus, the dual optimization problem can be restated as an unconstrained opti-

mization problem (4.i01) when the bias term tr.r6 is omitted from the linear approxi-

2sNote that the feature vector " 
: 1"r,...,2d¡l can be extended to a feature vector zert :

1"r,...,2¿¡,plwithanimplicitbiasequal to¡;. Thenthedotproductbetweenfeatu¡evectorscanbe
calculated as z[,r2""¿: zTz -þ p2, where ¡l is a constant.
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mating function (4.91).

Maximize : W(a) :Y.Ao*o
i:7
,t

- 1\-rl
/1 ^¿---J L
I i:I

Maximization problem in (4.101) can be written in

1

-4^
¿

\ *na¡zl z¡
¿'i=t

vector form as (4.102).

(4.101)

Maximize : W(a) : ard - 1o'o - [o' Xo (4.r02)

where, d:fot,...,o,¿]r,A:lAt,...,AtfT and (i,7)¿à element of the I x I dimensional

Kernel matrix K ts K¿,¡ : zT z¡. The optimality conditions of (4.102) can be obtained

by differentiating (4.102) with respect to a and equating to zero.

,- T"- t',xo:o (4.103)

Therefore, the optimal solution for- the dual variable c in closed form is given by

(4.104).

ã:2À(K + ÀI)-1y (4.r04)

where, 1 is the I x I dirnensional identity matrix. Note that, it is only necessary to

invert a I x I dimensional matrix once. Then the linear regression function in the

feature space can be written as follows,

î, . 
I

f Q):\ao'|"
i:l

Note that the index for the dual variable a ranges from 1 to l.

(4.105)

This is because, in
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Kernel Ridge Regression, all of the training samples are support vectors. Thus, all

the data points in the training set 7 appears in the solution.

Similar to support vector regression, the feature vectors z corresponding, to the

training set ?¡, appears as the dot product zTz in both the approximating function

(4.105) and in the elements of the kernel matrix in (a.10a). For example, an mth order

non-homogeneous polynomial kernel provides the following approximating function in

the original variable spa,ce.

¿

Î@):laoç"1"+ 1)- (4.106)
i:1

In the above example using a non homogeneous polynomial kernel, one has to select

only parameter À in (a.92) and the order of polynomíal, m.

4.LO Advantages of Kernet Ridge Regression Algorithm for

Tbansient Stability Boundary Estimation

The support vector machine and its variants (i.e. SVM classification, SVM regression,

and Kernel Ridge Regression) have the following advantages:

o The complexity of the approximating fr-rnction is controlled independent of the

dimensionality of the learning problem. (This is explained in section 4.8.)

o An implicit mapping technique is used to achieve impressive computational

simplicity that reduces the computational burden in the training process. (This

is explained in section A.9.2.)

r The optimization process used for the estimation of dual parameter o requires

solution of a quadratic optimization problem with linear constraints that has
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a global and unique solution. Since the global solution for the optimization

problem can be obtained, the results are accurate.

The efficient complexity control strategy, and implicit mapping leading to a globai

and unique solution of support vector machines and its variants, provide an accurate

and efficient way of estimating multi-variable functions.

As was shown earlier in this chapter, the quadratic constrained optimization prob-

lem for Kernel Ridge Regression can be reduced to an unconstrained òptimization

problem with closed form solution30.

Therefore, the soluti,on of optimal parameters requ'ires onlg an'inuers'ion of

a matri,r that has dimensionali.tg equal to the number of training samples,

in the order of hundreds, for the problem of esti.mati,on of the trans'ient

stab'ilitu boundarE.

The algorithms proposed next in this chapter use insights provided by Statistical

Learning Theory to (a) estimate the trade off parameter À for Kernel Ridge Regres-

sion, and (b) poiynomial order m for polynomial kernel functions efficiently.

Therefore, Kernel Ridge Regression with polynomial kernels are proposed for an

effi.cient approximation of the transient stability boundary for power systems with

hundreds of buses.

4.LL Algorithms to Estimate Parameters for Kernel Ridge

Regression

The optimal values for the parameters used in machine learning algorithms are usu-

ally selected using trail-and-error based heuristic methods. In some occasions, greedy

30Support vector classification and reglession algorithms; however, requires â numerical solution
of quadratic optimization problem due the presence of inequality constraints.
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methods are used to estimate sub-optimal parameters, so that, the parameter tuning

process can be automated. This thesis proposes the kernel Ridge Regression algo-

rithm with polynomial Kernel functions. In order to estimate the transient stability

boundary in functional form, one has to select the optimal values for (1) the polyno-

mial order m, and (2) the trade off parameter À before using Kernel Ridge Regression

algorithm to estimate paramet€rs û¿, 'i : I,...,1 of function (4.106). Algorithms

proposed in sections 4.1I.7 and 4.LI.2 explain how to estimate the optimal values of

parameters À and rn respectively.

A.IL.L Algorithm to estimate trade-off parameter À

Assuming the parameters (i.e. the polynomial order m of the polynomial kernel

function) of the selected kernel function are known, the trade-off parameter À in the

Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm is required to be defined before estimating the

optimal value of parameter a.

Parameter À, in the objective function )llrll'+ DL, {02 that is minimized in Ker-

nei Ridge Regression controls3l the value of term llrlrll', which is proportional to VC

dimension h (i.e. h x llwll2) and hence the complexity of the approximated function.

Therefore, according to the structural risk minimization principle (section 4.7), the

bound on true risk has only one minimum at the optimal À value. Figure 4.16 shows

the variation of the bound on true risk with the variation of parameter À. An esti-

mation for the true error for a given value of parameter À can be calculated using

an independent validation set. Since the bound on true error a,nd, hence, the valida*

tion error have a min'imum for different values of À, a one dimensional optimization

technique can be used to estimate the global optimum value of À.

3iThe optimization process minimizes both lltull'? and fl:, {r2 simultaneously. Increasing the
value of À increases the penalty on lltoll2.
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Under fitting Over fitting

<- Bound on true risk

\vc.on¡¿"n""
term or VM term

\
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Figure 4.16: Variation of bound on true error with the trade off parameter À.

The training algorithm developed in this thesis uses a Golden Section search iter-

ative algorithm [94] that takes32 minimum (À*in) and maximum (À-o*) values for À

and narrows down the difference betweefl À-i., and À*u,* at each iteration. Once the

value À-o* - À-¡n reaches the target thresþold, the Golden Section search algorithm

exits its iterative loop and calculates the averag" &**¿" for the optimal À. A can-

didate value for parameter À is provided at each iterative step of the Golden Section

search process and the optimal estimated function (i.e value of a in (4.104).) and

corresponding validation error are estitttuted in each step..

The algorìthrn discussed above requires a validation data set that is independent of

the training data set used to estimate the parameters of the approximating function.

In a situation where training data is limited, a separate validation set cannot be

used. Therefore, the original training set ? : {r¿,Ao}Lt:, is split into training set Ç' :
32Note that the user has to select a range for À that contains the optimum value.

Increasing VC dimension (å)

Decreasi ng trade-off paramefer (7)
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{ro,Ao}'ul:, and validation sets Vj : {rn,A¿}t¿:, according to n-fotd cross aali,dation [82,

89] as explained below, where j : I,...,tu.

1. In the first step of the n-fold cross validation process, the original training set

T is randomly split in to n disjoint subsets Dr, ..., Dk,..., Dn, of approximate

size of f . Typical value [82] for n ranges between 5 and 10.

2. In the second step, the 7¿h validation set I/¡ is selected as the subset D¡ of size

* (i". V¡: D¡.) and the j¿r'training set Ç of size ("-t)* is constructed

by adding the subsets Dr,..., Dk,...,D,,, excepting the j¿à subset D¡ (i.e. T¡:

Una¡ D¡'')

3. In the tirird step, the trade-off parameter À¿ for 7¿å training set and 7¿ä validation

. set is estimated using the Golden Section search algorithm. The estimated l¿

and corresponding €rror r¡ for the j¿h validation set V¡ : D¡ is recorded for

each step by varying i :1,...)rL.

4. In the final step, the averag" Â : +D1,:rÀ¡ is calculated as the optimal value for

À. This estimated value of À is then used to estimate the approximatingfunction

/(r) using the original training set ? : {r¿,a,}¿¿:r. The cross validation error

is calculated as, n}:,-r: *Ð;:rrt

If the approximating function is required to estimate g times, in the Golden Section

searclr aìgorithms, then the approximation function is estimated at ng number of times

in the n-fold cross validation algorithm. Once the optimal value for À is estimated,

the approximating function is estimated once for a total training set consisting of

I samples. Therefore, the main computational burden in these calculations is to

calculate the inverse ôf an lr x 11 dimensional matrix ng times and an I x I dimensional

matrix once, wherê lr : @ - t)*. Typically, I is in the order of hundreds, for the
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problem of estimation of transient stability boundary. The computing time for these

calculations will be presented in Chapter 5, under results.

4.LI.2 Algorithm to Estimate the Polynomial Order m of

Polynomial Kernels

The algorithm proposed above can be used to estimate the optimal value of the

trade off parameter À for given values of kernel parameters. In order to estimate the

polynomial order rn of polynomial kernels, the following algorithm is proposed using

the relationship between the polynomial order m and the maximum VC dimension

(h) of lhe mtt'order approximating polynomial function.

1. Consider an mth order polynomial kernel that maps d dimensional input co-

ordinate vector r to d¡ dimensioÍral extended feature coordinate vector z. It
can be shown [8a] that the dimensionality d,¡ of. the feature space is given by

d¡ : t##. Therefore, for a given value of d, the value of d¡ increases with the

polynomial order m.

According to theorem 4.2 in section 4.8, the VC dimension, h, for a linear func-

tion in d¡ dimensional space is d¡ * 1. Theorem 4.3 in the same section suggest

that minimizing the term lløll2 (i.e. by increasing parameter À in the Kernel

Ridge Regression algorithm.) leads to a linear function with VC dimension less

than d¡ * 1. In other words, the VC dimension h corresponding to an mth

order polynomial is d¡ * 1 and the VC dimension can be controlled in the range

7 < h < d¡ -l1 by increasing the value of À.

Figure 4.17 shows the range of VC dimension for three different values of the

polynonrial order m. Here, m2 is the optimal polynomial order and m1 and ms
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Under fitting Over fitting

<-- Bound on true risk

\vc.on¡¿"n."
term or VM term

Empirical risk

VC dimension (h)

Range of å
for m = ntz

Rangc of å

Figure 4.17: Range of VC dimension (h) for three given values of polynomial order
mt 1T172 1TTL\.

are smaller and larger than the optimal order rn2. When rrL : TrLt, then the

optimal VC dimension h* is outside the range 1 < h < d¡ -l1 associated with

an n'Ltf order polynomial function. Both the optimal polynomial order rnz and

a larger polynomial order mshave the range I < h < d¡ -l1 that includes the

optimal value of VC dimension h*.

4. Therefore, sequentially increasing the polynomial order m:7,2,.... should first

reduce the upper bound on the true error to the optimal value and then keep

constant beyond the optimal value. Therefore, increasing sequentially up to the

optimum rn, where the cross validation error reaches its minimum can be used

¿.\
\

tfl=t13

Increasing
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to estimate the polynomial order m.

4.L2 Limitations

As it was shown earlier in this chapter, learning from a small sample of data is guaran-

teed to resnit a small generalization error only when the ratio VC di,mens'ion /Number

of training samples (hll) is small. In order to explain the limitations imposed by this

requirement, consider a situation where the original function /6 that maps the input

variable c to the output variable E is very complex so that the VC dimension h6 of

the function /6 is very large.

A function that approximate the function -f0 accurately also needs to be very

complex and hence should have a VC dimension of h." that is close to h6 ( which is

very large).

In order to estimate parameters of function fo accualely, the ratio h"f I needs to

be small. Since, ho is very large, to get a small hof I ratio, an extremely large value of I

is required. In other words, an extremely large sample of data is required to estimate

a very complex function accurately. On the other hand, if only a small training data

sample is used, the obtainable true accurâcy is limited.

However, if the approximating function /" only needs to be accurate at certain

range within the output range of the original function /6, then a function ¡" that

approximate the original function /6 a,ccurately within the selected output range does

not necessarily need to be very complex throughout its whole output range. In this

situation, VC dimension hi of the approximating function f " can be small enough so

tlrat the h!"f I ratio is small.

Therefore, machine learning methods using small data samples can be successftilly

used to approximate, (1) a function with low complexity or (2) a complex function
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that need to be approximated accurately only within a selected region of its output.

If, however, a complex function is required to be approximated accurately within its

whole output range, an extremely large training set is required.

4.L3 Concluding Remarks

The theoretical background required for the estimation of multi variable transient

stability boundary from a small data sample has been presented in this chapter. It has

been shown that the complexity of the approximating function must be appropriately

controlled in order to get good generalization performance when a small sample of

data is used.

Soft margin algorithms based on statistical learning theory control the complexity

of the approximating function in order to reduce the upper bound on the general-

ization error. These algorithms reduce the process of optimal parameter estimation

to a problem of solving a constrained quadratic optimization probiem with a unique

solution.

However, of these three algorithms, only the Kernei Ridge Regression algorithm,

with an implicit bias term, has closed form optimality conditions. There are two pa-

rameters to be estimated for the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm. Two algorithms

are proposed to exploit the computational advantage gain from the closed form solu-

tion to estirnate these.parameters of the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm so that

the functional estimation process can be efficiently implemented in software.
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Chapter 5

Results and Applications

5.1 Introduction

This chapter starts with definition of some performance indices to evaluate the per-

formance of the transient stability boundary estimation algorithm. Then, the per-

formance of the combined algorithm for estimating the transient stability boundary

proposed in chapters 3 and 4 is investigated. This investigation study uses the 470

bus system and contingencies introduced in chapter 3.

The rest of the chapter presents the results of case studies performed using the

New England 39 bus system and 470 bus system, to demonstrate the application of

transient stability boundary in functional form in (a) fast transient security assess-

ment and control and, (b) dynamic security constrained optimal power flow program.
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5.2 Polynomial Approximation of The Tlansient Stability

Boundary

The transient stability boundary is estimated using Kernel Ridge Regression with

polynomial kernels. As it was shown in chapter 3, this is done by equating the

estimated ftrnction frst(r) to the threshold TSI0 of the selected transient stability

index. When the critical clearing time (CCT) is used as the transient stability index,

?516 can be selected equal to the actual fault clearing time To. of the contingency (i.e.

TSIo: [.). Therefore, the estimated transient stability boundary can be expressed

as follows.
¿

irt,(r): t a¿@lr+ 1)^ :TSIo (5.1)

wlrere, o¿ and rn areparameterc oroil" polynomial funcfion that are estimated from

the algorithms proposed in the chapter 4; q are the input training data vectors

representing bus voltage magnitudes ul, ..., u, and bus voltage angles 0r,...,0",-r of the

initial steady state operating point that prevailed before any disturbance occur; and

r is the testing data point that represents bus voltage magnitudes and angies of any

operating point within the valid rânge of the training data set T: {ro,Ao}tn:r, where

g¿ is tlre critical clearing time CCT, of i¿h training sample for the given contingency. In

order to validate the estimation process of the transient stability boundary, transient

stability boundaries for the two contingencies for the 470 bus system, introduced in

Chapter 3, are estimated.

In order to evaluate the performance of a transient stability boundary estimated

from a training data set T : {*o,An}l:r, a testing data set T' : {r¿,An}'.,:r, that is

independent from.set used for the training process, was used. The performance of

the estimated transient stability boundary is evaluated by calculating the following
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error indices. Where, l' is the number of operating points in the testing data set T'.

1. %FA:W#@ x 100

A False ALarm (FA) occvs when an stable operating point ( An initial operating

point that leads to a transiently stable power system when subjected to a given

contingency) is classified as unstable.

2. %FD

A False Dismi,ssal (FD) occl:rrs when an unstable operating point ( An initial op-

erating point that leads to a transiently unstable power system when subjected

to a given contingency) is classified as stable.

3. %FC: x 100

False Class'ifi,cat'ion (FC) occurs, when an unstable operating point is classified

as stable or stable operating point is classified as unstable.

4. RMSE:

The proposed method defines the transient stability boundary by thresholding

a real valued function Îrsr@) that maps an initial operating point r to stability

index y. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is the square root of the average

mean square error, €o: irrr(r) -A¿, between the estimated function irst(r)
and the value of the function y¿ estimated from the simulation.

5. FD Range

A False Dismissal means an unstable case is dismissed as stable. The CCT for

the cases that lie on the boundary is equal to the actual fault clearing time

To". TheCCT of the most unstable case dismissed as stable gives an indication
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of how close the FD cases are to the boundary. The FD range expresses the

distance from the worst FD to the transient stability boundary.

6. FA Range

A False Alarm means that a stable case is dismissed as unstable. The CCT of

the most stable case dismissed as unstable gives an indication of how close the

FA cases are to the boundary. The FA range expresses the distance from the

worst FA to the transient stability boundary.

It is important that the estimated function confines any misclassifi.ed cases close to

the boundary so that both the FD range and the FA range are small. In order to

achieve this, the approximated function is forced to have the highest accuracy for the

operating points close to the boundary of stability, by using a quadratic scaling factor

lI+(CCTi-T".)'l on À. A quadratic scaling factor of [1- 0.01(CCT1-T"")'] was used

on the cross-validation error to give a high weight to the errors close to the boundary.

This modification of À forces the optimization process to give more emphasize to the

training error for the cases close to the stability boundary. Therefore, the À estimated

using quadratic scaling leads to a function that gives a better fit close to the boundary

and an under fit away from the boundary.

The 470 bus system used to validate the performance of the estimated boundary

has 939 bus voltage magnitudes and voltage angles. The per unit voltage values and

angles in radians are used to represent the input variable space. The two contingencies

(Introduced in chapter 3) for the 470 bus system have an actual fault clearing time

of 8 cycles. Therefore, for these contingencies the stability boundary is at 8 cycles.

This study uses a perturbation of +70% for active and reactive power, and LZTo

perturbation for generator reference voltage settings.

In order to estimate the function Írs,(r) using the Kernel Ridge Regression,
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algorithms proposed in chapter 4 are used. The input to these algorithms are, (a) the

training set ? : {r¿,y,}¿¿:r, and (b) initial value ()6), lower (À,,¿.) and upper (À,,",)

limits of the trade off parameter À. The number of required training samples I and

À0, À,nin, À,no, are problem dependent. The number of required training samples I

has to be decided for a targeted classification â,ccuracy. On the other hand, a fixed

number of sarnples, that leads to different accuracies for different contingencies, can

be used. Values of À6, À,n¿n, ãfid À-o, have an impact only on the training time. In

order to estimate the transient stability boundaries for two contingencies for the 470

bus system , I : 200, and À6 : L02, À,nin : I0o, 
^,no, 

: 106 are used. In addition

to the above four quantities, the number of folds in n-fold cross validation has to be

decided. The work presented in this thesis uses a lO-fold cross validation.

Table 5.1: RN4SE cross-validation error for different values o

Contingency-01 Contingency-02
m À RM SE", À RM S 8,,
1 2x10' 1.58 2x10" 0.40

2 10 x 10u 0.39 8x10u 0.15
t
t) 9.2 x 10" 0.39 7.0 x 10r 0.15

4 6.6 x 10b 0.44 7.9 x 10" 0.16
tr
L, 8.0 X 100 0.51 9.0 x 10b 0.20

omial order (rn).

Table 5.1 presents the optimal value of trade-off parameter À and cross-vaiidation

Root Mean Square Error, (RMSE.") for contingency-O1 and contingency-O2, esti-

mated using 10 fold-cross validation for different values of polynomial order (rn).

Note that, for both contingencies, RMSE.u decreases as zn increases from 1to 2 and

then stays at the minimum for m: 2, and m : 3 and next it increases when rn is

increasing from 4 to 5. Thus the optimal RMSE", is given by m:2, or rn:3.

Therefore, rn : 2 is selected as the optimal poiynomial order for reasons explained

shortly. It is also important to note that the optimal À corresponding to the optimal
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zn is in the order of 100. This observation is important in selecting the initial value

and limits for À.

Although the RMSE., is the same for Trt:2, and rr¿: 3, the optimal ) has a

huge jump when rn increases from 2 to 3. Thus, according to the algorithms explained

in chapter 4, rrL : 2 and m : 3 provide polynomials with enough complexity. The

polynomial with rn : 2 has an adequate level of complexity to fit to data while m :3

provide too much complexity and consequently a large value of trade-off parameter

(^:9.2 x 103) is required to control the complexity appropriately. Therefore, rrl:2
and the corresponding values of À, shown in Table 5.1, are selected as the optimal

degree for the approximating polynomiai and optimal trade-off parameters for both

contingencies.

Tabl o.z Performance Indi for the t t.e ù.¿,. rel'rol'IIlaltce IIt0Ices 0r rr.e lralnlng se

Contingency-01 ntingency-01
m 2 2

À 10 8

RMSE 0.24 0.15
%FA 0.0 0.0

FD 1.0 1.0

FC 1.0 1.0

RA Range 8.0-8.0 8.0-8.0
FD Range 8.0-8.0 8.0-8.0

Table 5.2 shows the performance indices estimated for the training set of 200 data

samples. Since the data samples in the training set are used to train the transient

stability boundary, it is important to verify the performance with an independent test

set.
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5.2.1 Validation of the Approximated Tbansient Stability

Boundary

In order to validate the estimated transient stability boundaries for selected contin-

gencies, an independent testing data set that has the number of samples (I' : 200)

equal to the training data set (¿ : 200), is selected. Table 5.3 shows the RMSE error

Table 5.3: variation of RMSE testing error, for an independent testing data sample
of 200 data points, with different value of polynomial order (rn).

Contingency-01 Contingency-02
m RM S Ek"t

(l' :200)
RM S E,,""t

(¿' : 200)

I 0.80 0.49

2 0.31 o.2t
tJ 0.3i 0.27

4 0.31 0.30

5 0.51 0.27

for different values of polynomial order rn. Note that, the minimum of RMSEt""¿, for

testing data, is reached at m :2 although , RM SE¿u,¿ values are slightly different from

the RMSE"., values shown in the Table 5.7. RMSE¿",¿values of 0.31 and 0.21 respec-

tively for contingency-Ol and contingency-02 (corresponding to m:2) show that the

function Írst(r) estimated for the contingency-O2 is more accurate than the function

frst(r) estimated for the contingency-0l. The same accuracy (RM S Et""t: 0.21) for

the contingency-Ol can be obtained at the expense of an increased number of training

samples.

The optimal value of trade-off parameter À (shown in Table 5.1) for the given zn

was calculated assuming that there is only a global minimum for the upper bound for

the true risk. Figure 5.1 shows plots of the training error (dotted line) and testing

error (solid line) estimated for the contingency-Ol. Note that, within the considered
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range of À, the training error is a monotonically increasing function of l, whereas the

testing error first decreases and then increases with À, Ieading to a minimum within

the considered range of ). Therefore, according to the discnssion presented in section

4.7, the value of À effectively controls the complexity of the approximating function

so that a good compromise is made between bias and variance. In other words, this

observation of testing error having only one minimum with respect to À is consistent

with the structural risk minimization principle explained in section 4.7.

Table 5.4 shows the performance indices, defined earlier in this section, calculated

for two contihgencies for the 470 bus system. The 200 training data pointsl used to

estimate the transient stability boundary is adequate to achieve a target accuracy of

1A training data set with sufficiently large number of data points must be selected so that the
function estimation process is able to capture information to predict the stability index for all the
possible scenarios. If the training set is sufficiently rich, then the estimated function shows almost
the same error rate as training error for an independent test set with a large number of data points.
It was found that training sets with 100 and 200 data points are sufficiently large fo¡ the 39 bus
system and 470 bus system, respectively.
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95 % limiting the false classifications to less than 5 %. The order of nonlinearity used,

rn, is 2. The number of transformed variables required to llandle the corresponding

order of nonlinearity is very large. This is also shown in Table 5.4 to highlight the

advantage of the implicit method where the transformed variables are not directly

handled in the estimation technique. The time taken to estimate the transient sta-

Table 5.4: Performances on the test set (l' : 200) for two contingencies of 470 Bus

System.

tingency Index

Number of samples in the training set (l)
Number of folds for cross-validation (n",

Number o feature variables 442,270

Tfaining time (s) 23.0

Number samples in the testing set (l')

FC
RMSE (cycles 0.2I

Range of FD (cycles) 7.9-8.0

Range of FA (cycles 8.0-8.0

bility function is less than 25.0 s for the two contingencies studied. A False Dismissal

means an unstable case is dismissed as stable. The most unstable case dismissed gives

an indication of how close the FD cases are to the boundary. For the two contin-

gencies considered, the fault clearance time is 8 cycles. For the most unstable case

dismissed as stable, the CCT is 7.9 cycles. All dismissals fall in the range of 7.9-8.0

cycles. This verifies that the application of the Regression Algorithm with scaling, as

described earlier in section, has been successful. Notice that the performance indices

for tlre training set given in Table 5.2 are slightly higher as compared to the same

indices estimated for the testing set given in Table 5.4.

n'L

FA

200
10

200
0.0

1.5

1.5
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5.2.2 Consistency of the Approximated Boundary with a Large

Sample of Data

In section 5.2.I, the performance of the estimated transient stability boundary is

evaluated using an independent test set that has an equal number of samples as

the training data set. However, it is important to study the consistency of these

o.4

0.35

0.3

. 0.25

t
ø o'2
Ø

o o.ts

0.1

0.05

0
0 2000 4000 6000 8000

Nunrber of saurples irr the irrdeperrdent tq;t set

Figure 5.2: RMSE estimated using test data set with 10,000 samples.

performance indices estimated from a small test set against a large test set. In order

to evaluate transient stability boundaries estimated for two contingencies with a large

test set, a test data set with 10,000 samples r¡/as generated for each contingency.

Figure 5.2 shows the RMSE as a function of the number of samples in the test set.

When the size of the test set increases from 200 to 10,000, the RMSE values for the

two contingencies remain fairly flat around 0.32 cycles and 0.21 cycles respectively

for contingency-0l and contingency-O2. Note that the flatness of the RMSE plots for

different sizes of independent test sets show that the RMSE error measure estimated

1 0000
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for tlre transient stability function frst(r) is consistent with large samples of data

0 2000 4000 6000 8000
Nurnbu of siurrplæ itr ihc in<lc¡lclrdcnt k'st s^ct

Figure 5.3: False Alarms and False Dismissals estimated
10,000 sâmples.

using test data set with

and hence represents a measure of true error. Also note that these RMSE values for

the 10,000 point test set and the cross validalion RMSE"u, shown in the Table 5.1,

aÌe very close (i.e. The RMSE for the 10,000 test set is within RMSE"ut0.1 cycles).

Thus, the cross validation error provides a good estimate of the true error.

Figure 5.3 shows the percentage false alarms and percentage false dismissals for

different sizes of test sets ranging from 200 to 10,000. When the number of test sam-

ples increases, the percentage false alarms and percentage false dismissals converge

to 0.5% and 2.07o respectively. The transient stability boundary for the two contin-

gencies considered in this study, is CCT:8 cycles. Figure 5.4 shows the FD Range

and FA Range for different sizes of test sets starting from 200 points up to 10,000

points. The size of the FD Range represents the location of the worst false dismissal.

Similarly, the size of the FA Range represents the location of the worst false alarm.

A FD rânge of 7.4-8.0 cycles and a FA range of 8.0-8.3 cycles show that the false
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Figure 5.4: Range of False Alarms and False Dismissals estimated using test data set
with 10,000 samples.

classifications are confined to the marginal cases) close to the boundary. This shows

that the regression algorithm with scaling described earlier in this section, has been

successful.in limiting the misclassifications close to the transient stability boundary.

In order to show how quadratic scaling affects the accuracy of the estimated

function irrt(r), plots of the testing error against the CCT for 10,000 samples are

shown in Figure 5.5. In each plot, the horizontal axis represents the CCT estimated

from the time domain simulations and the vertical axis represents the CCT estimated

from the function Îrtt(r). If the function irtt(r) produces identical CCT with time

domain simulation, then the plot of i7s¡(r) against CCT should be a line of unity

gradient that goes through the origin.

However, because of the approximate nature of iysl(r), the CCT value predicted

from fts7(ø) can be sightly different from the CCT value estimated from the time
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the estimated CCT for a test data set with 10,000 samples.

domain simulation. Each 0.2 cycles wide vertical bar in the plots of figrire 5.5 shows

the range of predicted CCT for a given value of actual CCT estimated from time

domain simulations. For a given value of CCT shown in the horizontal axis, the

height of the each vertical bar is equal to twice the maximum absolute prediction

error. Notice that, in general, the height of the vertical bars increases when CCT

values increases (or decreases) from 8 cycles leading to an accurate estimation of the

from fts¡(ø) close to the transient stability boundary.
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5.2.3 tansient Stability Boundary with Different Types of

Kernels

Although this thesis proposes the Kernel Regression Algorithm with Polynomial Ker-

nel function, other types of dot-product kernels, intr'oduced in Chapter 4, càn be used

with the Kernel Regression Algorithm to estimate the transient stability boundary.

Table 5.5: Performances using different kernels for two contingencies of the 470 Bus

Svstem.

Kernel Sigmoid
Contingency Index

Number of training samples 200

Parameter â for RBF kernel
Parameter z for Sigmoid kernel 0.001

Pararneter û for Sigmoid kernel

5.0 x 10-6

Number of testing samples (

RMSE (cycles)

Range of FD (cycles)

10

0.05

0.24

0.0
2.5

2.5

7.9-8.0
Range of FA (cycles) 8.0-8.0

Table 5.5 shows the performance for two contingencies of (1) Radial Basis Function

(RBF) Kernels, and (2) Sigmoid Kernels. Note that the performances of both RBF

Kernel and Sigmoid Kernel are comparable with the performance of the Polynomial

Kernel shown in Table 5.4. However, the main problem with these kernels is that

selecting optimal values for kernel parameters requires an exhaustive grid search [56].

2.0 x 10-a 1.0 x 10-6
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5.2.4 tansient Stability Boundary for Extended Operating

Region

The case studies shown above used training databases that correspond to *10% per-

turbation of active and reactive pov/er, and 12% perturbation of generator reference

voltage settings2. The derived boundary is accurate for operating points within that

range. If a boundary valid for a wider range is requir-ed, the number of data points

must be increased to achieve the same accuracies. In order to demonstrate this, 800

data points for each of two contingencies were generated for the 470 bus, 45 generator

Table 5.6: Validation performances for 470 Bus System with L20% perturbation on
bus power injections

system wifh t20% perturbation on active and reactive pov/er and 12% perturbation

on the generator reference voltage settings. The boundary was estimated using 400

data points and the remaining 400 data points were used to validate the performance

of the TSB in the extended range. Table 5.6 shows a summary of TSB validation

results obtained for the extended operating region for the 470 bus system. It can be
2In practise, generator reference voltage settings a^re. rarely changed in day to day operation.

However, during these case studies reference voltage settings for generators were alìowed to change
to show the flexibility of the proposed method of transient stability boundary estimation.

ntingency Index
Training cases

Testing cases

RMSE (cycles

Range of FD (cycles)
Range of FA (cycles 8.0.0-8.7
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seen that with twice as much data the same classification accuracy obtained for the

+I0% rânge has been obtained for the extended range.

5.3 Tbansient Security Assessment and Control

In general, transient security assessment can be categorized into two levels depending

on the level of information provìded by the security assessment. One level is to

classify whether the system is stable or unstable for a given pre-contingency operating

conditions and pre-specified set of contingencies. However, classification does not

determine the degree of stability or instability of each situation. In more informative

level, the security boundary determination not only classifies the stability status of a

given operating condition, it also quantifies the distance from the security boundary

to the given operating condition.

The security boundary is expressed as a function of system variables character-

izing the pre-contingency conditions. Deterrnining the security boundary in terms

of the pre-contingency conditions is useful to the system operator since it provides

infbrmation about what variables to control and how to adjust them to satisfy the

security constraints imposed by the security boundary.

The common industry practise [62] of applying linear boundaries determined using

off line results is one of the motivations for the work presented in this thesis. These

linear boundary characterizations are applied using a two dimensional graph called

a nomogram [62]. A nomogrâm uses two critical seìected pararneters. In order to

develop a nomogram, the selected two critical parameters are varied while other

critical parameters are set to select values within a typical operating region. All the

other non-critical parameters are set to constant values. Points on the nomogram

plot are calculated using multipie computer simulations.
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The application of nomograms for security boundary estimation has a number

of disadvantages [62] including inaccurate boundary representation, intensive labor

requirement, and little flexibility in integrating the limits with the energy management

system (EMS). The inaccuracy of the nomogram results mainly from the use of linear

interpolation between boundary points and through insufficient information contained

in the selected limited number of critical variables.

The proposed Kernel Ridge Regression Technique approximates the mapping be-

tween the bus phasor voltages characterizing pre-contingency conditions and the cor-

responding stability index. This mapping function is estimated by using a transient

stability database generated off-line using time domain simulations.

The estimated function is accurate since it includes sufficient information to

uniquely define a system operâting point by including all the bus voltage magnitudes

and angles to the input of the mapping function while suitable degree of nonlinearity

to represent the data is selected during the training process. Also, the estimated

function can be incorporated in an EMS system since the function is continuously

differentiable and is available in closed form. The proposed methods require very little

manual intervention since the data generation procedure and the boundary estimation

procedure can be automated

Figure 5.6 shows the structure of an energy management system recently proposed

by Morrison et al. [95]. The database generation procedure explained in Chapter 3 can

be used to generate the database that contains transient stability data for different

initial operating conditions and system structures. The Kernel Ridge Regression

algorithm with automatic parameter estimation procedure presented in Chapter 4

can be used as the intelligent system to estimate the transient stability boundary

and the transient stability margin in real-time. The system operator evaluates the
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Figure 5.6: Structure of a dynamic security assessment and control system using
intelligent technologies [95].

outcome of the intelligent system and decides the required control action. If the

database does not contain transient stability data for the imminent system conditions,

the database is updated immediately using online DSA tools and the hew transient

stability boundary is estimated.

5.3.1 Kernel Ridge Regression for Fast Tbansient Security

Assessment and Control

In order to study the performance of the Kernel Ridge Regression aigorithm for

transient security assessment, using different test systems, studies were carried out

using the.small New England 39 bus system and the medium scale 470 bus system

introduced in Chapter 3. For each system, the two contingencies explained in chapter

3 were studied. In order to represent the original variable space with bus voltage

magnitudes and voltage angles (except the reference bus voltage angle), 77 and 939

variables were used for 39 bus system and 470 bus system respectively. All the

computations presented in this thesis were performed on a Pentium IV, 3 GHz PC.
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Table 5.7: Tfaining parameters and rformance on a test data set

470 Bus System

ntingency Index

Tbaining cases 200

Tlansformed Variables =1
Total parameter estimation time (s) 23.0

Testing cases

%FD
FC

RMSE (cycles) 0.27

Range of FD (cycles) 7.9-8.0
Range of FA (cycles) 8.0-8.0

0.0

1.5

1.5

FA

Two contingencies were studied for each system and these are listed as contingencies

1 and 2 in the Table 5.7. The number of data points, used to achieve the target

accuracy of limiting the false classifications to less than 5 To, is 100 and 200 for the

39 and 470 bus systems respectively. The order of nonlinearity used, rn, ranges from

2to6.

The average time taken to estimate the optimal mapping function f7s¡(n) for

given values of À and nz are 0.1 s and 0.4 s for the 39 Bus and 470 Bus systems

respectively. However, as explained in chapter 3, since the mapping function frst(r)

needs to be estimated number a of times to estimate the optimal À for given rn and

then to estimate the optimal rn, the same procedure must be carried out by increasing

m sequentially. The total time taken to esiimate the optimal À and rn is around 9 s

and 23 s for the 39 bus and 470 bus systems respectively. The average execution time

taken to estimate the output for a test point is in the order of milliseconds for either

of these systems.

For practical applications, the system operator may want to take a conserva-
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tive approach through eliminating false dismissals. This is possible by changing the

threshold TSI0 given in (5.1). In order to explain this, the 470 bus system is taken

as an example. Both contingencies have a fault clearing time of 8 cycles. The False

Dismissals and Faìse Alarms shown in table 5.7 have been calculated for the thresh-

old of 8 cycles. If a conservative approach is desired the operator may decide that,

althor-rgh the fault clearing time is B cycles, the system is considered stable only if it

can sustain the stability for a fault clearing time of 8.1 cycles. This will reduce the

fault dismissals at the expense of false alarms. Table 5.8 shows that by increasing the

Table 5.8: Performance
threshold /s for 470 Bus

of KRR method on validation set for different values of
Systemus

Contingency - 01 Contingency - 02

/6 (Cycles) Y FA ToFD %FA %FD
7.8 0.0 ÐtrJ,ù 0.0 4.5

7.9 0.0 2.0 0.0 3.0

8.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.5
8.1 1.5 1.0 0.0 0.5

8.2 2.5 0.5 1.0 0.5

8.3 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0

threshold to 8.3 the false dismissals are completely eliminateid for contingency 1. In

this case false alarms are increased from L.0% fo 2.5 %. Similarly, for contingency-

02, the false dismissals are eliminated by increasing the threshold to 8.3 cycles with

increased false alarms of 2.5 %. As shown in the figure 5.5, the elimination of false

dismissals by increasing 7,5/6 was possible due to the fact that the ftrnction lrst(r)

has high accuracy close to the transient stability boundary at 8.0 cycles.

One of the main advantages of estimating the mapping function (stability index)

Írs,@) in functional form is that the partial derivative of the mapping function with

respect to bus voltage magnitudes and angles (r : 101,...,0n-r,1)\, ...,u"r]) can be easily

estimated. The first order partial derivative of the mapping function with respect to
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variable z, is given by (5.2).

ofrsilr) å--:#- : ) a¡m(rT q I I)^-1 r¿,¡ðr, '2J i:1

operating point (excluding

be used to relate [15] the

to bus active and reactive

(5.2)

(5.3)

the entries cor-

small change in

po\Mer injections

The change in stability index Lfrst due to a small change in bus voltage magnitudes

and angles3 Aø can be related by the partial derivatives *frt, given by (5.2).

Lfrst : l! fr* l n"
LOt I

The Jacobian matrix (J) for a given

responding to the reference bus) can

bus voltage magnitudes and angles Aø

(AS : [Pr,..., Pn-r,Qt,...,Q.]).

LS : JL,T (5 4)

Tlrerefore, the change in stability index Lfrst due to the change in bus active and

reactive power injections can be calculated by substituting Ar from (5.4) in (5.3)

Lfrs,: (5 5)

Thus, using the relationship (5.5), the sensitivity of the stability index to the active

and reactive power injections can be calculated.

Two case studies were carried out to illustrate the usefulness of the sensitivity

of the stability index for transient security control. These case studies consider a

situation where the power system operates close to the transient stability boundary

3The transient stability index function fus¡(ø) is a function of bus voltage magnitudes and bus
voìtage angles excluding the angle of the reference bus.

13r'"rlJ-1a^sLOT J
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of the contingency-Ol4 for the New England 39 bus system.

In order to study a situation that is marginally stable, a po\Mer flow case from

the test data set (This is the same test set, which was used to test the performa,nce

shown in Table 5.7.) with a critical clearing time of 8.1 cycles for the contingency-O1

was selected.

The sensitivity analysis for this power flow case revealed that (a) Power injection

from the generator at bus 38 has the largest negative sensitivity factor #frs, of -

0.067 cycles/MW, and (b) power injection from the generator at bus 34 has the largest

positive sensitivity factor #Írt, of 0.019 cycles/MW. Therefore, increasing the power

output for generator at bus 38 will decrease the stability index while increasing the

pov/er output for generator at bus 38 will increase the stability index.

o Case-01: The power output of generator at bus 38 was increased by 10 MW

and the power output of generator at bus 34 was decreased by 10 MW. The

the change in transmission loss was absorbed by the reference bus. A linearized

stability function at the neighborhood of the selected power flow case would

predict rhe new ccT to be (8.1* 10 x (-0.067) - 10 x (0.019)) 7.24 cycles. A

time domain simulation verified the new CCT is 7.7 cycles.

o Case-O2: The power output of generator at bus 38 was decreased by 10 MW

and power output of generator at bus 34 was increased by 10 MW. Then the

linearized stability function estimation would predict the new CCT !o be (8.1-

10 x (-0.067) + 10 x (0.019)) 8.96 cycles. A time domain simulation verified

the new CCT is 8.4 cycles.

The CCT estimated for this study using time domain simulation has the tolerances a

4This contingency describes a 3-phase to ground fault close to bus 26 that was cleared by the
opening of the line 26-27 after 8 cycles.

sThe CCT was estimated by using a binary search algorithm and time domain simulation that
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of +0.1 cycles. Because of the approximate nature of the stability index function fts7

and the linear approximation in the neighborhood of the base power flow, the pre-

dicted CCT values u/ere not in exact agreement with the simulated results. However,

the sign of the sensitivity correctly indicates how the power output of each generator

should be shifted to increase the stability margin.

5.3.2 Comparison Between Kernel Ridge Regression and Sup-

port Vector Machine Classification

It has been shown [56] that the Support Vector lVlachine Classifier(SvMc) is more

accurate and more efficient than the Artificial Neural Network Classifier when apply-

ing the machine learning techniques to the transient security assessment. Therefore

the KRR is compared against SVMC. The output value6 !¿ corresponding to èach

operating point vector ø¿ in the training set 7" : {fr¿,An}l:, used to train SVMC

represents the stability status (secure/insecure). The stability status for a given op-

erating point was derived by comparing the critical clearing time with the actual fault

clearing time Q".

The SVMC is trained and tested using the freely available software tV*tt.øi'r [96J.

The same software wàs used in the study performed in [56] to compare the perfor-

mance of SVMC with Artificial Neural Networks. Typically, the number of stable

and unstable training patterns in the training set are not equal. This situation can

lead to an optimization process to select a stability boundary biased to one class (sta-

ble/unstable). In order to account for this unbalance of stable and unstable samples

in tlre training set, different values of trade-off parametert c) càn be used [97]. For

has a time step of 0.2 cycles. Therefore; the maximum error in the CCT estimation is 0.212:0.I
cycles.

6In regression estimation, the output corresponds to the stability index or stability margin.
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example, if the number of stable patterns is three times of the number of unstable

patterns, then the c value used for unstable patterns is three times that of the c value

use for the stable patterns.

SVMC with polynomiai kernel functions are used to estimate the transient stabil-

ity boundary for New England 39 bus system and 470 Bus System. The same training

procedure that was carried out to estimate parameters for Kernel Ridge Regression,

was used to estimate the optimal trade-off parameter c and polynomial order m f.or

SVMC. Table 5.9 shows a summary of results obtained for Kernel Ridge Regression

Table 5.9: Comparison of performance indices for KRR and SVMC.

KRR SVMC KRR SV¡vlC KRR SVMC KRR SVMC

Contingency Index I 2 1 2

Ttaining cases 100 200

Polynomial order (m) 4 .] 6 2 2 2 2 2

Transformed Variables = 10" = 10o = 10" = 10o = 10o È 100 = 10o =10
TÞaining Time (s) 5.0 28.0 9.0 12.0 22.5 738.0 23.0 699.0

Testing cases 100 200
%FA 3.0 8.0 0.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

%FD 2.0 6.0 2.0 3.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.5

%FC:
Range of FD (cycles)

5.0 r4.0 2.0 13.0 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.5

7.6-a.O 7-O-a-O 7.4-a.o 7.O-a.O 7.9-8.O 7-5-a.O 7.9-a.O 7.7-A.O

Range of FA (cycles) 8.0-8.9 8.0-8.9 8.0-8.0 8.0-9.3 8.û-8.2 8.0-8.3 8.0-8.0 8.0-8.1

(KRR) and Support Vector Machine Classification (SVMC). Performance indices for

both test systems show that the KRR algorithm requires much less training timeT

compared to the SVMC algorithm. This is because, for given values of trade-off

parameter and polynomial order, the KRR algorithm has closed form optimality con-

TThe training time is important since the transient stability boundary function may required to
be calculated during the operation due to the change in the power system structure or due to the
change in operating point beyond the validity range of the boundary function.
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ditions that needs to invert a matrixs while the SVMC algorithm needs to solve a

constrained quadratic optimization problem numerically.

Table 5.10: Comparison of performance indices for KRR and SVI\4C for lightly loaded

470 Bus System.

470 Bus System

KRR SVMC KRR SVlvf C

Contingency Index 1 2

Tbaining cases 200

Polynomial order (m)
.)
J ð Ð.) 2

Tbansformed Va¡iables = 10o = 10o = 100 =1
Tlaining Time (min.):

Testing cases

0.4 50.1 0.4 53.8

200

7F^ 1.0 10.5 2.0 7.0

%FD 0.5 5.0 2.5 5.5

%FC 1.5 15.5 4.5 12.5

Range of FD (cycles) 1 1.9- 12.O rl.4-12.o 11.6- t 2-O tt.2-12.o

Range of FA (cycles) 12.o-72.1 I 2.0-1 5.3 r2.o-12.2 12.O-13.4

Indices that measure the accuracy of classification (FA, FD, FC, Range of FA,

and Range of FD) shows much better accuracy for the KRR algorithm for the New

England 39 bus system. However, KRR algorithm is only marginally better than the

SVMC algorithm for the 470 bus System. As it was explained in chapter 3, the original

470 bus system was highly stable and loads and generation were increased so that

the base case has a critical clearing time cìose to 8 cycles for the two contingencies

studied. In order to study the robustness of the KRR and SVNzIC algorithms for

Iight load conditions, the transient stability index function frs,(x) was estimated for

contingency-O1 and contingency-O2 for the original light load 470 bus system. For

this loading, the system is stable for the majority of operating points if the actual

fault clearing time of 8 cycles is used. Therefore, the actual fault clearing time has

sThis matrix is positive definite. All positive definite matrices are always invertible [99].
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changed to 12 cycles.

Table 5.10 shows â, summary of results obtained for light load conditions. Note

that KRR algorithm shows superior accuracy in terms of all performance indices, as

compared to the SVMC algorithm. Therefore, based on the results shown for New

England 39 bus system and lightly loaded and heavily loaded 470 bus system, the

KRR algorithm shows equal or superior âccuracy and also takes much less training

time as compared to the SCIUC algorithm.

5.4 Dynamic Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow

The main objective of the determination of the transient stability boundary in func-

tional form is to derive transient stability constraints to be used in an optimal power

flow program. An optimal power flow program with transient security constrains is

called the dynamic security constrained optimal power flow program. The dynamic

security constrained optimal power flow problem is a constrained optimization prob-

Iem and can be formulated as follows [98].

Minimize :

Subject to :

J(Pn)

Pn - Pt - P(r,0) :0

Qn-Qr-Q@,0):o

s(v,0)-s*"" <o

,rnin<1)1,t)*o"

Pio"<PsSPî"',

STo"sQnlQT"*

fo-f@,0) <o

(5 6)

(5.7)

(5 8)

(5 e)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)
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where the objective function (5.6) is a suitable cost function; the active and reactive

power balance equations are given by (5.7) and (5.8) respectivelyi Ps is the vector

of active power generation; Qn is the vector of reactive power generation; active and

reactive power load vectors are given respectively by Pr and Q6 P(u,0) and Qþ,0)

respectively are the vectors of real and reactive po'ffer injections to the network;

S(u,O) is the vector of apparent power flow in transmission lines; u and 0 are the

vectors of bus voltage magnitudes and angles respectively; the transient stability

constraints deduced from the transient stability boundaries, explained in this section,

are given by (5.13); /6 is a vector of suitable threshold values depending on the

transient stability margin used in transient stability estimations. The superscripts

mar and m'in denote maximum and minimum limits respectively.

As explained earlier.in this chapter, the transient stability index (critical clearing

time, CCT) is approximated as a function of bus voltage magnitudes and bus voltage

angles using the Kernel Ridge regression algorithm,

L

CCf : frst(r): t a¿(rrr¿+ 1)-
i:7

(5.14)

wlrere, r : f?t,...,0n,'ur,...,'r,',] is the operating point vector of an n-bus power system

consisting of bus voltage magnitudes and angles. The Tlansient Stability Margin

(TSM) is defined as the difference between the CCT and the actual fault clearing

time Ç. of the contingency. An operating point in the stable operating region has a

positive TSM. Therefore, the transient security constraint can be written as given in

(5.15). 
r

[l,ao(r'r,; * 1)-] -To,] 0 (5.15)
i:7

The above transient security constraint is defined for a particular contingency. There-
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fore, a separate transient security constraint for each contingency must be included

in the optimal power flow program, so that the optimality conditions are transiently

stable.

The OPF presented above was applied for a redispatch study using the New

England 39 bus system, to show the usefulness of the transient security constrained

optimal po\ /er flow program. First, the optimal power flow problem without transient

security constraints is solved. The constrained optimization problem for optimal

power flow was solved using the generalized algebraic modeling systems (GAMS), a

software platform for mathematical programming [100]. Since the constraints and

objective function âre non linear, the non-linear solver MINOSS available in GAMS

was used to solve the optimization problem. The optimal powei flow problem without

Table 5.11: Optimal generation dispatch without transient security constraints.

transient seculity constraints was solved by minimizing the total generation cost.

The cost of each generator was modeled using a quadratic cost function of generator

active power output. Table 5.11 shows the generator rating, quadratic cost function

Generator Rating (MW) Cost Function ($/MWh) Optimal Generation (MW)
1 350 6.9P + 0.0193P'z 243.7
2 650 3.7P + 0.07t1P" 567.9
.) 800 2.8P + 0.0104P¿ 642.5
4 750 4.7P + 0.0088P', 628.9
5 650 2.8P + 0.0r28P¿ 507.6
b 750 3.7P + 0.0094P" 650.8
7 750 4.8P + 0.0099P' 558.4
8 700 3.6P + 0.0113P', 534.9
q 900 3.7P + 0.0077P2 827.3
10 1200 3.9P + 0.0064P¿ 982.0

btal 60,993.2 6,144.0
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for each generator and the optimal generator output for minimum generating cost

for 10 generators in New England 39 bus system. Total active power injection to

the network and the total generation cost is also shown in this table. A single line

diagram, transmission line parameters and active and reactive load values for New

England 39 bus system are given in Appendix-A.

Once the optimal solution is derived, transient security assessment for the optimal

solution is carried out. The combined algorithm, proposed in this thesis for fast

transient security assessment or direct time domain simulations, can be used for

the transient security assessment, depending on how fast the security assessment

is required to be done. Table 5.14 shows a summary of critical contingencies for

Table 5.12: Summary of transient security assessment for the optimal solution.

ification of
Stabilitv
Unstable

table
Stable
Stable

Unstable

the optimal conditions. In the above table, 5 critical contingencies that have fault

clearing times below or close to the actual fault clearing time are listed. Although,

contingencies 2,3, and 4 are stable for the optimal solution, they have critical clearing

times close to the actual fault clearing time of 8 cycles. Therefore, transient security

constraints corresponding to all 5 contingencies are included into the optimal po\¡/er

flow analysis for the redispatch. The sum of the changes in generator active pov¿er

was minimized in the redispatch study to find the optimal solution. The effect of the

5 security constraints is to improve the CCT for each contingency beyond 8.5 cycles,

Contingency
Index

CCT (Cycles
(From Time domain simulations
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Table 5.13: Optimal generation dispatch considering transient security constraints.

Generator Generation after redispatch
(Mw)

Change in generation
(Mw)

I 268.0 24.3

2 595.2 .'tÞ7 t¿t.¿

.-) 670.6 28.1

4 678.2 -10.7

5 456.9 -50.7
6 615.4 -35.4

I 527.3 -37.1

8 567.0 32.1
q 786.1 -41.2

l0 1040.9 58.9

Total generating cost ($ 6 1,138.1 5

allowing 0.5 cycle margin for the approximation errors in the security constraints.

Table 5.13 shows the optimal generation after redispatch and the change in the active

Table 5.14: Tfansient stability index after generation redispatch.

power output for each generator. Note that the total operating cost has increased

from 60,993.20 to 61,138.15 as a result of the shifting of generation from less expensive

generators to more expensive generators

Table 5.14 shows the critical clearing times for the optimal conditions after the

Contingency
Index

Faulted
Line

CCT (Cycles)
(From function /rs¡(.))

CCT (Cycles)
(From Time domain simulations)

i 16-27 8.5 8.4

2 16-24 9.8 9.6

.) 17-18 10.5 10.5

4 25-26 10.8 10.7

5 26-27 8.5 8.5
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redispatch. Note that the CCT for contingency 1 and 5 are at the targeted level of

8.5 cycles. Therefore, the constraints corresponding to these two contingencies are

the binding constraints in the optimization process and hence these two contingencies

are responsible for the increase in the total generating cost. The table 5.14 also shows

the CCT values estimated from time domain simulations for the optimal conditions

after the redispatch. Note that the CCT values estimated from the time domain

simulations and the approximated function frstO are in close agreement.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Case studies performed using the medium scale 470 bus 45 generator system demon-

strated that the transient stability boundary derived using Kernel Ridge Regression

algorithm is accurate and consistent. A classification accuracy more than 95% was

obtained using 200 training data points. The false dismissals and false alarms have

been confined to operating points close to the transient stability boundary. This

shows the success of the application of quadratic scaling to the Kernel Ridge Regres-

sion algorithm. These case studies also revealed that the time required to estimate

the parameters, for the transient stability function that has been used to derive the

transient stability boundary, is less than 23 seconds for each contingency stirdied for

470 bus system.

The second part of this chapter demonstrated the application of a transient stabil-

ity boundary, derived in functional form, in fast transient security assessment, security

control and dynamic security constrained optimal power flow. The derived transient

stability boundary can be used in fast transient security assessment since the derived

function can be evaluated for a new operating point within several milliseconds and

the false dismissals can be eliminated by suitably adjusting the threshold 7,91s. Also,
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it was shown that the derived transient stability boundary function can be used in

security control by shifting the generation from the most critical generator to the

least critical generator, to increase the the transient stability margin.

Finally, the transient stability constraint derived from the transient stability

boundary has been incorporated into a dynamic security constrained optimal power

flow program. A generation redispatch performed for New England 39 bus system

shows that the optimal power flow program incorporating transient security constraint

can be used to move the system operating point to a secure region while minimizing

the changes to the already agreed generation dispatch.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 General Conclusions

This thesis proposes a combined algorithm to determine the transient stability bound-

ary in a functional form that can be used both for transient security assessment and

control and in a dynamic security constrained optimal power flow program. Therefore,

the required transient stability boundary must be an explicit function of the initial

system operating point prevailing before the disturbance. The proposed algorithm

combines time domain simulation with a novel Kernel Ridge regression algorithm to

estimate the required transient stability boundary. Furthermore, the applications of

the transient stability boundary in transient security assessment and control, and an

optimal povier flow program are demonstrated using case studies.

Chapter 2 investigated existing transient stability assessment and control methods

to decide whether these methods could be further deveioped to derive the transient

stability boundary in functional form. Time domain simulation, transient energy

function based direct methods. and hybrid methods were investigated. It was shown

that only a combined algorithm that (a) incorporates the powerful features of time
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domain simulation such as accuracy, unlimited modeling capabilities, and reliability,

and (b) a suitable machine learning method that is accurate, reliable, fast and ef-

ficient, and programable in software to estimate transient stability boundary with

minimal human interaction, can be used to derive the transient stability boundary

with the desired features. Chapter 2 also presented the approaches taken to incorpo-

rate transient stability constraints into the optimal power flow problem. Although the

methods proposed in the literature are theoretically attractive, none of them are used

in practice, since these methods are not computationally realizable even for power

systems with hundreds of buses.

The formulation of the functional relationship between the initial operating point

and the transient stability index for given fault and post fault system stittctures were

presented in Chapter 3. Consequently, this mapping function (manE-to-one) between

the initial operating point and the transient stability index has been used to define

the transient stability boundary as an explicit function of the initial operating point.

The bus voltage magnitudes and angles have been used to uniquely represent the

initial operating point. Thus, the transient stability index and hence the transient

stability boundary can be expressed as an explicit function of bus voltage magnitudes

and bus voltage angles (except the reference bus voltage angle) corresponding to the

steady state operating point before the occurrence of the contingency.

In order to determine the functional relationship between the transient stability

index and the initial values of bus voltage magnitudes and angles, a transient stability

data base generated using time domain simulation has been used. Since the purpose

of the machine learning techniques is to determine the parameters for a function that

best approximates the mapping function between the input (bus voltage magnitudes

and voltage angles expect the reference bus angle) and the output (transient stability
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index) based on the training data base, the accuracy of the transient stability database

is of paramount importance.

Chapter 3 also presented the details of the process for generating feasible ini-

tial operating points and corresponding transient stability indices using commercial

po\Mer system analysis software tools. Case studies have shown that transient secu-

rity assessment, based on an energy index estimated from the extended equal area

criteria, is consistent with transient security assessment'based on critical clearing

time. Therefore, this energy index can be used as the stability index for those con-

tingencies for which the critical clearing time is not defined. Also, the computational

time required for data generation also shown for New England 39 bus system and

the medium scale 470 bus system. A modern personal computer (Intel Pentium IV

3 GHz computer) takes 70 seconds to generate 100 feasible initial operating.points

for the 470 bus system. The same computer takes 472 seconds and 130 seconds to

generate critical clearing time and energy index respectively for those 100 operating

points. A case study carried out using the New England 39 bus system has shown

that the classical generator model widely used in transient security analysis produces

higtrly optimistic critical clearing times as compared to the critical clearing times

estimated using detailed generator model with auxiliary devices. Therefore, a stabil-

ity assessment estimated based on the classical generator model may lead to wrong

conclusions.

The theoretical background required for the estimation of a multi variabie tran-

sient stability boundary from a small data sample has been presented in Chapter 4.

Atthough there is a unique mapping (/"s¡(.)) between the initial operating point and

the stability index, the functional form of the mapping function is not known. In

order to approximate the mapping function frsrO, a multivariate poiynomial with
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unknown polynomial degree has been used. The parameters of a polynomial of given

degree can be estimated by minimizing the sum-of-square error. A case study has

shown that the sum-of-square error for the training set decreases with polynomial

degree. However, the sum-of-square error estimated for an independent test set has

a minimum only for a particular value of the degree of the polynomial . Thus, the

optimal mapping function can be obtained by varying the complexity of the approx-

imating function, characterized by the polynomial degree.

The requirement for the complexity control has been theoretically shown using well

known bi,as-uari,ance decomposition of the generalization error. Several case studies

also presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the complexity control. In summary,

complexity control asserts that the correct trade-off between bias and variance leads

to a training error that is stable with respect to different training sets, and produces

the best approximating function that could be obtained from the given training set.

Chapter 4 also presented important results developed in Statistical Learning The-

ory (SLT) that analyzes the consistency of a function estimated from a small sample

of data and provides an upper bound for the true error in terms of the VC dimen-

sion (h). SLT shows that if the VC dimension of the approximating function (h) is

sufficiently small compared to the number of samples in the training set (l), then the

true error is close to the training error. According to the structural risk minimization

principie in SLT, a good compromise between bias and variance can be obtained by

minimizing both the training error and VC dimension simultaneously. The SLT also

states that the VC dimension of a linear function can be reduced by minimizing the

second norm of the weight vector.

Soft margin algorithms, recently developed in Statistical Learning Theory, con-

trol the complexity of the approximating function according to the structural risk
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minimization principle, to get the best approximating function for the given training

data set. These algorithms are particularly attractive in transient security assessment

because of their ability to handle the high dimensionality of the problem efficiently,

using an implicit mapping via dot-product Kernel functions.

The optimization process used to estimate the parameters of the approximating

function requires the solution of a constrained quadratic optimization problem, with

an unique solution. However, the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm without an ex-

plicit bias term (An implicit bias term is used instead) Ieads to an analytical closed

form optimal solution. This closed form optimal solution provides a huge computa-

tional advantage for the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm over other soft margin

algorithms. The Kernel Ridge Regression without explicit bias term requires the

user to specify the trade-off parameter À and parameters in the dot-product kernel

function. Consequently, two algorithms are proposed to exploit the computational

advantage gained from the closed form solution to estimate the trade-off parameter À

and the polynomial order m for the polynomial kernel functions, so that the functional

estimation process can be efficiently implemented in software.

Chapter 5 presented the results of a validation study of the algorithms presented

in Chapter 4 using the New England 39 bus system and a medium scale, practical

po\Mer system, with 470 buses and 45 generators. These case studies revealed that the

transient stability boundaries derived using the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm

are accurate and consistent. A classification.accuracy of more than g5% was obtained

using 100 and 200 training data points for 39 bus system and 470 bus system respec-

tively. The false dismissals and false alarms have been confined to operating points

close to the transient stability boundary. This shows the success of the application of

quadratic scaling to the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm. These case studies also
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revealed that the time required to estimate the parameters for the transient stability

function that has been used to derive the transient stability boundary is less than

9 seconds and 23 seconds for contingencies studied for 39 bus system and 470 bus

system, respectively.

The derived transient stability boundary can be used in fast transient security

assessment since the derived function can be evaluated for a new oper-ating point

within several milliseconds. Also, it was shown that the transient stability boundary

function can be used in security control by shifbing the generation from the most

critical generator, to the least critical generator to increase the transient stability

rnargin. Finally, the transient stability constraint derived from the transient stability

boundary has been incorporated into a dynamic security constrained optimal power

flow program. A generation redispatch study performed for the New England 39 bus

system shows that the optimal power flow program, incorporating transient security

constraints can be used to move the system operating point to a secure region while

minimizing the changes to the already calculated generation dispatch.

6.2 Contributions

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis âre as follows:

o Proposed a combined algorithm to estimate the transient stability boundary as

a function of bus voltage magnitudes and bus voltage angles. Since this repre-

sentation of the initial operating point uniquely defines the state of power flow,

the derived boundary can be directly applied to applications such as security

control, optimal power flow and etc.

¡ Formulated the transient stability boundary estimation problem as a regression
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estimation problem and proposed Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm with poly-

nomial kernel functions to estimate the the parameters of the transient stability

boundary function.

Proposed and validated training algorithms to estimate the user defined param-

eters of the Kernel Ridge Regression Algorithm so that the transient stability

boundary estimation process can be effectively implemented in software.

Proposed the use of quadratic scaling on the trade-off parameter of the Kernei

Ridge Regression algorithm, so that the accuracy of the derived transient sta-

bitity index function increases close to the transient stability boundary. This

modification of the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm has reduced the false

alarms and false dismissals rate.

Validated the application of Kernel Ridge Regression based combined algorithm

for transient stability boundary estimation by applying the proposed combined

algorithm to a real world power system.

Proposed and validated a novel security control technique based on the transient

stability index function to shift the generation from the most critical genera-

tor(s) to the least critical generator(s).

Proposed and incorporated the transient stability boundary as a transient secu-

rity constraint in the Dynamic security constrained optimal power flow program.

These contribution have led to the following publications;

B. Jayasekara, and U. D. Annakkage, "Derivation of an Accurate Polynomial

Representation'of the Ttansient Stability Boundary", Accepted for publication

in IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, Nov. 2006, Vol. 21, Pages 1856-1863.
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o B. Jayasekara, and U. D. Annakkage, "Tbansient Security Assessment Using

Multivariate Polynomial Approximation", Accepted for publication in Electrical

Power System Research. April 2007, VoL 77, Pages 704-7II.

o U. D. Annakkage, B. Jayasekara, and L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, "Determination

of an Accurate Dynamic Security Constraint with Applications in Market Dis-

patch" , Inui,ted paper to be presented at PES Power System Conference and

Erposi,tion, Atlanta, USA, Oct., 2006.

o B. Jayasekara and U. D. Annakkage, "Incorporating Dynamic Security into

Market Dispatch using Accurate Tfansient Stability Constraints" , Inu'ited paper

to be Presented at the panel sess'ion for the Impact of 'Industry Restructuring

on System Dynamic Performance, IEEE Pouer Engi,neering Societg General

Meet'ing, Montreal, Canada, June 2006.

o L. Y. C. Amarasinghe, B. Jayasekara, and U. D. Annakkage, "The Effect of

Dynamic Security Constraints on the Locational Marginal Prices" , In proceed,-

i,ngs of IEEE Power Engi.neering Soci,ety General Meet'ing, San Francisco, USA,

June 2005.

o B. Jayasekara, and U. D. Annakkage, "Determination of the Tfansient Sta-

bitity Boundary" , In proceed'ings of IEEE Power Eng'ineering Soci,etg General

Meeti,ng, Denver, USA, June 2004

6.3 Suggestions for F\rture Research

The work presented in this thesis has focused on developing an efficient and effective

software tool to determine the transient stability boundary in functional form to be
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used in (a) fast transient security assessment and control, and (b) dynamic security

constrained optimal pov/er flow program.

The main objective for determining the transient stability boundary in functional

form is to include it as a transient security constraint in an optimal power flow

program. The inclusion of individual transient security constraints corresponding

to different contingencies, allows identification of binding constraints of the optimal

solution. When the first and second derivatives'of the transient security constraint

are available, the component of security in locational marginal prices due to those

binding constraints can be calculated [101]. Consequently, the economic benefit due to

network upgrades to enhance the transient security could be quantified for each node.

Unbundling the component of security in locational marginal prices is an ongoing

research project in University of Manitoba.

The algorithm proposed in this thesis to deterrnine the transient stability bound-

ary can be easily modifi.ed to determine small signal stability boundary in functional

form. Knowledge of the position of the current operating point, with respect to the

small signal stability boundary, provides useful information to the system operator on

how to control the power system while observing small signal stability. Case studies

using different test systems need to be carried out to validate the suitability of the

proposed algorithm for this application.

Further research is required to investigate how to generate the transient stability

database and how to represent the initial conditions when DC (Direct current) lines

and FACTS (Flexible AC Tlansmission Systems) devices are present in the pov¡er

system.
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Test Systems l)ata

Figure A'.1: Single Line Diagram of 10 generator, 39 bus New.England System.
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Table 4.1: Real and Reactive Power at Load Buses for New d 39 bus system.

Load Bus No. MVAr)
2.40

184.00

84.00

176.00

88.00

153.00

32.30

30.00

103.00

115.00

84.60

47.20

17.00

75.50

27.60

26.90

4.60

250.00

Transmission Line Data for New England 39 bus system. All quantities

T2

15

16

18

2I

24

26

28

31

Table 4.2:
are given w V.th res t to a per unit base defined by 100 MVA and 500 k

To Bus From Bus Resistance Reactance usceptance

I 2 0.00350 0.04110 0.69870

I 39 0.00100 0.02500 0.75000
) .f 0.00130 0.01510 0.25720

2 25 0.00700 0.00860 0.14600

2 30 0.00000 0.01810 0.00000
o,) 4 0.00130 0.02130 0.22140
o.) 18 0.00110 0.01330 0.21380

4 5 0.00080 0.01280 0.L3420

4 74 0.00080 0.01290 0.13820

5 6 0.00020 0.00260 0.04340

5 8 0.00080 0.01120 0.14760
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Table 4.3: Transmission Line Data for New England 39 bus bem Contd.
Susceptance

0.1 1300

0.13890

0.00000

0.07800

0.38040

1.20000

0.07290
0.07290

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.17230
0.36600

0.17100

0.t3420
0.30400

0.25480

0.06800

0.13190

0.32160

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.25650

0.i8460
0.00000

0.36100

0.00000
0.51300

0.00000

0.23960

0.78020

1.02900

0.24900

13

15

22
.\tZ.t
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0.01010
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Appendix B

Conditions for the Consisten cy of

the ERM Principle

Vapnik and Chervonenkis presented the following Key Theorem [80, 55] of Learning

Theory for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency of a learning

process based on ERM principle.

Theorem 4.1 Key Theorem of Learning Theory: Let the risk functional Ê(a.') I

be bounded between finite limits ,4 and B (i.e. A < R(a) < B ) Then, for the ERM

principle to be consistent, it is necessary and sufficient that the empirical risk Æ"-o(ø)

converges uniformly to the actual risk R" r(a6 ) over the set of function f (, , ,) , ø e f)

in the following sense:

-0, V (..

lRisk functional Ã(ø) : I L(y, f (r,a))p(r,A)dsdy was defined earlier by @.2)

,[* O{ sup lÄ(r..,) - R.,-o(r)l t .}
¿+co \ c¿€f2

(8.1)
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In other worlds, the Key Theorem asserts that when the number of observations /

reaches infinity, it has zero probability (P : 0), of finding a function r..r € f), for which

the least upper bound2 of the difference between the empirical risk R.*o(r) and actual

risk A(ø) is more than e. Where A(ø) is the true risk for the same parameter value

a € {1, and e is an arbitrary small positive number.

Therefore, the Key Theorem emphasizes that the conditions for the consistency of

the ERM principle are necessarily (and sufficiently) determined by the worst function

(in sense of (8.1)) of the set of functions f @,r) e CI. Thus, âny analysis of ERM

principle must be a worst case analysis.

Although the conditions for consistency of the ERM principle, given by the Key

Theorem, are conceptually important, they are not useful in constructing a learning

algorithm. SLT (Statistical Learning Theory) introduces a concept called the. entropy

of a set of loss functi,ons L(y, f (r,a)) ø € f), on a sample of data of size I that lead,s

to equivalent conditions for the consistency that can be used in the construction of

learning machines. In SLT this entropy quantities are first derived for the set of

indicator loss functions3 and then the results are generalized for a set of real-valued

loss functions.

Entropy of set of indicator functions: Let L(y,f(*,r)), ¿u.€ ft be a set of

indicator loss functions. Consider the training sample of data given bv (8.2).

T : {*o,a¿}t¿:' (B 2)

SLT characterizes the diversity of a set qf indicator loss functions on the given sample

of training data by defining the quantity N(l) that evaluates how many d,ifferent

2The least upper bound of a set is called supremum and denoted by'sup,.
3F\rnctions in the indicator function class take output values of only 0 or 1.
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separations of a given data sample can be made by using different function taken

from the set of indicator functions L(g¿, f (r¿,a)).

In order to visualize the meaning of the quantity ¡{(l), consider the set of l-

dimensional binary vectors,

q(a) : [L(Ar, f (rr,r)),..., L(a,, Í(*,,r))], a.' € f) (B 3)

that takes different binary vectors when parameter ¿¿ takes different values with 0.

These different vectors define the different vertices of a l-dimensional unit cube that

has one vertex at the orgin. Then the number N(l) is equal to the number of vertices

that can be obtained on the basis of the training sample 7 and set of functions

L(A,f @,a)),, € ç¿. SLT defines 180] a new quantity called random entropg HQ,)

characterizing the diversity of indicator loss functions, based on the quantity ¡/(I)

as given by (B. ).

HQ,): ln[.n/(fr)] (B 4)

Random entropy is a measure that describe the the diversity of a set of functions for a

given set of sample data and, hence, depends on the properties of the particular data

set. In order to eliminate this dependency, consider the expectation of the random

entropy over the joint distribution function P(T) :lIln:rP(ro,g¿) given by (8.5).

H(t): r¿t¡/(ï)l (B 5)

This new quantity is called the VC entropy or simply entropE H(l) of the set of

indicator functions L(A, f @,r)), a € f) for a data sample of size l. Thus, the entropy

depends on the set of indicator functions L(a, f @, u)), u e f), the probability meâsure

P(f), and the number of data samples l.
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The following theorem [80] asserts how to satisfy the necessary and sufficient

conditions for the convergence of the ERM principle given ( by Key Theorem (8.1))

using the entropy of the set of loss functions L(E, Í@,r)), ø € f).

Theorem 4.2 In order to satisfy the convergence of empirical risk R",-o(r) to the

true risk R(r),

i,.e. ,ll1 t{ sup[R(ø) - R.,-r(r)l t .] : 0, V €, (B 6)
¿+oo \ argf)

it is necessary and sufficient that the equality,

,tjå#:0, v e )0, (87)

holds.

Theorem 4.2 implies that for the ERM principle to be consistent, it is necessary

and suffi.cient that the entropy H(l) be finite. However, in order to calculate entropy

for given sample size and indicator loss functions, one needs to know the probability

measure P(7) that is not known for machine learning problems. Thus, SLT introduces

two new quantities based on the value of ,n/(fi).

Annealed Entropg H"..(I) is defined as

H"..(l):lnt¿N(T¿) (B 8)

and the Growth Funct'ion G(/) is defined as

G(l): lnsupl/(fi) (8.9)
T¡
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where the supremum is taken over all possible samples of size I regardless of the distri-

bution. The growth function represents the maximum number of different separations

tlrat can be made on a sample of size I using the indicator functions L(y,Í(*,r)),

ø € f). Thus, this definition requiresa that the maximum number of separations is

made for oniy one sample of size L It is important to note that the growth function

for a given sample size I depends only on the set of indicator functions L(y, f (t,a)),

ø € f) and provides the upper bound for the quantity ¡f(7) Also, since the number

of vertices a I dimensional unit cube can produce is equal to 2¿, the maximum of

growth function is given by (8.10).

G(¿) Sln(z¿) :lln2

SLT relates entropy [80], anneal entropy and growth function

(8.10)

H(l) < H"*.(I) < G(¿) < Irn2 (8.11)

based on their definitions

Equation (8.7) presents necessary and sufficient conditions for the ERM principle

to be consistence in terms of entropy that depends on an unknown probability mea-

sure. When the conditions for consistency are satisfied, it is important to consider

lrow fast the obtained risk R(r,) convergess asymptotically to the minimal possible

risk A(ø6). The asymptotic rate of convergence is said to be fast if for any I > 16 the

aThis definition does not imply that the maximum number of separations should be made on all
the samples of size l.

5It is possible that the ERM principle is consistent but has an arbitrarily slow rate ofconvergence.
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following exponential bound given by (8.12) holds true.

PIR(a¡) - R(ro) > rl < "-""'
(8.12)

Where c is a positive constant.

SLT provides the following sufficient6 condition for fast rate of convergence.

iim
l-oo

(8.13)

This condition given by (8.13) is depend on the anneal entropy which depends on a

unknown probability measure.

However, these requirements for consistency and fast rate of convergence can be

expressed in terms of a distribution independent growth function. SLT provides

the following distribution independentT bound (8.14) that guarantees (1) sufficient

and necessary conditions for the consistency of ERM principle, and (2) fast rate of

convergence.

2_ì:o

,g#:o (8.14)

In order to derive constructive distribution independent bounds on the generalization

ability of learning machines, SLT provide the following theorem on the behavior of

tlre growth function using a concept called YC d'imensi,ong.

Theorem 4.3 Any growth function either satisfies the equality

G(I) : lln? (8.15)

6It is not known whether the same conditio provides the sufficient condition
7A bound that do'es not depend on the unknown probability measure P(7).
8VC dimension is an abbreviation for Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension.
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or is bounded by the inequality

(8.i6)

wlrere h is an integer such that when I : h, the following relationships must be

satisfied.

G(h): htn2 (B.17)

G(h+l) <(h+1)ln2 (8.18)

In other words, theorem 4.3 assel'ts that relative to the sample size I, the growth

function is either linear-or bounded by a logarithmic function as shown by figure 8.1.

The followìng definition relates the structure of the growth function with the VC

G(I)

ht

Figure 8.1: The growth function is either linear or bounded by a logarithmic function.

G(I):n(r+tå)
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Definition ,A..1

Tlre VC dimension of a set of indicator functions L(A, f @, a)), , € f), is infinite

if the growth function for this set of functions is linear.

o The VC dimension of a set of indicator functions L(A, f @,r)),, € 0, is finite

and equals to å if the corresponding growth function is bounded by a logarithmic

function with coefficient h.

Therefore, the inequalities given by (8.19) are valid and assert that the finiteness

of the VC dimension of the set of indicator function implemented by the learning

machine provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency for the

ERM principle. Further, the same inequalities assert that the finiteness of the VC

dimension ensures a fast rate of convergence.

H(t) <H"*,(t) < G(¿) .l¿(t+h*)T _ T _ I- L

(t<h) (8.1e)

In order to estimate the VC dimension for a set of indicator loss functions correspond-

ing to two class binary ciassification, SLT introduces following equivalent definition

[s0].

Definition 4.1 The VC dimension of a set of indicator loss functions L(y, f (r,a)),

ø € O, is the maximum number of I of vectors [(rt,ar),...,(rn,gr,)] that can be

separated into two classes in all 2' possible $/ays using the functions of the set. If

for any n there exist a set of I vectors that can be separated by the set of functions

L(a,f @,a)),ø € CI, then the VC dimension for-that set of function is infinity.

In other words, for a given I data samples, 2¿ number of different binary labels

exist. For each labeling, if it is possible to find a function from the set of functions
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L(A,f @,u)),, e 0, that can correctly assign those labels, then these set of points

can be shattered (separated into two classes) by this set of functions. The maximum

number of points h that can be shattered by the functions from the set of functions

L(A, f @,a)),, € 0 is equal to the VC dimension for the set of functions. Note that,

if the VC dimension is å, then there exist one set of h points that can be shattered,

but in general it is not true that every set of h points can be shattered.

SLT generalizes the results obtained for the set of indicator loss function to a seú

of real ualued loss functions. The VC dimension of a set of real valued functions is

defined to be the VC dimension of the corresponding indicator function.

Further, it also shows that the VC dimension for the classification loss func-

tion (4.31) is equal to the VC dimension of the approximating function f (r,r), c, € l¿.

Also, the VC dimension of the regression loss function (a.6) is approximately equal to

the VC dimension of the approximating function f (x). Thus, in general, the VC di-

mension of the classification loss function (4.31) and the regression loss function (4.6)

have the VC dimension h which is equal to the VC dimension of the approximating

function /(z).

Therefore, (t ) it is necessarA and suffici,ent for the ERM princ'iple to be cons'istent,

and (2) to ensure a fast rate of conuergence, if the learning machi,ne can i,mplement

a set of funct'ions with fi"ni,te VC d'imensi,on.
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Learning Theory Revisited

Algorithms for support vector machines classification, support vector machines re-

gression and Kernel Ridge Regression were proposed based on the structural risk

minimization principle presented in section 4.7. Structural risk minimization was

proposed in statistical learning theory, motivated by the generalization bounds de-

rived for the true risk given by the risk functional A(ø) : I L(A, f @,a))p@,A)dndA

(introduced in section 4.2) that stands for the total risk, considering all possible

input-output pairs (ø, g) characterized by the probability distribution p(x,A).

Although minimization of this average risk ensures that the total risk is small,

it does not show the true error of a randomly selected test point. Recent develop-

ments [83], in the area of learning and generalization, extend the bounds derived in

Statistical Learning Theory to provide upper bounds for the absolute error of an es-

timated function for a randomly selected test point. These upper bounds have been

derived, for (1) the classification error of a function trained by the support vector clas-

sification algorithm, and (2) regression error for functions estimated by the support

vector machines regression algorithm and the Kernel Ridge Regression algorithm. In

this appendix, the upper bound of the absolute error corresponding to a randomly se-
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lected test point for a function estimated using Kernel Ridge Regression is presented

and explained.

The upper bound (C.1) presents the probabiiity that a randomly selected test

point exceeds the selected threshold value. An in-depth mathematical derivation is

found in reference [8a]

Where:

7. Pr{l€l > rylfi} is the probability that the estimated function /(r) has an error

more than a chosen threshold value 7.

2. (1- 4) is a measure of confidence of the above probability.

3. .R is the minimum radius of a ball that contains all the training data.

4. t : A¿ - f @) is the training error for Lhe'ith sample of the training set.

5. SSE: Il:r{02 is the Sum of Square Erroi for the training set calculated by

applying the quadratic loss function.

6. c is a finite real constant for the particular problem.

7. t is the number of samples in the training data set, fr .

This inequality suggests that the probability of getting an estimated function output

more than 'y away from the true output value can be upper bounded by the right-hand

ull'R"I ll
L_

P"{l€l >'ylr,} <T
+
-'Y2

Ði:,t?
rog2 t +t*;] (c.1)
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side of (C.1). Therefore, minimizing the objective function (C.2)

¿

E(.): Àllrll, + t €; e.2)
i:I

used in Kernel Ridge Regression, not only minimizes the true average risk but also

minimizes the absolute error for a randomly selected test point.
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Appendix D

IJpper Bound on Fat-VC

Dimension and VC Dimension

Although the VC dimension was first introduced in SLT to characterize the complexity

of a function applicable to classification problems, later it was extended to characterize

the complexity of a function applicable to regression problems. This new complexity

measure is called fat-VC dimension or fat-shattering dimension. However, for the

linear class of functions, both fat-VC dimension and VC dimension yield the sarhe

results. This appendix first defines the fat-VC dirnension of a real valued function and

presents an upper bound for fat-VC dimension. Then, the upper bound on fat-VC

dimension is used to deduce the an upper bound on the VC-dimension.

Definition [8a] Let F be a set of real valued functions defined on a domain

X. A set of points {*r,...,rr} € Xt isyshatteredby F, if there exists real numbers

rr,...,r¿ € IR, such that for all binary vectors b : bt,...,bt € {-1, 1}', there exists a

fnnction fa € F satisfying (D.1).

bo(fa@o)-r¿)>t
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The fat-shattering dimension f "tr(l) is the size of the largest 7-shattered subset of X.

The following result, due to Gurvits [102], provides a upper bound on the fat-

shattering dimension for the linear functional class.

Theorem (Gurvist-1997) Suppose that X is in a ball of radius -R in a inner product

spacel H, X: {r €,[1 : lløll < B], and consider the class of linear functions given

by (D 2)

f:{r-(ua,r),reX}

Then, following upper bound exists.

(D 2)

(D 3)

The proof [tOe] of the above theorem follows from two intermediate results given by

the following two lemmas. The first shows that the sum of any subset (56) of a set

(^9) shattered by functions from -F is far from the sum of the remainder of that set

(S - So) The second shows that these sums can not be too far apart when X is in a

ball of radius R.

Lemma 1 Let F : {r * (wu,r),r 3 R}. If S is 7-shatteredby F, then every

subset So C ,S satisfies (D 4)

ll t'.-t(s-so)ll =1ff
(D 4)

Proof Suppose S : {rt,...,rt} is 7-shattered by -F, witnessed by rr,...,r¿ € R, then

1A real vector space X is an 'inner product space lf there exist a real-valued symmetric bilinear
(linear in each argument) map (.,.), that satisfies (ø,ø) > 0.

fatr(ù< *#Ë
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for all b: (bt,...,br) € {-1, t}¿ the weight vector tu¿, satisfies (D.5) for all 'i: I,...,1.

bn((wu,ro)-r¿)>l

Consider the case where (D.6) is satisfied.

(D 5)

(D 6)

(D 7)

(D 8)

I{ro : r¿ €^90} I Ð{"0 : r¿ e5 -.90}

Fix b¿:1, if and only íf n¿€,S0. Substituting b¿ in (D.5) yields (D.7), and (D.8).

(taa,r¿) ) r¿ * 1, if r¿ Q 56

(ua,r) S r¿ - 1, if r¿ € ^9 - ,90

Summing (D.7) over the subset Ss yields,

(D e)

similariy, summing (D.8) over the subset (S - So) yields,

(tll6,t(t - s')) r I{"0 : r¿ €5 - So} + l5 -,S¡11 (D.10)

where the sum of a set means the surn of the vectors contained in the set, and l^91

means the number of vectors in the set ,S. Subtracting (D.10) from (D.9) and using

(D.6) yields (D.11).

(t.,r,Ðt )- Ð{"0 :r¿e,96}+ l^9617

(.0, (f so - If s - s,))) I tslry
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality2 and dividing both sides by llu.'6ll yields (D.12).

llIr.-Irr-,so)ll -ffi (D.12)

In case (D.6) is not satisfied, fix b¿:7 if and oniy if r¿ € S -,56, and use an identical

agrement.

Lemma 2 For ali the sets,S in the inner product space fI with ll"ll <,R for t € S,

some subsets ,96 c ^9 satisfying (D.13).

lltr' - Irs -,so)ll s /lsTa (D.13)

Proof Suppose ,S : {ør , '.',rt}' Chose ^9¡ 
randomly by defining Ss : {r¿ € S : b¿ :

1), where b : {h,...,bt} € {-1, 1}¿ are independent and uniform random variables.

Then take the expected value,

tll f so - f (s -,so)ll': tll Ðuo,ll'
,o:t ¿

: te [((a,",), ( t 0,",))]
i:r j:I

T

: te[((aø') ,(ro*o+ Ðu,",))]
i-_r j*i (D.14)

,¿
: t (ellu,",ll'. 

Ðe l((aø,), (,,",))])

I

: iefla,",ll'
i:1

< l,slË',

2In an inner product space H, (r,z)2 <llrll'll"ll'.
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where the last equality follows from the fact that the b¿s have zero mean and are

independent, so tlb¿b jl: 0 for ,, + j Since the expected value of the squared norms

of the difference between the sums is no more than l,SlÆ2, then there must be a set

,90 for which this quantity is no more than l^SlÆ2. That is, the following is true for

some set ,S and subset ^90 c ^9.

ll tt'- Irs - ^eo)ll' s tst"' (D.15)

The two intermediate results (D.12), and (D.15) yields (D.16).

(D.16)

The above inequality provides an upper bound for the number of vectors in a 7-

shattered set ø € ,S, and hence an upper bound for fat-shattering dimension f atr(l).

It can be easily seen that the above proof is valid when the real numbers 11, ...,r¿ €

IRl are chosen to be zero. In this situation, the fat-VC dimension is equal to the VC

dimension. Therefore, the VC-dimension h. bounded as follows.

rsr sw

, , ll.,oll'n'
r¿ \ ------------:-

'Y"
(D.17)

An independent proof for the same upper bound on the VC-dimension is available in

reference [91].
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Acronyms

AC Alternating Current

AGC Automatic Generation Control

ANN Artificial Neural Networks

BS Binary Search

CCT Critical Clearing Time

CIGRE International Council on Large Electric Systems

COI Center of Inertia

DAE Differential and Algebraic Equations

DOS Disk Operating System

DSA Dynamic Sec'urity Analysis

DC Direct Current

DT Decision Tlees

EAC Equal Area Criterion

EEAC Extended Equal Area Criterion

ERM Empirical Risk Minimization

FA False Alarms

FC False Classifications

FD False Dismissals

IEEAC Integrated Extended Equal Area Criterion

IEEE Institution of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IID Independently and Identically Distributed
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ACRONYTVIS

IPLAN

KKT

KRR

OP

OPF

PC

PEBS

PSS/E

RBF

RK

RMSE

SEP

SRM

SLT

SVM

SVMC

SVMR

TSB

TSI

TAST

UEP

VC

VM

Integrated Programming Langauge for PSS/E

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

Kernel Ridge Regression

Operating Point

Optimal Power FIow

Personal Computer

Potential Energy Boundary Surface

Power System Sirnulator for Engineering

Radial Basis Functions

Runge-Kutta

Root Mean Square Error

Stable Equilibrium Point

Structural Risk Minimization

Statistical Learning Theory

Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines Classification

Support Vector Machines Regression

Tlansient Stability Boundary

Transient Stability Index

Transient Stability Assessment Tool

Unstable Equilibriunr Point

Vapnik-Chervonenkis

Vapnik Measure
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